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PROJECT BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY or' FiNDINS

in the late summer of 197h the Re!.earcil Cent's for :.:1.1,try Information

at the Lndiana University Gr:Ouate LLntAry Sch apv.o.whed by the.

. Gummission on New Techno1ogicAl '.;se:; of Copyrighted 14(r;,... (CONTU) about

(.IL;ibility of distributing, tabularing and Analyiinr, .t ql!,;:ionnaire to

f,-vided by CONTU to the publishers of United otate2. .choi..:r1) and research

joat,:als. The IU Graduate Library School wan selected ior this task because,

.n earlier study for the National Science Foundation *, it had developed a

core list of 2,459 U.S. scholarly and research journals. inclusion criteria

for tnis list are explained later in this report. ,It was believed that this

lis:, initially developed in 1974, could be updated rc serve a'r the basis for

t1: survey. Moreover, since the IU GLS Research Center had already.established

-L.:cts with these journal publishers in the completion of the NSF questionnaire,

it telt that this familiarity would improve cooperation and response .ates.

Me agreement for Indiana University to distribute and analyze the question-

,r1.1i_rt_ was completed on'September 27, 1976. The development an pre-testing

3t the proposed questionnaire by CONTU (one for publishers of scholarly and

rch journals, one for each journal included) after -he r.. copyright act

wis s: fined or. October 19, 1976, did not permit these ques-tionn,ires
:...-) be

dis,_ributed until February 15, 1977, with a requested response date of March

2;, 1977. At the request of CONTU, a follow-up mailng was made or. April 15,

*Fry, Bernard H. and White, Herbert S. "Economics and interaction of .tile
Publisher-Library Relationship th the Production and Use of Scholarly and
Research Jrurnals". Final Report on NSF Grant GN-41398, PB 249108,. 1975.
Also available as: Fry and White--"A StaAv of Scholarly and Research Journals".
D.C. Heath & Co., Lexington, Mass., 1976.
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1977, and all responses received by May 10, 1977 are included in these tabulations.

The list of 2,459 journals published by 1,634 publishers used in the NSF

saFvey was updated through a review of Ulrich's International Periodicals

Directory, 16th edition (1975-76), which lists both cessations and new ournal

starts. The list was modified in the light of the responses of publishers

themselves, some of which indicated that journals still listed had actually

ceased publication, while others called our attention to journals not in our

survey for a variety of reasons, including the fact that they were too new to be

listed in Ulrich's. The result of these changes was a revised survey population of

2,552 U.S. scholarly and research journals, distributed by 1,672 publishe-rs.

Project Personnel

Bernard M. Fry, Dean of the Indiana University Graduate Library School,

has served as Principal Investigator for this project. Herbert S. White,

Professor in the Graduate Library School and Director of its Research Center

for Library and Information Science, has served as Co-Principal Investigator.

Elizabeth L. Johnson has served as Research Associate.

Purpose of Investigation

The questionnaires, which were distributed with explanatory and background

material also 'developed by CONTU, were designed to elicit information concerning

attitudes toward photocopying and various methods for dealing with licensing

or the supply of authorized photocopies for such article copying not exempt under

the provisions of the 1976 Copyright RevisionAct,_and Which would require

authorization of the copyright owner. It was felt that these would help the
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National Commision to iultill Itr :itatut,,ty reaponsibilicy to make recommenda-

tions to the Congress and :ho President "sx to such changes in copyright law

or procedures. that may be ne.-e!.:.tv AMMUTV...ACCCSM TO copyrighted works and

to provide recognition of the rights of :opyright owners ". (Public LAW 94-553)

Response Kates

The reuponse rate for publinher wa!; 31.8Z (531 of 1,b72); for journals

they published it was 38.2Z (974 of 2,552). Some additional responses have also

beeri received since the May 10, 1977 cut-off date, and the data taken from these

have been retained in case further analysis is desired.

There is clear evidence, moreover, that a large portion of the non-response

comes from journals wnich are not copyrighted, and which may therefdre have felt

relatively unaffected by the questions being posed. A total of 872, or 89.5%

of responding journals indicated that they were copyrighted. By contrast,

analysis of the records of the Copyright Office indicates that only about 601 of

the non-responding journals are ,:opyrighted. The response levels therefore

represent, in all probability, a greater proportion of those journals whose views

and decisions concerning copyright policies are of significance in the measurement

of-attitudes. Confidentiality of all responses has been strictly maintained, and

the completed questionnaires are being returned to the respondents.

Techniques of Analysis

Responses to the questions provided by. CONTU were analyzed in total for
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the publisher or Journal group roopondinK. As appropri.3tc, temponaca waT'c elan

anslyeed to determine differences between the fot-profit lad non-profit publi,ation=

acetone; between the subject discipline= of purr es. lance, . tan, r !Id

!eihnnlogy, social science, and human:tic-Is; .old by 2L:e 0! . :r.ulatiom sash

,00rnal. AC the request. of King ketiearch, Inc., al: organi.-atIo.; in

related study for the National Science Foundaion, Sation41 commisstn ou Libraries

and Information Science, and CONTI!, publisher retsponaea were alnu broarn drown am

between those who published only one journAl, And those who published more than -1.c

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

General

Although the tabular and descriptive data which follow present WV

of information, it is somewhat difficult to draw clearcut general:re:A canclue:ons.

There are several reasons for this. At the time of he distrittl:n and completion

of these questionnaires,: the new copyright law had been enacted un:v a tell months

earlier sndwill not come into effect until January 1, 1978. In addiziln, no

specific propOsals for the establishment of clearinghouses or royalty payment

centers had as yet been promulgated,,let alone publicized.

Of the responses, 449 cos! from publishers who publish only one journal

in rftesurvey. This represents 84.62 of the responding publisher population,

and 46.52 of the responding journal population.' Of respohding publishers in the

survey, 95.52 distribute five or fewer journals, and these in turn include 61.3Z of

the responding journals. Scholarly and research publishing consists predominantly

of relatively wall non-profit journals, whose publishers probably have little

knowledg% of or have paid little attention to the complex and lengthy provisions

11
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of CONTU. Such assistance Could include the de4lopment and explanation of

alternative specimewkikatements as.part of copyright notices, as well as the'

calculation of assessment of the impact,of 110PLEsmentation of the new copyright

law, in particular for small journals and indivtduii publishers. For publishers

_wishing to copyright but who are willing. to adopt a liberal policy on copying,

specimen. terminology to be distributed as potential notices in journals could

deal with concepts such as "for private study and researCh",.."willing to .let

non-profit users copy", "restrictions limited to the first year following. publica-

tion " but in such more specific form. To a.substantial degree, respondents are

willing to grant rights to non - profit, users that they are not willing to grant

-.to commeFcial users, whether out of principle,or expectation of return.

The do not appear to know, however, how to g° about implementing this preference,

or others which. they may feel.

Journal Survey

1. Publication Frequency: The survey indica differences in publication

frequency notnot only as.between the commercial'sn non-profit sectors, but also as

among subject disciplines. Better than half 41non-profit journals publish

quarterly or even less frequently, while the same holds true for commercial journals

in only 36Z of cases. Humanities journals;40ear quarterly or less frequently -

in 73% of responding cases, which is more than twice the reported rate-for pure.

and applied science journals, which appear with considerably greater frequency.

(See page 19)

'2. Size of Journals: Saglarly and reseircli-i3nbfishing,is heavily populated by

r

small journals. Better than half. of the iournals.in the survey had a circulation

of under 3000 copies, and thigligure is even higher for commercial than for

I



non-profit journals. However, large (between 10,000 and 100,000 circulation)
41Pc-

journals, while representing only 19:52 of-the journals; include 74.22 of the

issues distributed. (See'page 23)

3. Foreign Circulation: Less than half of responding journals report a foreign

circulation,which exceeds 202 of the total, and only 272 have`fOreign circulation

of above 30%. ever, er circulation journals are more heavily dependent

on foreign subscri ers. (See page 29)

4." Copyrighting: The great majority of journals which responded to this survey,

in particular commercial journals, copyright each issue published. Theydo not,

however, ihclude individually copyrighted' articles in many cases,-and commercial'

journals tend to avgd this.in.parttcplar. (See page 38)

5. .Fage. Charges: About three fourths of the journals, responding do not.emploSi-

page charges at all, and-only 3.52 have:mandatory page charges. Commercial journals'

make less use of page charges, and large commercial journals responding.4on't

use them at all. (See page 42) .

6'. Selling Reprints of Articles: Better than half of responding-journals currently

sell reprints directly (although it is not known if minimum quantity limitations

are applied), but'only about one third.sell.reprints through an agent. The use

of such agents is fairly concentrated among commercial journals to two agents

(4erox Univer§ity.MitrOf

University Microfilm for

7. Current Priced' of Reprints: Rates charged by journals which presently sell

reprints vary widely, 41thohghctast non-profit journals are willing to accept $3 or

nd information Unlimited), and dominated by Xerox

non- pro-fit journals. (See page 45)

n

-less for A Can page article, aricFbetter than half of commercial journals are willing
S.

4
- to accept orders for $5. However,:a sizeable minority, 'particularly in the

commercial sectOr, charges $7 or even mare fOia ten page article, supplied on

14
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pre-payment to domestic cuAtoters. (See page 67)

8. Comparative Prices of Reprints: Perhaps surprisingly, and indicative of lack

of informed judgement mentioned earlier, journals which do not sell reprints

express themselves as satisfied with lower payments-,'in response to a hypothetical

question, than journals which do sell them. (See page 937

9. Volume of Reprint Sales: -Two thirds of the responding journals indicate no

reprint sales at all or sales which average under 6 reprints a week:. Only _132 of

responding journals sell more than thirty reprints per average:Working day, and

can be considered to be "in the business of selling reprints"- -Responses indicate
.

that more than half of the journals fill orders within-five days of receipt,

ni_hough over 172 take anionth or longer to comply. (See' pages 85 and 88)

10. Expected Prices.for Authorized Copies: More than:502 of-responding copyrighted
-journals expect no payment to them from the operation of a clearinghouse, or from

an agent, and -this lack of expectation was particularly pronounced-among commercial
.0

journals. Where compensation was expected, 50 cents was acceptable in about half

of the cases. However, a small but insistent minority indicates considerably

greater expectations, in some cases well above $5. (See page 112)

11. Expected.Ptices for Licensed Photocopying: At the same time, perhaps because

of lack of information, responding journals hesitate to commit themselves to

licensing directly or through an agent or clearinghouse. Where there was willingness,

5U cents is an acceptable payment in more than half the respondents, but a small

minority (See no. 10 above) hold out for as much as $Z or more. (See page 12.7)

'12. Microform Editions: By a substantial margin, journals prefer to sell microform

editions through an agent rather than-directly. At the same time, they are not

willing to authorize copying from microform during the current yearof publication,
;and only slightly more willing to permit unrestricted copying from past year

'15



_ microforms, (See page 112)

13. Policies on Liberal Provisions to Copy: Although many journals do not presently

exact payment charges from. libraries, they are overwhelmingly unwilling togrant
blanket permission for copying, or blanket permission far interlibrary loan.

This negative reaction to "carte blanche" subsides only to some extent for back

year permission; and is particularly strong-with relation to libraries in forprofit
-;organizStions. Where there is willingness for. back year unlimited copying, the

cutoff is most frequently set at one-year. (See page 130)

Publisher Survey
1.:

. 14.. International Standard Serial Numbers (ISSN): Only a small percentage of

,responding pUblishers_feel that the inclusion of ISSN numbers would facilitate.

_ .the proviSion of .reprintor photocopies ata ltrwer price.- This may be true

In part because only slightly more than-one thi1d of responding journals presently
,identify their journals 'with ISSN numbers,IandA;me

responding publishers maY-not

-even-Jme"lbeen aware Of what ISSN numbers were. (See. page 154 and also Appendix'),
15. Lite-using Preferences:, Under. licensing preferences, all types of publishers
indicate a strong preference for directaicensing, as.againstthe use oi4either
agents or clearinghouses. It should be stressed that.this question was answered

as something of.an abstraction, since no specific clearinghouse mechanism proposal7)
had as yet been promulgated and distributed, either by the AAP, or by any other

organization. (See pAge 156)

16. Use of Agents: For what are/probably some of the,same reasons, responding

publishers. expressed a strong pWeference for
supplying authorized copies directly,

rather than throUgh clearinghouses or agents. As stressed in the general comments,/
-4.

.
1 0

.

. .
.

/A
the use of actclearinghouse n agents is a concept which is probably little understoo4

16



by some of the publishers of small and scattered journals, and it would require

explanation and publicity to gain wider acceptance. (See page 161)

17. Teletype Equipment for Ordering Reprints: Responding publishers saw little
.\\

practicAl utility in teletype equipment for receiving orders, in large part

because verylfew publishers have such equipment at present. \Additionally, few

publishers foresaw the usefulness of anotherforn Of electronicommunication.

18. -Telephone Orders: Better than two thirds of responding pUblishers; and in'.

(See pages 169 and 174)

particular commercial -publishers, indicated a willingness -to accept telephonic.

orders, with a majority also, willi6g to do this at a,standard charge. (See page 172)

19; .ireferred Methods of Payment:.- The receipt of individual pne,Eimepayment
,

.

for the filling of a one-time order is the'most preferred method of handling-,

'copy 'requess, since it avoids either billing or record keeping.' Only about'one

fifth of the responding publishers found open accounts or deposit accounts acceptable,

and this positive response is largely limited to large commercial publishers, who.

mig0i have reason to expect a larger volume of business, and the same response

patterns held for the use of stamps or coupons: Slightly less than half of\the

responding publishers Were agreeable to billing with shipment of the order, although

it is-not certain_. that all of these would be willing to do this for single copy
I

orderS as Well as multiple copies. Large non-profit publishers were- particularly

reluctant to endorse this approach. ,(See page 176)

20. Future Policies: Of the 43.5% of publishers who responded to a question--

which implied that they did not presently sell reprints or photocopies directly

or through an agent, about three fourths continued to express their unwillingness

to do so in the future: (See page 179)

17
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AVAILABILIrli OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The data base from which. these reported data were extracted will

continue to.be maintained at the Research Center of the Indiana University

Graduate Library School. Additional tabulations and analyses can be

undertaken by IndianaUniversity on a cost recoverable basis. Requests
Z.

for such work should be directed during the life of CONTU to theNational

Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works, Washington, D.C.

20558. After the statutory life of CONTU has expired requests should be

directed to:the Register of Copyrights, Washington, D.C. 20557.

-/



Journal Questionnaire

Definition of Survey Population.
(Also described in Publisher questionnaire)

The population for this survey was drawn from the list of U.S. scholarly

A,..d research journals identified by the Indiana University Graduate Library

School Research Center in its study on 'Economics and Interaction of the

Publisher-Library Relationship_ in the Production and Use of Scholarly and

Research Journals", prepared for the National Science Foundation under Grant

GN -41398*.

This study, which identified 2459 journals, published by 1634NOublishers,.

defined scholarly and research journals through the exclusion of certain categories \

of periodicals believed to be inappropriate because the category would not

ordinarily contain communications useful for, scholarly purposes or would have

little. economic impact. Journals were therefore excluded if they fell into any
.7%

of the following categories: 1) newsletters; 2) house organs; 3) general mass

audience:magazines; 4) popular culture magazines; 5) periodicals intended for

a juvenile audience; 6) "little" magazihes; 7) reprints; 8) patents; 9) secondary

periodicals or services; 10) periodicals intended for a'local audience; 11) trade

Journals; 12) periodicals not indexed by an indexing or abstracting service except

in subject areas in which;nuch services are inadequate, or where the'journil'

began publication after 1970 and might there not reasonably be expected

to be indexed; 13) processed periodicals; 14) tabloids; 15) free periodicals;

16) government publications; and 17) controlled circulation periodicals. On

*A book describing the methodology and conclusions of. this study is available
as "Publishers and Libraries: A Study of Scholarly and Research Journals", by
Bernard M. Fry and Herbert S. White.. D.C. Heath & Co., Lexington, Mass. 1976.

19
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the advice of statistical consultants, any journal with a circulation above

100,000 was excluded under category 3), because it was felt that data from these

journals would hopelfssly skew reported information and conclusions.

The initial list, compiled in 1974 through reviews of Current Contents and

.

Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory, was then updated through a review

of Ulrich's 16th Edition 1975-76, since Ulrich's lists both cessations and

new journal starts. Finally, the list was impacted by the responses of publishers

themselves, some ofwhich indicated that journals still listed had actually ceased

publication, and some of which called our attention to journals not in our

survey for a variety reasons, including the fact that they were near. These

publisherinduced changes to the list of scholarly and research journals were

relatively minor. Our survey is ultimately based on potential responses from

1672 publishers, who distribute 2552 scholarly and research journals.

Rate of Response

In asking the 1672 publishers of the 2552 journals in the survey universe

63 resplind, they were asked to complete one questionnaire as publisher, and an

additional questionnaire for each journal. The journal survey response was

974, or 38.2% of the universe. This was considerably better than the 31.8%

response to the publisher questionnaire reported in the other section of this

study, and indicates that publishers of more than one journal were more likely

to respond than publishers of only single journals.

The assumption that this may be because larger publishers could be expected

to have a greater interest in questions of copyright is borne out in an examination
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of the copyright'status-of responding and non-responding journals. A total of

872, or 89.5% of the responding journals indicated that they were copyrighted.

By contrast,,an analysis at the Library of Congress of the copyright status of

1550of the 1578 journals (the other 28 could not be located in LC files) which

'either did not respond or respOnded too late to be included indicates that only

59.0% of these journalA are copyrighted. For these reasons it can be postulated.

that, while the survey elicited usable response from only 38.2% of the eligible

° journal population, it represents a far greater percentage of those journals

whose views and decisions concerning copyright policies are of significance in

the measurement of attitudes. This assumption is also borne out by an examination

of responses by publisher groups% Far-profit journals, at 46.0%, showed a considera-

bly higher rate of response than non-profit _journals, at 35.4%. The small

other-not-for-profit journals showeshe/lovest level of response, at 27.7%.

University presses, at 60.5%, while alistall g0up, were the most responsive,

an observation which repeats the expeiience of the NSF questionnaire mailed out

in 1974, in which university presses were also the publisher group. most likely

to respond. It is probable that this is a small homogeneous group, which

maintains close contact, and which is used,to-collecting and reporting data.

The for-profit journals, because of their higher response rate, represented

31.6% of the response population, although they constituted only 26.3% of the

sample.. Society 'journals, tip largest sampling group at 43.1%, was also the

largest respdnse group, at a slightly diminished 41.8%.

In analysis of subject disciplines, social science journals were the'largest

group inthe sample, at 38.6%, and are an approximately equal percentage of the

21



response population, at 38.1%. Applied science and technology journals, the

second largest sample group at 30.81, Showed the smallest percentage response,

and thereforexi{resent only 27'.1% of the response population. By contrast;

almost half of the 437 pure science journals in the sample responded, and this

caused an increase of from 17.1% of the.sample to 22.2Z of the response.popula-

tion. Humanities journals were the smallest percentage sample group,. and declined

further because of a relatively poor response rate. It is known that many of

these humanities journals are published in the small other-not-for-profit sector,

which, as indicated above, .also had a small response rate.

The for-profit sector, which represented 38.2%, of the responding journals

is most heavily concentrated in the applied science and technology discipline,

in which it accounts for 43.2% of the responses. By contrast, only 8.9% of the

responding humanities journals are published by commercial institutions. Societies

are the largest responding publishing groups in all disciplines except for the

humanities. They distribute 44.0% of-the pure science, 42.9% of the social science,

and 42.4% of the applied science journals. By contrast, the responding humanities

journals are only 33.3% published by professional societies, and in this discipline

the small other-not-for-profit journals account for 42.4% of the responses, more

than twice their impact }n any other discipline, and four times their share of

the applied science and technology discipline as recorded in survey responses.

These data confirm conclusions about publishers in the NSF questionnaire,

in that commercial publishers are most active in the applied and then pure aciences,

and in that humanities publishing is dominated by 'small individual publishers.
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This last observation is also borne out statistically. For-profit publishers

in our survey published an average of 3.90 journals each, not-for-profit publishers

1.47. Of these, societies averaged 1.55, university presses 3.71, and the

"other " non- profit publishers only 1.07:

rI
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JOURNAL RESPONSE TO SURVEY

Total Query N -2552

Number Iszrrailtas No. Copyrighted Copyrighted

Responding Journals 974 38.2% S72 89.5%

Non-responding Journals 1578 61.8% 914 59.02

By Type of Publisher

Total in Percent Percent of Response Population
Survey of .Survey No. Percent Response No. % Copy-Population Population Responding Response Population Copyrighted righted

For-profit Journals 670 26.3% 308 46.0% 31.6% 296 96.1%

Not-for-profit
Journals 1882 73.7% 666 35.4% 68.4% 576 86.5%

a) Societies - 1099 43.12 407 37.0% 41.8% 356 87.5%

b)

c)

University Press

Other NIP

129 5.0% 78 60.5% 8.0% 75 96.2%

Journals 654 25.62 181 27.7% 18.62 145 79.6Zr

By Subject Discipline

Total in Percent Percent of Response Population
Survey 11 Survey No. Percent Response No. % Copy-
Population Pdpulation Responding Response Population Copyrighted righted

Pure Science

Applied Science and
Technology

Soci..31 Science

Humanities

437

785

986

344

17.1%

30.8%

38.6%

13.5%

216

264

371

123

49.4%

33.6%

37.6%

35.8%

22.2%

27.12

38.1%

12.6%

200

238

329

105

92.6%

90.2%

88.7%

85.4%

24



By Publisher and Discipline

Showing 2 of Response Population

Pure Science

rbr4PrOfit 382

:ion-profit 622

Applied Science

43.22

56.82

Social Science

27.2%

72.8%

Humanities

91.12

Society 44.02 42.4% 42.92 33.3%

Univvrstty 5.62 , 3.8Z 10.0% 15.4%

c'
Other NFP 12.42 10.6% 19.92 42.42

V

25
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Question Ia. What is the publication frequency? times per year

1r

Publication Frequency of Responding Journals

More than halfJof the responding journals, 51.2%, publish between 2 and

4 issues per year, and can be assumed to be largely semi-annual or quarterly.

Ap additional 42.9: publish between 5 and 12 issues annually, and are usually

either bi-monthly or monthly, although Some monthly journals skip summer months

and only publish 9, 10, or 11 issues per year. The vast majority, 94.8%, publish

. --no more frequelty than monthly, a pattern whicb is not surprising for scholarly

P14and research rations which do not concentrate on informatiod with short-term
.

..-

news value.

There was some differentiation between the for-profit and non-profit sectors,

with commercial journals publishing monthly or less frequently in 90.9% of the

cases, while non- profit journals reported 96.8% in this category. There was

also a markedly greater tendency for non-profit journals to publish only between

2 and 4 issuesper year, with 59.4% reporting this or an even lower frequency,

Lompared for 36.07: for the commercial sector. This greater frequency of publication,

when added :o the larger number of published pages for commercial journals already

reported from the NSF study, may account at least in part for the greater prices

being ,harged by oommereial journals.

Substantial differentiations also emerge among subject disciplines. For

humanities journals, 73.1,: publish no more than 4 times a year, and for social

s,'IenLe Journals ;ice figure is 69.0%. 1.0, ontrast, for pure and applied science

. juurnA.S, fu; w111Th ,.urren,y of reporting may be postula,:ed to be mGre significant,

26
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L.

.the figures are 35.2i and 12.0%, respectively.

With the exclusidn of journals with circulatiodit above 100,000 already

expIallged earlier, significant trends by, circulation size emerge. Over 75%

'of the large (10,000 or more) circulation commercial journals are published

between 5 and 12 times annually, and 18.4% are published more frequkntly than

monthly. By contrast, 39.02 of the smallest circulation (under 3000) commercial
RR

journals are published no More frequentlpthan quarterly, and only 8.5% are distri-

buted more frequently than monthly.

20
r

In the. non7profit sector, similar trends, although not as pronounced, emerge.

Almost the same percentage of large non-profit as commercial journals are published

between. 5 and times annually,. but only 8.2% are published more frequently

than monthly. 1 circulation non-profit journals have very irtfrequent

distribution patte with 83.52 published quarterly or even less frequently,

and virtually no distribution more frequent than monthly.

,40

II 1-1

27 v.
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Question la: What is

Total

the publication

Type of Publisher

.frequency? times per year

Journals by Subject
. Journal Pure Applied Social
Response For Profit Non-profit Science Science Science Humanities
(N -974) (N -308) (N -666) (N216) (N -264) (N.371) (N -123)

4..
)

Less than 2 -.7% 0 1.12 0 i .8% .8% 1.62

2-4 51.2% 36.0% 58.3% 35.21 31.1% 68.22 71.52

5-12. 42.9% 54.9% 37.42 51.92\-- 62.1%
I

29.9% 21\2%

13-26 4.3% 7.5% 2.72 12.02 \ 4.5% .82 .92

27-52 .9%
. 1.6% .5% .9% 1 A..5% .3% .8%

mean 7.078 8.416 6.459 8.838 8.871 5.437 5.089

median

mode

4.457

4.000

6.080' ,

4,000

4.317 6.144

4.000 4,000

6.418

12.000

4.189

4.000

4.099

4.000

28



Question'la: What is

For Profit

the publitation frequency?

3000-9999 10000-max
(N-47) (N-49)

times per year

10000-max
(No.134)

Non- profit
0 i-2999

(N -177)
0-2999
(N -297)

3000-9999.
(N -234)

Less than 2 0 0 0 .7% 2.12 0

2-4 39.02 27.72 6.1% 82.82 50.92 16.42

5-12 52.52 66.02 75.5% 16.2% 42.7% 75.4%

13-26 -. 8.52 4 4.32 10.2% .32 3.82 6.72

27-52 0 2.12 8.22 0 .52 1.52

mean 7.119 8.894 14.694 4.519 6.906 10.000

median- 5.855 6.333 11:966 4.005 4.439 10.375

mode 4.000 12.000 / 12.000 4.000 4.000 12.000
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Question lb. Circulation as of January, 1977 \

4

(1) Total copies per isdiJW

i

. Circulation Statistics for Surveyed Journals

Reported circulation was toll ted into three categories; 1) journals with

circulation per issue up to-2999 copies; 2) journals with issue circulation.
between 3000 and 9999 copies; and 3) journals with issue circulation of 10,000 and
more. As reporsed earlier, journals with circulations above 100,000 had been

excluded from the initial NSF survey because of the recommendation from consulting

statisticians who felt that their inclusion would distort the data, and these
foojournals were left out of this survey as well. The three categorizations used

were selected at the request of King Research,anc., which is carrying out parallel
studies for the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS),

NSF, and CONTU, and which felt that calculation in this manner would provide

useful information for its own-studies.

Better than half, oi 50.5% of the responding journals, had circulation

below 3000 copies per issue. Perhaps surprisingly, a 'arger percentage of

commercial than non-profit journals fell into this categOry, with 64.8% of for-profit

journals irithis.rangefcompared to only 44.7% of non-profit journals. At the

other end of. the. spectrum, 19.5% of all journals which responded to this question

distributed over 10,000 copies per issue, including 17.9% of commercial and

20.1% of non-profit publishers. Of the large circulation non-profit group,-

83.6% are society journals. .In fact, these society journals account for 61.2%

:of _all journals in the survey with. circulation -over 10,000 copies. It is obvious

30
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Nib

that such if notieost of thehigh level of circulation comes from distribution

to society maibers.

Among subject disciplines, only applied science journals showed a deviation

from the "small" le9;bal phenomenon, and was the only discipline in which less

than half the journals had a circulation of under 3000. Over )0% Of-theseojournals

reported circulation of 10,000 copies and more, and the mean of 12,935 was more

than twice the mean for pure science and humanities journals, with social scielie

journals falling about halfway between the two groups.

Although tha journals with distribution above 10,000 copies represented

only 19.5% of the journals reporting, they represented 74.2% of the 8,354,266

issues distributed by the total of all responding journals, with more than two

thirds of this total coming from the non-profit sector. Journals with circulation

between 3000 and 9999 copies were 18.1% of the total,'with non-ptofit circulation

more than 4 1/2 times commercial circulation. The smallest (under 3000) category

of journal, while including more than 50% of the responding journals, represented

only 7.7% of the circulation distribution, with noit-piofit journals two thirds

Of this total.

For-profit journals represented 27.3% of the circulation,' a somewhat smaller

percentage than their share of the journal survey itself, and an indication of

the large circulation enjoyed by societal journals, which represented more than

half of the.entire total. Applied science journals, with 40.9%; had the greatest

distribution share, followed by social science at 35.4%. Pure science and.'

humanities trailed substantially, at 15.0% and 8.7%, respectively.

1
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Question lb: Circulation as of January, 1977

Total Copies per Issue

Total Type Irf Publisher Journals by Subject
Journal Pure Applied Social- RespoWee For Profit Non-profit Science. Science Science Humanities(N -938) (N -273) (N -665) (N -216) (8...264) . .(N...335) (N...123)

.1

-

0-2999 50.5% 64.8% 44.7% ,. 57.9% 39.0% 51.6% 59.3%

3000-9999 30.02-, 17.3% 35.2% 30.6% 30.3% 30.1% 27.6%

10000-max 19.5% 17.9% 20.1%, 11.6% 30.7% 18.3% 13.1%

mean 8906 8349 9135 5818 12935 8839 5866

- a ti

I
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Question

For Profit

lb: Circulation as of January 1977

Total Copies per Issue by Type of Publisher

10000-max
0-2999 3000.4999

(N-273) 64.82 17.3% 17.9%

Non-profit
(N.0665) 44.7% 35.2% 20.1%

Society 19:5% '24.2% 16.8%

University 7.32 3.7% .3%

Other NIP .17.9% 7.3% 3.0%

I
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JOURNAL RESPONSE BASED ON TOTAL 1977 DISTRIBUTION

ti

Journal,& by Type of Publisher
,

No. DiLribud 2 of focal Distributed
For Profit

2279314.000
27.3%

Non-profit
16074952.000

72.7%
iSociety

4520849.000
54.1%

University
259448.000

3.1%
Other NFP

(

1294655.000

100215.5%
Total

8345266.000

-A
(-

Journals by Size of Circulation
i\

.

No. Distributed

0.:2999
639882.000

For Profit
206291.000

Non-profit
433591.000

3000-9999 . 1507060.000

For Profit
264940.000

Non-profit
1242120.000

10000-max 6207324.000

For Profit
1808083.000

Non-profit ,4399241.000

Total
8345266.000

34

2 of Total Distribt:

7.7%

2.5%

5.2%

18.1%

3.2%

14.9%

74.2%

21.6%

52.6%

100%
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Pura Science

Applied Science

Social Science

Humanities

Total

28

Journals by Subject

No. Distributed

1256740.000

3414831.000

2961184.000

721511.000 AR

8345266.00/

4

35

of Totpl Distribution

15.0%

40.9%

35.4%

8.7%

100%
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Question lb. (2) Outside U.S. copies per issue

Circulation Outside the United States (As Shown as a Percentage of the Total)

Only 27.12 of responding journals indicated a circulation outside the

United States of 30% or more of the total, and less than half report over 20%.

Commercial journals are far more likely to be dti-tributed'ouiskle the United

States, with 48.4Z of the journals in the for-profit sector reporting that

302 or more of their distribution went to foreign countries, and 64.7% reporting

a foreign circulation of 202 or more. By contrast, only 18.6% of non-pfofit

journals report a foreign circulation above 302, and the group reporting 15%

is still less than half of dx non-profit total. It is surmised that this is

partly true because commercial publishers tend'to have better developed inter-

national marketing organizations or contacts, and also because much of the non-profit

4 circulation is from American society journals to its own American society members.

Pure scien")ournals show a far greater tendency for foreign circulation

than any othr "sub ect discipline. The 56.7% of pure science journals who indi-

cate that 417f or mor of their distribution is foreign are more than twice the

percentage. of any other subject discipline. Social science journals, 32It-i-ps.r..ticular,

report a foreign circulation of 10% or less for half of the journals reporting.

Perhaps surprisiagly,sme4er circulation journals are frequently more apt

to have foreign subscribers. This ma;-6i-Fe-cause all disciplines are truly

international in scope, with a relatively small number of researchers in close

contact regardless of geographic boundaries. Over 622 of the smallest commercial

journals have a foreign circulation of 30: or more. By contrast, only 8.5%

36
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of tth oaa114ak.1ka1 JAA of thv latgct nun- profit journals repot

ilr,Llation 30:. lArge non-profit aurnals, in fact, report

torigh .ibovv 10Z ir. only 46.Z r,f the journ4la in this category,

pr.4umably In lArgc part bv.auhe of heavy sot kcal member distributiods.

37(



Question lb. (2)

Total

Outside U.S.

Shown as Percentlw

coplas per issue

of Total Circulation

Type of Publimher
Journals by SubjectJournal
Pure Applied Soia1Response For Profit Non-profit. Scieme Science Skierwe Hummitles(No907) (N258) (N649) (N210) (N249) (N326) (N122)

0 5.8% 4.3% 6.5% .52 4.0% 12.0:: 2.5%
0.01-0.99%- 4.9% 2.32 5.9% - 1.0% 3.2% 9.2% 3.3%

0"1"4
1.00-4.99% 10.72 7/4% 12.0% 4.3% 10.0% 14.42 13.1%

J

13

5.00-9.99% 12.9% 9.7% 14.22
, 8.62 13. t 14.4% 15.61

10.00-14.99% 10.7% 6.2% 12.5% 5.2X 9.6% 12.3% 48.02
15.00-19.992 8.0% 5.4% 9:1Z 6.2% 8.4% 8.3% 9.8%
20.00-24.99% 10.3% 7.82. 11.22 8.1% 14.5% 8.6% 9.8X
25.00-29.99% 9.6% 8.5% 10.0% 9.5% 11.7% 6.7% 13.1%
30.00-max% 27.12 48.4% 18.6% 56.7% 25.3% 14.1% 14.8%
mean % 20.783% 29.2202 17.429% 33.075% 21.330 13.857i! 17.0132
median 2 18./822 28.471;. 14.396.: 35.943% .9.9412 .13.1712-.20.000%

.-mean no.
of copies 1137.015 1320.729 1063.983 1257.090 1706.108 742.831 822.131 4-

median no.
of copies 468.000 459.560 .488.000 746.500 700.000 290.000 268.-500



'Questaml t2) Uutside r,op 1 as -per Issue

Shown as Pectosicalic of Total Circulation

Journals by Sire veClrculatiOn.

Fur Pratt

10000-max
(47)

Non-prof1t

10000-.ax
(11130)

0-2999

(W172)
3000-9999
(1139)

0-2999
(11.290)

3000-9999
(11229)

0 5.8*. 2.62 0 8.32 4.42 - 6.22

0.01-0.99'. 1.22 5.12 4.31 3.82 6.61 9.22

1.00-4.992 2.32 5.12 27.72 10.72 11.42 16.22

5.00-9.992 5.8.2 17.92 17.02 13.82 10.02 22.32 r

10.00-14.992 3.52 15.42 -6.5% 12.11 12.22 13.82

15.00-19.991 4. t2 5.12 10.62
.,

8.32 8.32 12.32

28.04-24.992 4.1X 7:72 21.32 i1.02 12.21 10.02

25.0049.992 10432 7.82 2.12 11.42 9.62 7.72

10.00-63x7: 62.62 33.32 18.52 20.72 25.32 2.32

mean .1 35.0W: 23.093: 13.1502 18.4472 19.7332 11.0982

ftedian 7 37.9' 18.9901 ' 13.333% 15.9102 19.0682 9.5982

Oe4n no,
of coptec7 4.7.029 1141.410 4776.681 276.762 1030.131 2879.123

f
f rop 110.000 2428.000 199:611 858.000 2000.278
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Question lb. (I) 'Special' subscription(s) copies per issue
(Please report here only subscriptions. either in hard copy or
microform, which include some authorization.to copy greater
than that for regular subscriptions).

Special Subscription Copies Per Issue

This question, not surprisingly, drew very poor level of response. Over

751 responded that they had no such subscriptions. and an additional 13.62

left the question blank, leading to at least the possible conclusion that these

fall into the SAM response category. Only 10.52 of the journals indicated thai

they had such subscriptions, and for 97.12 this was a figure less than 10:

of their total circulation. For 93.22 it' was.leas than 52. Because of this

sparseness of response, no tabulation of data was attempted.
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lc. Total circulation as of January. 1972:

dr

a.

copies: per issue

Co
Circulation Statistics for Journals in the Survey

Better than half of the 907 journals which responded have circulat,ion of
,i.

, . .

,under MOO copies. Perhaps surprisingly, commercial journals aie even more

heavily concentrated in this grouping than non-profit journals, with 74,1% of

the journals in thaprofit sector Vcompared to 51.02 of non-profit journals.

Non-profit journals are more heavily concentrated in the largest (over 10,000)

category, with 18.12 of the non-profit-journals, compared to only 13.72 of

,.ommercial journals: :

Applied science and technology journals have the greatdst.distribution,

i -with 28.02 in-thogIargest category of jouraals, compared to only 9.62 of
.:

humanities journals the most. sparsely distributed of the subject disciplines.

Circulation groWthl,for the period 1972-77' averaged 21.5% for-all journals,

fur an annual-average growth, of about 42.' This, of course, includes foreign

ai well as domelitic subscribers, and indivi 1 As well-as institutional

(library) customers: For-profit journals gr at a far more,rapid rate than

non-profit journals, with the commercial sector- reporting 40.0% over the 1972_77

span,. compared to 15.8% for the non-profit. Within, subject discipline d

science and technology showed the most rapid growth, at 28.4%, pure science

the slowest `at

:41.
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3000-9999

10000-max.
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Question lc. Total circulation as of Januarz/7 072:

Total ,Type-of Publisher
Journal
Response For Profit Non-Profit
(N 907). (N=278) (N -629)

58.1%

25 '.

Total

Circulations
1977 8,354,266

Total

Circulations
1972 , 6,874,97'9

2 Increase
1972-1977 ' 21.5%

74.12

12.2%'

13.72

51.0%

30.8%

18.2%

Journals by Subject

copies per issue

-Pure 'Applied Social
Science Science ,Science

- .

Percentage Increase over

(N=200) (2.41243) (H=350)

59.51 44.41. ,64.3%

29.0% 27.6% -2144% .

11.5% 28.0%' '.14.3%;

5 years 1972-1977

2,279,314

Humanities
(N=114)

65.8%

24.6%

9.6%

6,074,952 1,256,740 3,414,831.2,961,184 721,511

1,628,657 5,246,322
.

40.0% 15.8%

I

1,147,237-

9.52\

42

2,660,238

28.4%

2,448,451 619,053

20.9% 16.6%



question ld. International Standard Serial Number (ISSN)-
(Enter the ISSN only if the ISSN is printed in each issue of the journalitself).

Ose of ISSN Number
4.74.

Onty 36.02 of the responding 974 journals include the ISSN number in each

issue of the journals. This percentage. however, is still. considerably higher.

than that of journals which did not respond.to the survey or whose responses

were received too late. to be-included. Analysis-at-the Library of'Congresd indicates
4

that only 14.32 of these journals have been assigned ISSN numbers'. Since it has already

been repotted earlier that these non - responding. journals are alsofarless apt .

to be cOPyrightea, it can be assumed that the response population inCludes a greater

proportion of more, substantial journals, more interested in axed concerned about

issues of library copying andocopyright:fn general.

Journals in the for...profit sector which responded are more likely to include

-ISOLnumbers, with'40-.92 reporting their inclusion in each issue, compared to

33.82 in the nonprofit sector. Almost half of the responding pure science

journals carry ISSN numbers, applied science journals are at the other end of the

spectrum,. at 29.92.

It might be ampected that journals with larger circulations would be more

likely.to include ISSN numbers. However, the very reverse pattern occurs.

Over 55% of.the smallest coMrmecial journals include ISSN numbers, compared to

only 20.42 with circulationsiaboVe 10,000 copies. For non-profit journals

33.32 of the smallest and 26.92 of the largest circulation groupings incldde

ISSN numbers.

4 .
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Question ld.

Total

International "Standard Serial Number

Type of Publication Journals

(ISSN)

by Subject Breakdown
Journal Pure Applied Social
Reiponse For Profit Non- profit 'Science Science Sciencd Humanities

Print ISSN

(N=974)

36.02

(N -308) ,

40.9%

(N=666)

33.82

(N=216)

47.2%

(N =264)

29.92

(N -371)

33.2%

(N -123)

38.22.

Do Not /
Print 64.0% 59.1% 66.2% 52.8% \70.1% 66.82 61.8%

Journals by Size of Circulation

10000-Max

For Profit
. ,

3000-4999. 10000,MAx0-2999 0-2999 -3000.4999
(N..177) (N=47) (N-49) 0=297) (N=234) (N=1.34)

Print ISSN 55.4% 23.42 20.41- 33.3% .38.02 26.9%

Do Not Print 44.6% 76.6% 79.6% 66.7% 62.0% 73.1%
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Question 2a. Do you copyright each issue of this jouranalteYes No

b. Are:Individual articles in this journal copyrighted by the authors or others?

None ; Yew ; Some ; Many

Policy Toward Copyrighting of Issues and of Specific Articles.

A great majority, 89.62, of journals,'all but 1'.52 of which responded to

this question, copyright each issue. As reported earlier, Liibrary of Congress

analysis: ndicates that the-tendency toward copyrighting foi non- responding
'C

journals is much smaller. Commercial journals in particular with a rate of
. .

96.12, responded affikmatively to this question, but ev n-p7ofit jOurnals

report a gate of 86.5%. There is relatively little difference between subject

disciplines, with pure science at the greatest rate of 92.6%, and humanities

at the laweet, 85.42. SurPrisingly, the tendency by commercial ljOUrnals to

:copyright each issue decreases as the circulation of the journal increases,' with

large for-profit journals copyrighting in 89.8%-of the cases. By contrast, the

tendency to copyright non-profit journals increases with increasing size, with

the rate of.93.32.for the group with the largest circulation.

The great.majority of journals do not include articles individually copyrighted

by the author or by others. In particular, commercial journals completely avoid

this. practice in 83.42 of the cases, and report no instances in Which many 'articles

are individually copyrighted. Non-profit journals repOrt a greater,iate of

individual copyrighting, althOugh even here for 73.72 of the journals there are

no copyrighted articles, and the combination of none and few ecceeds 902. In'

particular, pure science journals avoid individually copyrighted articles.

45
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The practice tends to occur more readily in social science and humanities

joUrnals, but even here 2/3 of the journals do not have individually copyrighted

articles. Circulation size of the journal seems to have little impact on the

practice, except that small commercial journals are least likely to include

individually copyrighted articles.

ti
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Question 2tit. Do you copyright each issue of this journal? Yes No

b. Are individual arkiCles in this journal copyrighted by the authorsor others?

None ; Few ; Some ; Many

Total
Journal
Response
(N=974)

Type of Publisher Journals by Subject Breakdown

For Profit Non-profit
(N=308) (N=666)

Pure
Science
(N=216)

Applied
Science
(117.264)

Social
Science Humanities
(U .371) (N=123)

a. Yes 89.5% 96.1% 86.5% 92.6% .90.2% 86.7X 85.4%
No 9.07. 3.6% 11.5% 6.0% 8.7% 10.0% L 12.2%
No answer 1.5Z .3% 2.0% 1.4% 1.1% 1.3% 2.4%

S. None 73.72 83.4%. 35.6% 76.5Z 67,1% 66.7%
Few 16.91 8.1%. 21.0% 8.8% 11.0% 24.0% 22.8%
some 4.4% . 4.6% 4.4% 2.8% 3.72 5.1%e 6.5% -

Many .7Z 0 .1:02 .5% .4% .9% 1.6%

No Answvr 4.32 3.9k .4X 2.3% 8.4% 2.9% 2.4%

47
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e

Question 2a. Do you copyright each issue of this journal? Yes No
b. Are individual articles in this journal copyrighted by the authorsr others?

; Few ; Some Many

Journals by Size of Circulation

For 'Profit

3000-9999
(11.47)

10000-eax
(N.149) %

Non- profit

3000-9999
(N..234) ite

10000-max
(N..134)

0-2999
(N -177) 0-2999

(N..297)-

a. Yes 07.7% 93.6% 89.82 79.8% 91.0% 93.32
No 2.3% 6.42 8.2% 17.8% 7.3% 5.2%
No answer 0 0 2.D2 2.4X 1.7%. 1.5%

b. None- 811.1% 68.12 69.4% 70.7% 67.9% 67.9X
Few .5% 10.6% 24.5% 20.52_ 20.5% 23.2%

'Some 5.1% 6.4% 4.12 4.7% 4.3% 3.72
Many 0 0 0 .7% 1.3% 1.5%
No answer 2.3% , 14.9% 2.0% 3.4% 6.0% 3.71

48
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Question 3. Page charges

a. Not employed

b. Required

c. Employed but not mandatory

Use of Page Charges

Approximately 3/43/4 of the journals in tbe.survey do not employ page charges

at all, and only 3.52 of the responding journals have mandatory page charges.

For profit journals are least likely to utilize page charges, with only 7.52'

ceporting their use at all,and only 3.62 making them mandatory. Non-profit

'journals are more likely to use page charged, but not on a mandatory-basis, with

17.6% having such non-mandatory charges. Pure science journals are most active

in the use of page charges on a noii-maniatory basis, (29.62) but conversely few

have mandatory charges (4.22).

Circulation size of jourmal has little discernable impact on thepractice.

Commercial journals, 'as reported earlier, shun page charges, and large commercial

journa use them least of all. Ili'lfact, none of the large commercial journals8
respond g to the questionnaire indicated the use of page chargesi?geig;on a-

non -sands ory bi;is. The use of optional page charges is greatest in medium

circulatio non-profit journals, and falls off toward both extremes.

a



Question 3: Page charges

a. Not employed

b. Required

43

c. Employed but not mandatory

Total
Journal
Response

Type of Publisher
Journals by Subject

For Profit 'Non profit
Pure

Science
Applied''
Science

Social
Science Humanities(N...974) (N.308) (N666) (N216) (N264) (N..371) (N123)a. Not employed 74.3% 87.7% 68.22 63.0% 76.12 79.52 74.82b.

c.

Required

-Employed but

3.5% 3.62 3.52 4.2% 1.52 5.12 1.62

not mandatory 12.8% 3.92 17.62 29.62 10.32 5.9% 9.82d, No answer 9.4% 4.82 10.72 3.22 12.1.2 9.5% 13.8%

-

so

PS
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Question 3: Page Charges

Journals by Size of Circulation

For Profit

3000-9999
(N-47)

10000-sax
( 149)--

Ion- profit

3000 -9999

(1"234)
10000-sax
(N134)

0-2999
(N -177) 0-2999

0297)
a. Not employed 85.32 78.72 95.92 71.42 59.82 76.12
b,

c.

Required

Employed but

4.52 6.42 0 3.42 , 3.82 3.12

not mandator 5.62 4.32 0 13.82 24.42 10.42
d. No answer 4.62 10.62 4.12 11.42 12.02 10.42

51
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Question 4. Do you now sell directly or through
an authorized agent reprints .cmauthorized photocopies of articles from this journal? If you do notsell copies directly or thrbugh an agent skip to question 10 afteranswering this question.

a. Directly Yes No

b. Through an authorized agent Yes No
c. Name of authorized agent(sk'

,

Present Sale Directly or Through an Agent of Reprints or Photocopies-
. .In r oases to this question, no distinction was made-between

sale of reprints of copies in bulk or in minimum quantities, and, individual
one-copy sale which would most directly affect libraries. In responding, some
journals did in.fact append the comment that they did not honor single copy
requests, that they sold-only copies of eatire-issues, that they said only to
authors, that they-sold only in bulk., that they sold only in-print issues, or
`that they sold only current article reprints. The impact of these restric-
tions must be borne in mind before any is made to generalize from these
responses any policy or willingness to honor single copy requests by libraries.

With these constraints,;56.81 of the journals in the survey indicated that
they did sell reprints directly on request. -The proportion of commercial journals
'willing to do this was somewhat higher (64.30 than of non-profit journals (53.3%).
The practice was most preValent for applied science and pure science journals,
and least common for humanities journals. Lir& circulation journals indicated
a far greater willingness to engage in this practice than small circulation journals,
with large for profit journals reporting 87.82, and large circulation nonpiofit
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urnals ac 72.4Z. The percentages drop fairly. sharply for smaller circulation
journals, but remain near 502 in all cases.

A considerably smaller percentage.of journals reported a present practice
7 of selling rmFrintp or copies through an agent. This practice wail affirmed by
32:82 of all journals, 38.3x. of commercial, and 30.22 of nonprofit journals.

. 0

The number of nonrespondents also rose sharply, indicating perhaps some uncertainty

concerning what sale through an agent yes or Implied, and as to whether-or not
tne journal was in fact engaging in the practice. Applied science journals, which
indicated the heaviest probability of direct sale, fell to third place in.sale
through agents, with pure science journals thy most likely to be available through

this channei, and humanities journal articles or reprints the least likely to be
available through agents, as through direct supply. The practice -of selling through
agents appears most attractive to. small circulation journals, but even small nonprofit
journals saw some advantage to this approach, in 31.62 of the responses. loth
large circulation commercial.and non profit, journals reported the practice to the
same extent, 30,62.

Commercial journals show some concentration in their selection of agents,
with Xerox University Microfilm and Information Unlimited, between them accounting
for 85.72.of the responses. Nonprofit journals listed 23 agents in their responses,
but Xerox University Microfilms

dominate the field, with a frequency of 67.2%.

It should be noted that the Institute for Scientific Information has standing
Irrangements with a large number of publishers, under which ISI payi royalties to
these publishers for photocopies 'made and sold as part of its OATS service. The
fatt that relatively few respondents indicated LSI as an agent indicates that they
thi!ik of this organization as a customer rather than as an agent. However, as has
oec:n painted out by ISI, the prtsent relationship is easily convertable into an

dgen7 status, if journals wished to refer requests for copies made to them to the

Institute for Scientific Information.

53
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4. Do you now sell directly or through sh.authoriied agent reprints or
autnorized photocopies, of articles from this journal? If you do not
sell copies directly or through an agent Skip to question 10 after
answering this question.

,

a. Directly Yes No
;I b. Through an authorized agent Yes No

c. Name of authorized agent(s)

Total
Journal
Response
(N -974)

. .),ntiv

es 3bt8r.-

N o 40.0%

:40 answer 3.22

. inrough an
iutnorized agent

acs 32.82

NJ 43.5:

Nu answer 23.7:

Type of Publisher Journals by Subject
Pure Applied Social

For Profit -profit Science Science Science Humanities
(ri .'308) (W.666) (N -216) 0411264) . (N.371) (N -123)

64.32 53.32 63.0% 65.5% 50.7% 45.5%

35.1% 42.32 34.72 31.8% 45.6% 50.4%

.62 4.4% 2.32 2.7% 3.8% 4-.1%

38.32 30.22 39.4% 29.52 32.6% 28.5%

45.1% 42.8: 37.0% 46.22 45.8% 42.32

16.6% 27.12 23.6% 24.3% 21.6% 29.2:
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Question 4:

/ (

.k

/Journals by Size of Circulation
sr

4

For Profit

3000-9999 10000-max.
Non - profit

.,

10000-max0 -2999 0-2999 3000-9999
(N1177) (N-47) (N-49) (W.297) (N -234) (N -134)

A. Directly

. -

Yes 56.5%

No 43.5%

No answer 0

Through an
authorized agent

Yes

No.

50.8%

36.22

13.0%

1

.

\
57.4% 87.8% 47.5% 49.6% 72.4%

40.4% 10.2% 47.1% 46.5% 24.67

2.2% 2.0% 5.4% 3.9% 3.0%

27.7% 30.6% 31.62 "27.8% 3 0.6%

55.3% 42.9% -42.1% ° 44.4% .

17.0% .-- 26.5% 26:3% 27.82 2.7:62
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For Profit
Agent s Name:

49

Question 4c: -Acme of Authorized Agent
/ .

41
Non - profit

Agent's Name

Diversified Services
Tred B. Rothman

Information Unlimited
Kraus Reprints

McGraw-Hill Circulation

2

'1

22

2

Allen Press
Bell& Howell Micro Photo Division
Bismarck S. Williams
-Dennis & Co.
ERIC/RCS

3

1

1
1

3Market Diviaion-
1 E.G.. Pointer 4Petersen Preti,
3 Engineering Societies Libraries 1Wm. S. Hef;?& Co., Inc. Micro-Film Inst. of .Scientific Information 1Division
1 Interstate Printers 1Xerox University tfofilms 38 J.S. Canmar 1

Kraus Reprints 11
MicrofilmIng Corp. of America 1
NTIS 8
Rothman Reprints, Inc. 4
&Jets & ZeitAnger 2e-
r.,4c4.ologica.r..Abstracts 1
Thomson Ltd. 3
Walter J.,,Johnson, Inr. 4ft

Warner Modular Publicationi, Inc. 2
Waverly.Press
William R. BrOwn Printing 1

O

Wt. S. Hein & Co, Inc., Micro -Film
Division 1

Williams & Field 1
Xerox University VAcrofilms 117



Question

Question

30

5. If so, for how many years back do you or your agent sell reprintsauthorized copies for this journal? Back to

year

6. What was the starting date of publication of this journal?

year

Ability to Supply Back Last; As Related to Age of the Journal

The expressed ability to supply back issues was plotted against the age
.of the journal, for the entire group of journals, for commercial and nonprofit

journals, and by subject discipline. -In general, correlation between the two

lines was fairly consistent, with reporting jotirnals,in all categories expressing

an ability to supply copies for at least three or four:yeats"back. They can

supply copies in 92% of all.cases back two-years, and/ this gradually-drops to
.. .852 for lOiear old issuei: Thereafter it begins to. improve agiin: The relit:-

. r

//t
,

.

tively few older journals report a greater ability to supply back copies, and
.

.

only.one fifth.of the 210Z of journals in existence more than 50 years' ago indicate

an inability to supply issues that far back.
.

The gap is somewhat more subStantial for_icsmercial journals, Which:axe
%

more likely tb limit print quantities and therefore. eXhaust their stocks. -Of

the 582./of the commercial journals which were in existence 10 years ago, 312

indicate an inability to supply copies that far back,-but better than half of
_ .

'the 102 'still -in existence after 50 years can,maki those copies available.

In the nonprofit sector boajournal,longevity and supply access are improved,

with 77.7% of the journals in existence 10-years ago and 852:of these able to
.

, supply, copies from 10 years ago., Of the 25.52 of nonprofit journals in existence
.

6 :

.

57
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I

over 50 years ago, a remarkable 86.3% indicate an ability to furnish copies from

50 years back. Little in the way of deviation is indicated in an analvsis by

subject discipline. Humanities journals could be expected to have a greater

longevity than, for example, applied science journals, but this appears, from

these :data, to be only fractionally ,the case. In fact, it is social science

journals which have been in existence the shortest period of time, although not

to a significant extent.,

Since the question permiited'positive response for availability of.back

issues through an agent, it may be that, iwma es, such availability is

ithrough reprouctorom microfilm which =AY be diffi for individual
d in f ii b ff f

articles. It should also be noted that publishers normally supply Sack issues

from stock until these are exkausted,-and that th dget run out at constant

rates,. It may be possible, therefore, for a Jour to indicate availibility

of copies back to 1965, butlean-gy'that
only that some 1965. issues and not all

1965 issues are available.

12.

a.

6
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Question 5. If so, for how many years back do you or'your agent sell reprints or
authorised copies for this journal? ,Rack to

year

Question 6. What was the starting date of publication of this journal?

mean

median

mean

median.

fit

Total
Journal
Response
(10.737)

1954

1966

Total
Journal
Response
(N -823) 41

1949

1958'

COPYRIGHTUrJOURNALS

2gge of Publisher Journals

year

by Subject Breakdown

Por Profit Han-profit
Pure
Sciences

Applied
Sciences

(14256) (N.481) (N -184) (0498)

1962, 19947. 1953 1956

/1969 1959 1967 1966

Social
Sciences Humanities
(1 -272) (183)

1954 1951

1965 1961

Type of PUblisher JOurnals 124712:ct Breakdown

For Profit
(N -289)

1957

1966

Pure Social
Sciences Humanities
(1 -296) (1 101)

Ilon-profit Sciences' Sciences
(W0534) (N"197) (1 -229)

1945 1950 1947

1951 1961 1956 '

59

1951

1959

I

1947

1956
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Question T. 'If reprints or -authorized photocopies are regularly sold, what.is the, price you charge or your authorized agent charges, inclUding postage,
for an article of up to ten pages from this journal?*

a. For Untted States order with acCohpAnying payment $
.

. ,--,.

Rates for Accompanying Payment p Copyrighted Jourlials by U.S. Requestors-
_,

The median charge for order with accompanying payment for up to1104ppes is

$2:50 for all journals as a group, and the same figure for non-profit journals,

but $5.00. for commercial journals .';Means smile/hat blur this distinction but do

not eradicate it.' All journals-report a mean of $3.38, non-profit journals:

$2.98, and commercial journals $3.85. ReSponses for the commercial sector do
.

not 6mlow a generaLcurve, but bunch at a series of presumably "attractive"

prices. In the commercial sector 32.3% opt for a charge of between $5 and $6,

with almost half, 49.62, expressing a willingness to offer copies at a lower

figure.. Significantly, however, while '81.9% would be satisfied with a $6 charge,

and:the aforementioned 49.6% with $5, almost the same percentage, 47.1% would be

Satisfied with $3, and 26.62 with payments of less than $1, an amount not likely'

to recover even a portion of their handling costs, since postage is included:

It appears that even some commercial journals are uncertain about the_ cost to tuen in-
.

volved'in supplying copies, and that some 'of the ones who report this ow-priced

willingness either supply copies as a money-losing service, or aiwered the question

although. they really don't- supply -Single copies at all. By-contrast, 17..4%

of for- profit publishers would require payment of $7 and more for up to ten

pages, a price which would- tend to 1iiscourage orders.- For some, that may be the

intent.
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By contrast,' 65.12 of non-profit journals indicate a willingness to supply

Copies for $3 or less,'amd 41.121111I do so. for 12 or less, again including

postage. The group of these journals requiring payment of $7 and more is -only

6.5%.

'Pure science journals MILAC- the highest payment, with a'mean of $3.66,

although thse median for all but humanities journals is $2.50. Humanities journals

are the lowest priced .copies,of the group, with &median of $1.78, and a mean of

$2.56. A total of 68.4% of humanities journal ,indicate a willingness to supply

copies at"$3 or less,'while the similar4figure or pure science journals is

only about half, and forligth applied and social science journals less thanhalf.

No-humanities journals report an insistence on payment of $7 or more, 'while for

the pure sciences this group of journals totaled 16.2%
.

Size of circulation had a sharp impact in the for-profit sector, with latge

(10,000 or more circulation) journals willing .to distribute copies at a mean of

$2.63 and a median of $2.48, while the smallest (under 3000) journals reported_
41100

means of $4.19-andmedians of $5.00. Almost 70% of these small journals would-

charge $5 or'more, and 19.9% would charge $7 or more. By sharp contrast, 83.3%

of-the large commercial journals Charge under $3. The pattern is not as clear

in the non- profit sector, with both large and small journals tending to charge

less than medium circulation ones.

It should be noted that responses to this-quesilon introduce the possibility

for at least some potential etror through the fact that no opportunity was

provided in the questionnaire to indicate whether or not reprints or authorized

c
5
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4 photocopies were sold. It was apparent from appended comments that at leapt

some of the journals which did not engage in the practice (eves if the journals,
were copyrighted) did not know bow to answer .the question. It would appear that

some did ignore the question as intended, while others may have responded as to
a hypothetical qUestion. It cannot be determined from nonrespoases-that)such

journals do not in fact offer reprints or photocopies for sale, beCause some journals
which do may not have answered the question. It might be assumed that responding
journals are in fact willing to accept and fill requests for single copies, but

some journals which responded made it clear in their comments that they would.
not.

Responses which reported a zero charge were eliminated from calculations,

since such journals obviously do not sell. In addition, some responses had to
be eliminatea because they would not or could not provide dollar figures. These,
answers included replies of "at actual cost" or "at actual cost plus 15Z", and
could not therefore be tabulated.
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Question 7a: For United States Order with Accompanying Payment

If reprints phOtocopies are regularly sold,_ what is the
price you cha or'yoUr authorized agent charges; including postage,
fox an article of up to ten pages, from this journal?

a. For Un1ited States order with accompanying payment

Copyrighted Journals

Total Journal Response (N.424) For Profit Publishers (N195)
Non - profit. . -

Publishers (NA.229)
Absolute
Feequency

Adjusted:
Frequency

Cumulative Absolute. .-Adjusted Cumulativ4'
Frequency 'Freliency'Fr uency Frequency

Abs. Adj. Cum.
Fr. Fr. .F.e.

u.01-0.25 15 3.52' 3.5% 7 J.6% 3.6% 8 3.5% 3.5%

D.26-0.50 10' 5.9% 3 1.5% 5.1% 7 3.1% '6.6%-

0.5k-0.9 9 58 13.7% 19.6% 42 21.5% 26.7% 16 7.0% 13.5%

:.00-1.99 7 -1 16.72 36.P: 4.1% 30.8% 63 27.5% 41.0%

2.1)0-2.99 . 87 20.52 . 56.82 32 16.4% 47.2% 55 24.0% 65.1%

1.00-3.99 17 4.02- ;60.8Z 3 1.5% 48.7% "14 6.1% 71.2%

4.00 -4.99 12 1.84 63.72 2 1.0% 49.7% 10 4.4% 75.5%

.00-5.99 72 17.02 80.1% 63 32.3% 82.1% 9 3.9% 79.5%

6.J04.99 33 7.82 88.4% 1 0.5% 82.6% 32 14.0% 93.4%

7.00 -7:99 29 6.8% 95.3% 23 11.8% 94.4% 6 2.6% 96.1%

8.00-A.99 0 0 95.32 0 0 94.42 0 0 96.1%

9.00 -9.99 20 4.7% 100.02 11 5.6% loo,oz 9 3.9% 100.0%

mean

median

$3.38

$2.50

$3.85

$5.00

$2.98

$2.50

MtAdt.", $5.00 $5.00 $2.50

50.15159.99

AIM

$0.15/P.99 S0.15/$9.99
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Question 7a: For United States or with Accompanying Payment.

Copyrighted Journals

Journals by Subject
. Pure Sciences

Applied Sciencrrm-
Social Sciences -Humanit46

(1i -128)
(11 -134)

(N 124),
TF:317---.-1

24

Absolute Addusitled Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adj. Absolute A9Jkz0tci
Frequency Frequeqcy Frequency Frequency

Frequency Freq.
Frequency ffelvellcy

a

0.01-0.25 5 3.9% l
4 3.0% 5 4.0% 1 2'6z0.26-0.50 1 .8% 2 1.5% 4 3.2% 3 P5Z0.51-0.99. 26 20.3% 21 15.7% 8 6.5% 3 7.9%1.00-1.99 7 5.5% 22 16.4% 30 24.2% la . 31'6k2.00-2.99 28 21.9% 35 26.1% 17 13.7% 7 10,4k3.00-3.99 2 1.6% 5 3.7% 9 7.3% 1

92
6k4.00-4.99 1 .8% 3 . 2.2% 7 5.6% 1 6k2..,,. .5.00-5.99 30 23.4% 23 17.22 17 13.7% 2

5'
3%6.00-6.99 8 6.3% 3 2.22 14 11.3% 8 21.,/,1

A
7.00-7.99 17 13.3% 8 6.0% 4 3.2% 0

0
a61,

8.00 -8.99 0 .0 . 0 0 0 0 0 a9.00 -9.99 3 2.3% 8 6.0% 9 7.3% 0
0

mean
.$3.66

1 $3.26
$3.50

$2.0' \median
t. $2.50

$2.50
$2.50, 1./8''mode

$5.00
$12.50

$5.00 $1.°0' ain/eax
$0.15/$9.99"

, ,

$0.15/$9.99
$0.15/$9 $0,206,00

r

78

"7%
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Question 7a: For United States order with accompanying payment

Copyrightallournals by Size of Circulation

For Profit)
-

61747.13----(N414) (N30)- __,
0-2999 3000-9999

c

11.01-0.25 2.1% ,,.. 0

0.26-0.50
410

0

Cr.51-0-99 24.12
,

29.2%
.

1.00-1..99 2.1% 8.3%

2.00-2.99 1 ,7.8% 25.02

3.00-3.99 .7% 8.32

4.00-4.99 .7% 4.2%

5.00-5.99 -41.1% 8.3%

6.00-6.99 .7% 0
4

7.00-7,99 15.6% 4.2%

8.00-8.99 0 0

9.00-9.99 4.32 12.5%

mean $4.19 $3.39

median.,

mode.

$5.00

$5.00

$2.50

$2.50

min/max $0.15/ $0.70/

10000-max

13.32

'6.7%

3.3%

10.0%

50.0%

0

0

10.0%

0

0

0

6.7%

$2.63

$2.48

$2.50

$0.15/
$9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99

Non-profit
(N-90) (N-87) (N51)
0-2999 . 3000 -9999 10000-max

5.62

2.2%

11.1%
.

2.32

-3.5Z

3.52

2.0%

3.9%

5.9%

27.8% 24.1% 33.3%

18.9 %' 27.6% 27.5%

6.7% 8.02 2.0%

3.3% 3.4% 7.8%

4.4% 2.3% 3.9%

14.4% 18.4% 5.9%

2.2% 3.52 '2.0%
, .

0 0 0

3.3% 3.42 ,5.9%

$2.78 -$3.24 $2.85

$2.00 $2.50 $2.00

$1.00 $2.50 $1.50

$0.15/ $0.20/ $0.15/

79
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Question 7b. For foreign order with accompanying payment

Rates for Accompanying Payment fbr Copyrighted Journals for Foreign Requestors

There issligh increase in the mean, and in general the same median, as

reported for domestic customers.
Since the question postulates that t*e journal

, N. *.
will inelUde postage costs-Athe payment fee, answers to this question are very

it
much predicated on assumed method 0 mailing.- T he i s issuspie e , based on comments,

that some responding journals ignored the impact of postagecnriances,although

of,course they were' asked to include these in their eairklations, Thiswould-

explain why so many journals., used the,Sasse rates for domestic and foreign

customers. Similar patterns. also emerge by circole;ion of journals.

r

'ro

& 0



Question 76. -For'fbreign order with accompanying payment

0.01-0.25

0.26-0.5U

0.51-0.99

1.00-1.99

2.00-2.99

3.00-3.99

4.00-4.99

5.00-5.99

6.00-6.99

7.00-7.91C

8.00-8.9*
k
9.00-9.91~

mean

median

mode

minimax

Copyrighted Journals

Total Journal Response For Kolit Publishers

Cum.
?req.

3.8%

5:'5Z

22.42

(N-384)-
Abs. 'Adj. Cum.
Freq. Freq. Freq.

14 3.6% 3.6%

11 2.92 6.52

44 11.5% 18.0%

(N-183),

Abs.
Freq.

7

3

31

Mj.
Freq.

3.8%

1.62

16.92
Az-

61 15.9% 33.9% 7 3:82 26.22
57 14.8% 48.72 11 6.0% 32.2%
38 94X 58.6% 24 13. 45.4%
10 2.6% 61.2% 1

.5% 45.9%
69 18.0% 79.22 62 4 33.9% 79.8%
32 --8.3%\ 87.52 3 1.6% 81.4%

h
, 28 7.3% 94.82 . _ 23 12.6% 94.02
1 i .3% 95.1% 0 0 94.0%

:19 4.9% '100% 11 6,0% 100%

$3.56
$4.13 f

$3.00
$4.99

35.00
$5.00

)

$0.15/$9.99

.81

Now-profit PutIlishrtr
(N -201)

Abs.
Freq.

1-

Adj. Cum.
.Freq. Freq.

7 3.52 3.5%

8 4.0% 7.5%

13 6.52.13.92

54 26.9% 40.8%

46 22.9% 63.7%.

14 7.0% 70.6%

9 4.52 75.1%

7 3.52 78.6%

29 14.4% 93.02

5 2.52'95.5Z

1 .5% 96.0%

8 4.02100.0%

$3.04

$2.50

$2.60

$0.15/$9.99
$0.15/$9.99

doe
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Question 73. For foreign order with accompanying payment.

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS,'

Journals by Subject

Pure Sciences Applied Sciences Social Sciences Humanities

Adjusted
Frequency

(Nw123) (N121)
Absolute Adjusted Absolute
Frequency Frequency Frequency

(Ni-105)
Adjusted Absolute
Frequency Frequency

Ti=337----
Adjusted Absolute
Frequency Frequency

0.01-0.25 5 '4.1% 4 3.32 4 3.82 1 2.92.

(...

0.26-0.50. 2 1.62 2 . 1.7% 4 3.82 3 8.6%
0.51-0.99 25 2Q.3% 11 9.1% 6 5.7% 2 5.7%*7 .-

1.00-1.99 5 4.12 21 17.4% 25 23.82> 10 28.62
2.00 -2.99 25. 20.32 15 12.4% 11 10.51 ;I 6 17.12
3.00-3.99 4 3.32 22 18.2% 10 9.5% 2 5.7%
4.00 -4.99 0 . 0 3 2.5% 6 5.7% 1 2.92
540-5.99 29 23.6% 24 19.81 141 13.3% 2 5.72
6.00-6.99 8 6.5% 3 2.5% 13 12.4% 8 22.92
7.00-7.99 12 13.8% 7 5.8 %. 4 3.8% 0

8.0a8.99 0 0 .1 .82 0 0 . 0 . 0

9.00-9.99 3 2.4% 8' . 6.6% 8 7.6% 0 0
.t.,,

mean
, $3.70 $3.60 .61 $2.75

'median $2.51
--\

$3.00 $3.00 $1.98
mode $5,00 $.3.00 $5.00 $6.00

.'min /max $0.15/$9.99
, $0.15/$9.99, $0.15/$9.99 $0.20/$6.001,'

82
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I
Question 7b: For foreign order with accompanying payment

CSpyrighted Journals by Size of Circulation*

-
(N137) (N -18) (N-28) .

0-2999 -, 300()79999\10000-max

0.01-0.25 2..2% : 0 14.3%

0.26-0.50 s

0.51-0.99

.L.00-1.99
.

2.00-2.99

3,011-99

4.00-4.99
0

5.00-5.99

6.60-6.99

7.0077.99

1 t 08.`99

9.0079.99

mean

,median

mode
- .

41n/max

.7% 5.6Z 3.6% 0
.

21.92" 5.6X.1 0

,: 2.22 11.0X 7.1%

4.4% . 5.62 , 14.3%

- 4.4% -.380%. - 39.32.-

.7%4 0.* 0 2.6%

42.3Z' 1170t 7.1%

.7% 04, , 7.1Z.

:16.1% 5.6Z 0 -
0 0 00

4.4Z , 16.75 ,7.1Z.
.

,
$4.32 .15 $3.19 ,

-$5.00 3.02 $2.92

:

t
$5.00 $3.00 $3.00 .

$0.17/ $O.40/ $0.15/
$9.9%,,, $9.99 $9.99

(N76) (N -81) (N -43) .

0-2999 3000-9999' 10000-max

6.6% . 1.2% 2.3%'

2.6Z . 4.9% 4.7%

9.2% 3:1% 7.0%

,

30:3% 18.5% 37.2%
,

17.1% 30.9% 18.6%

6.6% 4.7% ,

,

3.7% 9.3%

.. 3.92 2.5% 2.3%

15.8 18.5% 4.71

1.3% 3.7% \ 2.3%

0 0

2.62 -43.7% 7.0%.
,

$2.79 $3.35 $2.85

J

$1.99 $2.50 1- 51.84
.

$6.00' -$2.50 '$1.50 ,

$0:15/ .$0.20/ $0.15/
411k$9.99 ' $9.99 $9.99 '

O

s
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Question 7c. For- Unite4 State& order with bill required

e

Bill Required, for Copyrighted Journals, United States Customers'

While Commercial publishers charged slightly more when a bill had to be readerell.

than 'when payment.accompanied order (a mean of $3.94 versus a mean of $3.85, with

the same $5.00 median in. both cases), non-profit publishers reported a lower mean

($2.62 versus-$2.98) and a lower median ($2.00 versus $2.50) where billing

is required. The stuffier of responders to the accompanying paymehtalternative

was 424, for this question only 339.
Ic....laanlx'doiljectured, but perhaps

reasonable o assume, that many- of those who imuld fill pre-paid orders but.

not bill with order.feel that they would have to_dharge so much as to make the
_whole process untenable. This would help to explain'why the statistics could

report a lower non- profit charge, for bill-with-shipment cute' ee prepaid..
.

.

. . -
-

- -orders, The potential impact of.those woulp not sell at all under
, at

tions, or who would not selLsiagle copies under such conditions,
9

particularly speculative.
.

N. -

el

,11
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4*
Question 7c. For Miami Stews, order with 69t-required'

Copyriihted Jouraals

Total Journal- Rowse* (11.339) For'Fro2t Publishers 120168)
Absolute. .Adjusted Cumulative Absolute \Adjusted Cumulative
Frequeicy Frequency Frequency Frequency frequency Frequency

\

0.01-0.25\ 11

1

3.22 3.2%

0.26 -0.50 9

0.51-0.99 48

1.01-1.99 61

2.00-2.99 69

3.00 -3.99. 16

4.00-4.99 9

5.63 5.99 68

6.00-6.99

7.004.99 24

.8.00-8 99 0

9.00 -9.99 16,

Median

sin/emic

2.72 5.92

20.1%

38.1%

58.!a

63.1%

65.8%

85.8%

88.2%

95.3%

95.3%

100.0%

14.2%

18.0%

20.4%

4.7%

2.7%

20.1%'

2.4:

7.1%

0i02

4.7%

$3.27

$2.50

S5-.00

$0.151$9.99'

3 1.8% '1.82

3.

32

6

29

3'

2

23

3.6%

17.3%

1.82

1.2;

61 36.3%

1 0.6Z

' 13.72

0 p. o;

5 3.0%

$3.94

$5.00

$5.00

1.82 3.6Ak

19.0% .22.6%

26.2%

43.5%

'45.22

46.4%

82.72

83.3%

97.02

97.02

106.02

3.

$0 45/$9.99

o.

8

Non-piofit
PnaishetIKN172)
Abs. Adj. Cum.
Fr. Fr. 'Fr.

C.

8 4.7Z 4.7%

6 3.52 8.2%

16 9.4% 17.5%

55 32.2% 49.7%

40 23.4% 73.1%

13 7.6% 80.7%

7 4.1% 84.8%

.,7- 4.1% 88.9%

7 4.1% 93.0%

1 0.6% 93.6%

0 0.0% 93.6%

11 6.4Z100.0Z

$2.00

$2.58-

40.1575.99



Question 7c. Tor, United States order with bill required

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Journals by Subject

'Pure Sciences Applied Sciences Social Sciences
(N111)
Absolute
Frequency

(N111)
Adjusted Absolute
Frequency Frequency

(N=88)
Adjusted Absolute
Frequency Frequency

'Adjusted
Frequency

.

01C1-0.25k 5 4.5t 0 % 0 5 5,7%

0.26-0.50 1 .9% 2 1.8% 4 4.52

0.51-0.99 25 22.5% 14 12.62 5 5.7%

1.00-1.99 6
.,

5.4% il 18.9% 23 26.1%

2.00-2.99 24 21. e 29
.

26.1% 12 13.6%

3.00-3.99 3 2.7% 5 4.5% 6 CH%

4.00-4.99 0 0 3 2.7% 6 6.8% 40

5.00-5.99 29 26.1% 21 18.9%
(

16 18.22 ,

6.00-6.99 2 1.8% '.1 ''.9% 3/46Ik 2.3%
. .

7.00-7.99 13/\ Ili 7 6.3% 4 4.52

8.007.8.99 0 0 0 0 0 0

9.00-9.99 3 2.7% 8 7.2% 5 5.7%

mean
,

.
$3.47 $3.45 $3.20

r
.median' $2.50

.t-

t $2.50 `$2.50

mode $5.00 $2.50 $5.00

min/max $0.15/$9',89 $0.32/$9.99 $0.15/$9.99
ti

0-

86

.40

Humanitio

4$)8k
Ad;airkd

Pr" k\ci

31

61
02

13.
02

1, 42/

Absolute
Frequency

1-

2

4

11

4 13,
02

2 6,02

O. 0

2 6,9z.

3 10,1

0 0

0 0

0 0

f2,v

xi
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Nestioc 7c: for United States order with bill required' ".

Copyrighted Journal by Size of Circulation-

For Profit Non-profit-
(N -132) (N17)
0-2999, 3000-9999

01.0.25 ,2.32

0"6-0.50 .82

0'514.99 22.7%

"00-1.99 21p

2.00.4.99 8.32

3'00-3.99 0

4.00.4.99 1.5%

5.00_5.99 43.92
--.."

6.00-6.99 .8%

7.00-7.99 16.7%

8.004.99 0

11'60-9.99 -.8Z

$4.08

mediati, $5.00

mode $5

min /max $0.15/

(N19)' (N -68) Q-62) (N .'40)

10000-max 0-2999 3000-9999- 10000-max
0

0 0

5.92 5.32 .

5.92
a

5.2%

5.9% 10.5%

35.3% 63.2%

11.82 5.32

0 0

11.8% 5.2%

0 0

5.9% 0

0 0

17.62 5.35

$4.22 412.71

$2.63 $2.50

$2.50 -$2.50

0.40/ $0.50/
$9.99 $9.99 $9.99

87-

7.42

2.9%

13.2%

35.32

17.6%

8.8%

2.92

1.52

7.4%

0

2.9%

$2,.4

$1.22

$1.00
.

$0.15/

3.22

3.22

6.5%

27.4%

33.9%

8.1%

3.22

3.22

3.2%

1.6%

0

6.5%.

, 0.79

$2.50 -

$2.50

4,
$0.20/

1

2.5%

5.0%

,7.52

35.0%

17.52

5.0%,

7.5%

7.5%

0

0

0

12.5%

$3.10

$1.85

$1.50

$0.15/
$9.99 $9.99.

;I
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Question 7d. For foreign order with bill required

Bill Required for Copyrighted Jouerists, Foreign Customers

The same phenomenon reported earlier occurs here as well. In this case,

even commercial, in addition to non-profit journals, purport to charge less for

bill with ordet\than for pre-payments. As previously, it is assumed that the

explanation comes from the sharp drop-off in journals answering the question,

from 384'to 324, and it is postulated that to a large extent, the 60 journals

involved would consider's foreign bill-with-order account,so speculative and

problem-filled that realistic costing becomes impossible, or that they would

refuse such an order under any circumstances.

.61=1111

ri

-4;

4

t .



0.01-0.25

0.26-0.50

0.51-0.99

1.00-1.99

2.00-2.99

'3.00-3.99

4.00-4.99

5 00-5.99

6.00 -6.99

7.00-7.99

8.00-8.99

9.00-4:99

Mean

Median

Mode

min /wax
30 .151$ 99

82

4'

QuestiOn 7d. For to-reign order with bill required

.5

Copyrighted Journals

-Non-profitTotal Journal Response (N "324) For Profit Publishers (N164) Publishers (Na160)Absolute Adjusted Cumulative Absolute Adjusted Cumulative Abs. Adj. Cum.Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Fr. Fr. Fr.
7 .2.2% 2.2%

8 2.52 4.6%

46 14.22) 18.82

57 17.62 36.4%

45 13.9% *50.32

.36 11.1% 61.4%

9 % 2.8% 64.2%

70 21.62 85.8%

4
87.0%

25 7.72 94.8%

0 0.0% 94.8%

17 5.2% 100.02
4.

$3.42

$2.51

$5.00

0 0.0% 0.0%

2 1.2% 1.2%

32 19.5% 20.7%

6 3.7% 24.4%

9 5.5% 29.9%

23 14.0% 43.9%

2 1.2% 45.1%

61 37.2% 82.3%

1 0.6% , 82.9%
.

23 14.0% 97.02

0 0.0% 97.0%

5' 3.02 100.0%

$5.00

01.00 11'

89

$ :40/$9.99
ove

7 4.4 %" 4.4%

6 3.7% 8.1%

14 8.82 16.9%

51 31.9% 48.7%

36 22.51 71.2%

13. 8.1X 79.4%

7 4.4% 83.7%

9 5.6% 89.4%

3 1.92 91.2%

2 1.2% 92.5%

0 0.0% 92.5%

12 7.5% 100.0%

$2.73'

$2.00

$0.15/$9.99

4
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Question 7d. For foreign order with bill required

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

1,

1rnalsby Subject
o

Pure Sseces %Applied Sciences Social Sciences Humanities(N109)
Absolute Adjusted'
Frequency Frequency

(N -109)

Absolute Adjusted
Frequency Frequency

(N80)
Absolute
Frequency

'1 (N26)

Adjusted Absolute Adjusted
Frequency Frequency Frequency

0.01-0.25 5 4.6% 0 0 1 1.2% 1 3.8%

0.26-0.50 0 0 2 1.8% 4 5.0% 2- 7.7%

0.51-0:99 26 23.9% 12 11.0% 5 6.3% 3
1 11.5%

1.00-1.99 6 5.5% 20 18.3x '-J 22 27.5% 9
)

34.6%

2.00-2.99 22 20:2% 10 9.2%' 9 . 11.2% -4 15.4%

3.00-3.99 2 1.4 23 21.1%
.it

9

d

11.2% 2 7.7%

4.00-4.99 0 0 3 2.8% 6 7.5% 0 0

5.00-5.99 31 28.4% 23 21.1% 14 17.5% 2 7.7%

6.00-6.09 1 .9% 0 0 0 0. 3 11.5%

7.00-7.99 13 11.9% 7

k.4%
5 6.3% 0 0

8.00-8.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t

9.00-9.99 3 2.8% 9 8.3% 5 6.3% 0 0

mean $3.50 $3.70 $3. .33 $2.20

median $2.50' $3.00 $2.50 $1.50

mode $5.00 $3.00 $5.00 $1.00S.

min/max $0.15/$9.99 $0.32/$9.99 $0..15/$9.99 $0.20/$6.0b

7.
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4

Question 7d: For foreign order with bill required
.

*
)

.Copyrighted Journali by Size of Circulation ,.

For Profit
Non-profit

(N-129) (N -17) (N -18) (N -61) (N.159) (N.39)0-2999. 3000-9999 10000-max 0-2999 3000-9999 10000-mix
.

U.01 -0.25 0 0 0

0.26-0.50 0 5.9% 5.6%.

0.51-0.99 24.0% 5.9% 0

1.00-/.99 2.32 5.9% 11.1%

.2.00-2.99 4.72 5.9% 11.1%
-

3.00-3.99, .43.92 41.22 61.12

4.00-4.99 1.6% 0 0

5.00 -5.99 45.0% 11.82 5.62

6.00-6.99 .2% 0 0

7.0627.99 17.1% 5.9% 0

8.00-8.99 0 0 0

9.00-9.99 .7% 17.6% 5.6%

Me= $4.20 $4.36
.

$3.12

median $5.00 $3.08 $2.99
.

mode
: $5.00 $3.00 $3.00

min/max $0.52/ .$0.40/ $0.50/

8.2% 1.72 2.6%

' 3.3% 3.4% 5.1'2;

13.1% 6.82 5.1%

36.12 27.12 33.32

14.8% 35.62 15.4%

8.22 10.22 5.1%

3.3% 3.4% 7.7%

4.9% 1.72 l0.3%

3:3z 1.7%

1.6% 1.7%

0 0 0.
3.32 6.8% 15.4%

$2.19 $2.75 $3.48

$1.26 $2.49 $2.50

$1.00 $2.50 $9.99
.

:$0.15/ $0.20/ $0.15/

0

$9.99 $9.99 ($9.99 $9.99 $9.99 $9.99

91- 1.



aQuestion 8.
Hpw many reprints' or aEthorized photocopies of articles did you sell

.

rom this jOurnal iniyour last calendar or fiscal year?
,

.

...,

copies of articles.

\

F
$ale of Reprints or Authorized

Photocopies During Last Calendar or Fiscal Year f .

c

Thirty-eight percent of the 579
responding journals report no reprint;or

photocopy sales whatsoever, and, when added to the group which reported sales
of less than 300 copies, represents a majority of all respondents at 66.2%.
Commercial journals reported a greater incidence of reprint or copy sales for
those who sold at least some, but an even greater percentage, 43.0%, of commercial
journals reported selling,no cedes whatsoever. At the other end of the spectrum.
13.1% of responding

journals reported thesale of more than 8000 copies, with
a considerably higher (22.02) level of response'amonA

commercial than among
non-profit (8.4%) journals.

\ Applied science and technology journals showed a far 'greater pattern of

a .
le of reprinti

or photocopies than any other sUbject discipline. The 26.8% of
i

}journals who sold more than40000 copies represents almost-three ttmes the response
level of 'social science,'and more than six times the level reported is the pure

sciences,andhumanities.

Journie with larger circulations were 'pore apt to sell reprints and
photocopies, and since these jourrIels'reach more readers, this is not surprising.
In particular, large commercial-journals reported the sale of over 8000 copies
for 65.7% of the journals reporting. The percentage even for large non-profit
journals ieconsiderably smaller, at 17.4%.

11,

92
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Question 8: How many reprints
or authorized photocop;

of )trticles didyou sell from this
journal in your lsst calendar or fiscal year?

ecopies of articles

L...Total
4,...111iisher.30LijToPulalsbSubect.,Journal

. Pure 40/W .Social-
ResponseFor Profit Non-profit Science Stienca Science Humanities

'

-(N579) 11001200)

p'

43,02

1-299

#38.02

28.22

300-599 2.4%

600-999 2.9%

1000-2999 8.3%

300-7999 7.12

8000-M.-ix 13.1r

Me4" : 6617.017

eedidn 12.375

\

9.02

2,.0%

4.0%

9.5%

10.5%

- 22.0T

,13484.305'
100.000

I

(N -379) (N126) (N183) 0.497)
..r

(4,43)

35.4% 42.9% 25.12 '44.7% 43.82

38.3% 27.8% 21.3% 11.02 38.4%

2.6% 1.6% 3.82 1.5% 2.7%

2.4% 1

4.0% 2.2% 3.0% 2.72

7.7% 12.7% 9.8% 4.6% 6.8%

. 5.3% 7.1 10.92 5.62 1.42

8,4% 4.02 26.82 9.6% 4.1%

2993.119. 1846.8/3-15328.08 3201.756 2229.616 .

10.176 3.250 550.000 4.250 3.000

93
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Question 8: How misty reprints.oc authorized photocopies of articlesdid you-,sell from this journal in,your last calendsoriscal year?..

copies of articles

44

Journals bx,,Site 15f Circulation

.41grt 3000-9999 10000-max
(N -r67) . (N -126) (14866

For Profit

10000-max
0-2999 3000-9999
(,.i..133). (N -32) (N35)

60, 15.62 2.9%
. 1!

11299 ;AT: 18.81 = t 8.6% .

300 -599 -..

r3.0Z 0 0

600-494 4.54 0

141

5.7%

1000-2999 9.0'. 12.5% 8.6%

3000-7999 9.8% ,t15.§: 8.62

8000-max 6.L 37.5: 65,72

mean . 20i8.955 21419.438 49797.200

median. 3.313 4000.00 40600.000

42.5%-

38.3%

4.22

1.8%

7.82

1.8%

3.6%

1088.012

4.250

34.12

42.1%

4 1.6%

2.4%'

6.3%

4.82

8.7%

1949%532

.9.50

23.3%

32.6%

1.2%

3.52

9.3%

12.8%

17.4X

8221.547

50.500

ir 4
1

94



Question 9., WhaE avemief aertice do you (or your agent) give in dispatching reprints
or authorised photocopies from receipt of order to dispatch of copies?

.Amerage number of days

Speed of Service in DIppatchins Reprints or CopiesDirect or Through Agent

Overleaf of the 703 journal respondents indicated that copies were dispatched,

either directly or by an agent, Within 5 days -fifth e receipt of the order.

Non-profit journal* reported greater rapidity of response than commercial

journali, with 60.22 of responses in this time range, compased to 43.32 for

commarciallournals. The mean for all journals reporting vas 12 days, for non-

profit journals 10 days, and for commercial journals 15 days. It would appear

that commercial organisations give a relatively lower level of priority to this

endeavor, which can be identified as-producing a fair imount of work for little

if any return. &espouse time was meet rapid for pure science and, perhapi

. .

surprimInsly,humenitlee journals. It can be assumed that in the Latteritse'

it results from a desire to satisfy a request, and not frowan attempt to gain

a financial edvintege. The-mmen leavense time for the hu;ilitiea, 7 days, was
4 .

the lowest reported for Any subject disaWline.

Circulation &Ism of journal has no clear impact on response' time.

. general, the lirser.circulation journals, particularly in the profit sector,

are Slower co respond to requ7stp.- 0
. itasponses to this question can be compared to those made to question 5

of the publisher queetioneaire, which asked for anticipated speed of serV ice \

i

by those publishers lobo do softer eel' reprints or authorized photocopies.

6

95
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The anticipated mean of 12 days in that questionnairematches cloiely the responses

in this journal questionnaire, and oaly the median publisher figure of 7 days

appears somewhat optimistic in comparison.

a

ti

96
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Question 9: What speed of service do you (or your agent) give in dispatching-reprints or authorized
photocopies from receipt of ord r to dispatchof copies?

,

Total

Journal

Response
(N -703)

Average number of days

Type of Publisher
Journals by Subject

For Profit

(N263)
Non-profit
(N440)

Pure

Science

(N=176)

Applied

Science

(N..205)

Days 53.9Z 43.3% 60.2% 65.3% 40.0%

b-10 Days 14.4% 11.8% 15.9% 5.1% 18.0%

11-25 Days 14.4% 17.9% 12.3% 12.5% 11.7%

z6 -60 Days. 16.1% 26.6% 9.8% 15.3% .28.8%
DIL99 Days 1.3% .4% 1.81 1.7% 1.5%

12 15 10 11 15

Journals by Size of Circulation

Social

Science Humanities
(N -250) (N -72)

54.4% 63.9%

t,0% 20.8%

18.82 11.1%

*0% 2.8%

.8% 1.4%

11
\

\ 7 1

For Profit .

3000-9999
(N=34)

10000-max
(N=42)

Non-profit

3000-9999

(N=151)
10000-m4
(N= 4) \

0 -2999

(0.159) 0-2999

(N=184)
\,

0-5 Days 60\4%
s\

26.5% 21.4% - 60.32 65.6% 52.
o -10 Days 11.9% 5.9% 23.8% 16.3% 13.2% 19.2%
11 -25 Days t

1.32 17.6% 26.2% 13.0% 8.6% 15.4%
.!h-60 Days 25.82 50.02 28.6% 7.6% 11.9% 10.6%
t.:1-99 Days .6% 0 0 2.7% .7% 1.9%
:le:An . 13 20 16 10

' 8 10
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Question 10. If you authorized
photocopying on the basis of individual permissionrequests, please attach a copy of your fee schedule.

a. Fee schedule attached
b. Fee schedule not attached (no fixed or standard schedule)

Provision of Fee Schedule

Only about 12% of the journals in the survey supplied fee schedules.
Failure to provide fee schedules could be due either to the absence of a practice
of authorizing

photocopying based on individual permissions, fr of the absence
of a policy and the coverageof.such requests on a case-by-case basis. A
number of the comments received indicated that no fee was charged, that the
journal was too small to hlve a fee schedule, or that it was too cumbersome to
develop and implement a policy:' Where fee schedules were supplied, the fact
that some related to individual copies, some to bulk shipment, and some specifi-
cally to copies for authors, made correlation impossible. Perhaps surprisingly,
commercial journals:are only marginally more likely to have fee schedules than
non'-profit journals. The practice is most common (perhaps 1 journal in 6.
or 7) for applied

science and social science journals; it is quite uncommon
(about 1 in 20j for pure science and humanities journals.

As might be expected,
large circulation journals are more apt to have

publiihed fee schedules than small
circulation j.durnals. However, even the

largest of trese categories, large commercial journals, only report fee schedules
in 24.5% of the cases.

98
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Question 10: If you authorized photocopying on the basis of individual permission
requests, please attach a copy of your fee schedule.

a. Fee schedule attached
b. fee schedule not attached (no fixed or standard schedule)

Total Type of Publisher
Journal
Response For Profit Non-profit
(N974) (Na308) (N.8666)

a. fee schedule
,attached : 11.8%

b. 'fee schedule
not attached 88.2%

12.0% 11.7%

88.0% 88.3%

Journals by Subject
Pure Applied
Science Science
(N -216) (N264)

5.12 15.2%

94.9% 84.8%

Social

Science Humanities
(N -371) (N -123)

15.6% 4.9%

84.4% 95.1%

Journals by Size of Circulation

For Profit Non-profit
0-2999 3000-9999 10000-max ' 0-2999 23000-9999 10000-max(N -177) (N -47) (N.49) (N -297) (N -234) = (N -134)

a. fee scheduW. ,

attached t:A 104

b. fee schedule
not attached 89.3%

12.8% 24.5%

87.2% 75.5%

99

10.42 11.6%

89.6% 88.4% .

14.9%

85.1%
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Question 11. If you do not supply authorized reprints or photocopies from this journal
what would you consider a fair price, for an authorized copy or reprint
of an article of up to ten pages which you would supply from this journal,
including postage?

4

a. For United States order with accompanying payment

Determination of Fair Price for Reprints or Photocopies, Copyrighted Journals
Not presently Supplied

Accompanying Payment for Domestic Order

Journals were asked to repond to' either question 7 or questionll, the former

if authorized reprints or photocopies were presently being supplied, question 11

if they were not. The fact that 432 copyrighted journals responded to question

11 indicates-at leastthe possibility of some overlap in respqnses between this

question and question 7, the extent-of which cannot be determined. However, it

can be assumed that question 11 tabulates responses fra journals at least the

strong majority of whidtdo not presently furnish, authorized reprints or photo-
,

copies.

In their responses, 135 journals, or .31.3%, indicated that they wished to

receive no payment whatsoever for supplying copies. Since they do 'not presently.
* .

supply copies, their lack of interest.in receiving payment can be interpreted

as something of an absolute unwillingness to supply copies in the future, rAther

than as a willingness to supply such copies for,nothtng. Of the 297 copyrighted_

journals which did indicate a price, the greatest response range was between

$1 and $3 for an article of up to 10 pages, including postage, with method of

postal transmission not specified. More than half, or 55.2% of the responding

journals who indicated a willingness to supply reprints. or photocopies
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for a price were willing to do so for $3 or less. However, a very large group
of responses, 37l. , is Clustered at the $5 to $6 range. Virtually all respon-

dents are willing to supply these articles for under $6.

Among commercial publishers, the response of those wishing to. receive no

payment was up to 34.6%, giving at least some credence to the belief that.the.

unwillingness to state a price resulted from a residual unwillingness to supply

copies. For commercial journals, better than half, or 62.7% of those willing to

supply reprints for a price indicated that a price between $5 and $6 was considered
fair. By contrast, non- profit journals, only 29.3% of which stated no price at

which they would be willing to supply copies, tended to cluntcr into lower price

ranges, with 69.2% satisfied with $3 or less, although a substantial minority of

24.1% still holds out for the $5-$6 range.

The must significant trend indicated-in an analysis by subject.disciplines

is the 'far greater willingness of pure science journals which do not presently

supply copies to do so for a price. Only 11.6% failed to name what they considered

a fair price. By the same token, pure science journals also project the highest

prices, with 47.4% in the $5-$6 range. Size of journal indicates significant

trends in the growing unwillingness, as journals have larger rcu scions, to

name a fair pricq. Almost three fourths of the largest (aver 0,000) commercial

and one third o largest non-profit journals indicated that they desired

no payment for supplying copies which, as stated above, is interpreted not as

altruism but as an unwillingness to participate, particularly for journals

which do, not presently supply copies. For journals which do express a willingness,

°commercial journals cluster most heavily in the $5-$6 range, regardless of
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A

circulation size. Nonprofit journals are, as reported previously, generally

satisfied with payments of up to $3, although a sizeable minority, particularly

for medium circulation journals, is in the $5 range.

dr"

102

1
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Question 11. If you do not supply authorized
reprints or photocopies from this journalwhat would you consider a fair price, for an authorised copy or reprintof an article of up to ten pages which you would supply from this journal,

including postage?

a. 17or Unite States order with accompanying payment

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Total Journal Response For Profit Journals Non-profit Journals(N -297) (N102)
Absolute Adjusted Cumulative Absolute Adjusked Cumulative
Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency

(N195)
Abs. Adj. Cum.
Fr. Fr. Fr.

0.01-0.25 1 .3% .3% 0 0 0 . 1 .52 .5%

0.26 -0.50 ' 5 1.7% 2.02 0 0 0 5 2.62 3.11

Q.51-0.99 12 4.0% 6.1% 6 5.92 5.92 6 3.12 6.22

1.00-1.99 75 25.3% 31.3% 2 2.02 7.82 73 37.4% 43.62

2.00-2.99 71 23.9% 55.22 - 21 20.62 28.4% 50 25.6% 69.2%

3.00-3.99 12 4.02 59.3% 5 4.9% 33.3% 7 3.6% 72.8%

4.00-4.99 4 1.32. 60.6% 3 2.9% 36.3% 1 .5% 73.3%

5.00-5.99 ill 37.4% '98.0% 64 62.7% 99.0% 47 24.12 97.42

6.00-6.99 0 98.01 0 0 '99.0% 0 0 .17.4%

7.00-7.99 4 1.3% 99.3% 0 0 99.0% 4 2.1% 99.52

8%00-8.99 0 0 99.31 0 0 99.0% 0 0 99.5%

9.00-9.99 -2 .72 100.001 1 1.0% 100.00% 1 .52 100.%
./
-.mean $3.09 $4.03 $2.60

median ) $2.50 $4.99 $2.00

mode $5.00 $5.00 $5.00
min/max $ .25/$9.99 $ .75/$9.99 $ .25/$9.99
0* 135 31.32 54 34.6% 81 29.3%

*These responses not included in the above tabulations
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Question Ils. For United States order with accompanying payment

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Journals by Subject
Pure Sciences Applied Sciences Social Sciences Humanities(N76) (N-68) (N114) (N -39)Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted Absolute AdjustedFrequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency

0.01-0.25 0 0 0 0 1 .9% 0 0

0.26-0.50 4 5.3% 0 0 1 .9% 0 0

0.51-0.99 1 1.3% 5 7.42 5 4.4% 1 2.6%

1.00-1.99 15 19.7% 12 17.62 33 28.9% 15 38.52

2.00-2.99 14 18.4% 19 27.9% 23 20.2% 15 18.52

3.00-3.99 1 1.3% .7 10.3% 4 3.52 0 0

4.00-4.99 0 0 0 0 4 3.5% 0 0

5.00-5.9,9 36 47.4% 24 35.3% 43 37.7% 8. 20.5%

6.00-6.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7.00-7.99 4 5.32 0 0
f

0 0 0 0

8.00-8.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9.00-9.99 1 1.32 1 *1.5% 0 0 L 0

mean $3.61 $3.16 $2.98 $2.31
median ----; $4.96 $2.52 $2.50 $1.99
mode $5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $1.00

min/max $ .37/$9.99 $ .75/$9.99 $ .25/$5.00 $ .75/$5.00
0* 10 11.6% 48 41.4% 60 34.52 17 30.4%

*These responses not included in the above tabulations
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Question Ila. For United States order with accompanying paymant

CopyrisOtod Journals by Slits of Circulation

(N34)
10000-max

for Profit

(y07)

10000-max

Non-profit

(0..73)
NM) (1-13)
0-2999 3000 -9999

(N-el)
0-2999

0.01-0.25' OZ 0% 02 OZ 1.41 0%

0.26-0.50 OZ 02 0% 2.3% 2.71 t 2.9%

0.51-0.99 4.92 7.71 14.32 2.31 1.42 8.8%

1.00-1.99 1.22 02 14.31 38.62 30.12 50.02

2.00 2.99 15.92 53.82 14.32 , 34.11 19.2% 17.61

f10-3.99 3.71 7.7% 14.32 3.42 4.12 2.92

4.00-4.99 3.71 0% OZ 1.1% 0% 0%

5.00-5.99 70.72 30.8% 28.61 17.01 38.4% 11.9%

6.00-6.99 0% 02 0% '01 0% 0%

7.00-7.99 0% 02 0% 1.12 2.72 2.92

8.00-8.99 OZ 02 OZ 01 OZ 02

9-00-9.99 01 0% 14.32 OZ OZ 2.92

mean $4.22 $2.95 $3.84 $2.38 $3.05 $2.23

median $4.99 $2.34 $3.00 $2.00 $2.49 $1.25
',.

mode $5.00 $2.00 $5.00 $2.50 $5.00 $1.00

sdn/msx $1.75/$5.00 $.60/$5.00 $.92/$9.99 $.50/$7.50 $.25/$7.50 $.50/$9.99

no. fr. no. fr. no. fr. no. ft. no. fr. no. fr.

Ook 24 22.61 11 45.8% 19 73.11 33 27.3% 31 29.0 17 33.3%

* These responses not included in the above tabulations.
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Question 11b. For foreign order with accempanying payment

Accompanying Payment for Foreign Orders

Response patterns do not differ substantially from those reported for domestic

orders with accompanying payment. Pattirai-of unwillingness to receive payment

(interpreted as unwillingness to participate) are only fractionally higher,

since payment with order assures safety even in a foreign transaction. Generally

commercial journals are willing to charge approximately the same, or only slightly

more. fOr filling a foreign order. Non-profit journals, by contrast, tend to

slide their pricing scale upward by about 50 cents. Since these prices are

designed to include postage, the method of transmittal assumed by the journal

important, although not divulged. Air mail shipment overseas is reasonably

iledpid, but expensive, and probably not covered in a 50 cent charge increase.

Surface mail is probably too slow to be practical, and less than first clank

mail service becomes extremely chancy. .However, it is possible that some responding

journals assumed a slow low-cost method of shipment, with a higher priced alter-

native made available to the customer at hie option, since it is known that a

number of publications do in fact offer this option at present.
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Question 116. For foreign order with accompanying payment

COPYRIGHTED JOURKALS

Total Publisher Response For Profit Publtshei* Aw4o-profit Publishers
C041.283)

Absolute Adjusted Cumulative
Frequency Frequency Frequency

(W.,101)

Abs.
Frog.

Adj.
Freq.

Cum.
Frog.

(K182)
Abs.
Frog.

Ad). Cum.
Frog. Irreg.

0.01-0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.26-0.50 1 .4% .4% 0 0 0 1 .5% .5%

0.51-0.99 6 2.1% 2.5% 3 3.0% 3.0% 3 1.6% 2.Z1

1.00-1.99 61 21.6% 24.0% 3 3.0% 5.9% 58 31.9% 34.21,

2.00-2.99 61 21.6% 45.6% 21 20.6% 26.7% 40 22.0% 56.02

3.00-3.99 29 10.2% 55.8% 5 5.0% 31.7% 24 13.2% 69.2%

4.00-4.99 7 2.5% 58.31 4 4.0% 35.6% 3 1.62 70.9%

5.00-5.99 94 33.2% 91.52 64 63.4% 99.0% 30 16.54 h-,..4

6.00-6.99 18 6.4% 97.9% 0 0 99.01' 18 9.9% '7.31

7.00 -7.99 4 1.4% 99.3% 0 0 99.0% 4 2.2% 99.5%
,

8.00-8.99 0 0 99.3% 0 0 99.0% 0 0 99.5%

9.00-9.99 2 .7% 100.0% 1 1.0% 100.0% 1 .5t -00.0:
man $3.52 $4.19 $3.15

median $3.01 $4.99 $2.51

mode $5.00 $5.00 . $5.62

min /max ----- $ .50/$9.99 $ .80/$9.99 $ .50/$9.99
0* 140 33.1% 55 35.3% 85 31.8%

*These responses not included in the above tabulations.
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Quentlon 116. For foreign order with accompanying payment

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Journal. bZ Subject

Pure Sciences Applied Sciences Social Sciences Humanities
(N-73)
Absolute
Frequency

(N63)
Adjusted Absolute
Frequency Frequency

(N110)
A.ljusted Absolute
Frequency Frequency

(1137)

AbsoluteAdjusted Adjusted
Frequency FrequencyFrequency

0.01-0.25 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0

0.2670.50 0 0 0 0 2 .9% 0 0

0.51-0.99 3 4.11 0 0 3 2.7% 0 0

1.00-1.99 12 16.4% 9 14.32 30 27.3% 10 27.0%

2.00-2.99 13 17.82 18 28.62 18 16.4% 12 32.4% ......_

3.00-3.99 4 5.52 8 12.7% 11 10.01 6 16.2%

4.00-4.99 0 2 3.21 4 ' 3:61 1 2.71

5.00-5.99 36 49.3% 25 39.72 26 23.61 7 18.9%

6.00-.6.99 0 0 0 0 17 15.5% 1 2.71

7.00-7.99 4 5.52 0 0 0 0 0 0

8.00-8.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9.00 -9.99 1 1.4% 1 1.61 0 0 0 0

.mean $3.91 $3.60 $3.43 $2.88

median $4.97 $3.48 $3.00 $2.49

mode $5.00 $6.00 $2.00

min/max,' $ .65/$9.99 $1.00/$9.99 $ .50/$6.00 $1.00/$6.00

0. 10 12.0% 51 44.7% 61 35.7% 18 32.71

*These responses not included in the above tabulations.
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O.01-0.25

0.26-0.50

0.51-0.99

1.00-1.99

2.00-2.99

3.00-3.99

4.00-4.99
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Question 11b. For.foieignorder with accompanying payment

9op7rishted Journals b7 Size of Circulation

For Profit Non - profit
(N-82) (N13) (N6) (N83), (N...67) (N..32)
0-2999 3000 -9999 10000-max 0-2999 3000-9999 10000-max

0%

0%

2.4% -

3.7%

14.6%

3.7%

4.9%

70.7%

6 02

7.00-7.99 02

8.00-8.99 02

1.0-9.99 0 %'

mean $4.30
.

median $4.98

node $5.00

...min/max S.80/$5.00

no. fr.

24 22.67. II
!..)

45.8% 20 76.9% 35 29.72 33 33.0% - 17 34.7%

filies,: responsesnot included in the above tabulations.-

, 02

0%

7.7%

. 0%

0%

.0%

' 0%

0%

2.4%

0%

-0%

1.5%

0%

3.1%

02

0% D2 28.9%- 26.9% 50.0%

53.82 33.3%. 25.3% 19.4% 18.8%

7.22 16.7% 19.3% -. '9.0% 6.3%

i
0% 0% 3.6%- 0% ---i0%.

30.8% 33.3% 13.32 23.9% 9.4%

0% 0%, 6.0% 16.4% 6.3%

0% 0%l 1.2% 3,02 3.1%

02 0% 0% 02 . 0%

/ -' 0% 16.7% 0% 0%
- -

3.12

$3.25 $4.67 $2.92 $3.64
_

$2.74

$2.81 $3.75 $2.50 $2.99 $1.52

$2.50 $5.00 $3.00 $5.62 $1.00

$.84/1p,frx0 $2.00/$9:99 $.65/$9.50 $.75/$7.50 $.50/$9.99
4

no:: fr. no. fr. no. fr. no. fr. no. fr.

log.
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Question 11c. For United States order with bill required

Domestic Order With Bill Reqated

The perCentage of responses who indicated thatthey-wished to rceive

no payment rose to 36.4Z (from the 31.3% who had indiCated a desire for zero.

payment for,Jarders with accompanying payment) giving, credence to the assumption,.

expressed earlier, that this is a body ofjournals which in fact does not wish

to supply copies at all. For the 260 journals which did indicate a price, the

price range appearslit Ain about $1 higher than with prepayment, reflecting

both the Inconvenience of billing and the risk of not being able to.collect.

The half-way poin,t in journal responses was not reached until a price of $4

(compared to the $23 range for domestic prepayment), and almost half of the

responses indicate a desire for payment of more than $5, with about 19% in fact

desiring more-than $6. Commercial journals were solidly above $5, with two
0

thirds specifying payment of between that amount and $6. Non-profit journals,

which for accompanying payment.were largely (69.2%) content with $3 or less,
0

are satisfied with this' amount in only 46.6% of the cases where billing is

required, and better than 35% indicate a, need for more than $5 in payment.

As with domestic orders aith payment, pure science journals-are most willing

to name a price, with only 15.4% of the responding journals in this discipline

unwilling to"do* so. By same token, and as with pre-paid orders, pure science., .

journals are also prepared to charge'the highest prices, with half in the $5-

$6 range, and only,about'40% below that figure. Almost half of the applied

?_ science journals refused to a desire for payment,and thereby indicated

an unwillingness to furnish copies. For those which did, the heaviest concentration

d.-Vr
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was again in the $5-$6 range. Social-science and humanities journals, particularly

the latter, were somewhat lower in their price estimates for -the more than 60%,

willing to supply copies for a price, with 56% of humanities journali willing

to supply copies for under $3, despite the requirement for billing.

As with pre-paid orders, unwillingness to name a price grows as the circulation

of the jatirrusii increases, particularly in the fcr-profit sectOr; with.80% of

the largest circulation Commercial journals, reporting zero'as a figure. By

contrast, the largest circulation non-profit journals, approximately as ainwillf4
, w.

(37.5%) as smaller non - profit journals to indicate a price, tend to be willing

to accept a lower price-for bills with shipment, with 43.37. content with under-.,

El $2, and 60% satisfied with a $3 ceiling.
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Question llc. For'United Sttes order with bill required.

0.01 -0.25

0.26-0.50t.

0.51-0.99

,, 1.00-1.99

2.00-2.99

3:00-3.99

;4,00-4.99

5.00-5.99

6.00-6.99

7.00-7.99

8.00-8.99

9.00-9.99

mean

median

mode

COPYRIGHTED-JOURNALS

Total Publisher Response For Profit Publishers Non-profit Publishers
(N -260)

-Absolute Adjusted Cumulative
Frequency Frequency Frequency

(N-99)
Abs. Adj.
Freq. Freq.

Cum.
Freq.

(N..161)

Abs.
Freq.

'Adj.'
Freq.

Cum.
Freq.

1 .4% .4% 0 0 0 1 .62 .6%

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

8 3.1% 3.5% 6 6.1% 6.1% 2 . 1.2% 1.92

38 14.6% 18,1% 1 1.0% 7.1% 37 23.0% 24.8%

42 16.2% 34.22 7 7.1% 14.1% 35 21.7% 46.6%

40 15.42 49.62 14 14.12 28.3% 26 16.1% 62.7%

4 1.52 51.2% 1 1.02 29.3% 3 1.9% 64.62
.

04

78 30.02 81.22 66 66.72 96.0% 12 7.5% 72.0%

33 12.72 93.82 3 3.02 99.0% 30 18.62 90.7%

13 5.0% 98.82 0 0 99.0% 13 8.12 98.8%

1 .4% 9.2%' 0 0 99.0% 1 .62 99.42..

/2 .8% 100.0% 1 1.0% 100.0% 1 . .6% 100.0%

$3.91 $4.32
..,,o.

$3.66

$3.99 $4.99 $2.99

$5.00 $5.00 $6.50

1,-dr. min/max . $ .25/$9.99 $ .75/$9.99 $ .25/$9.99

0 * 149 36.42 56 36.1% 93 36.62 .

*These responses not included in the above tabulations;
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Question 11c. For United States. Order with bill required

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Journals by Subject

Pure Science Applied Science Social Science Humanities
(N -66) (N -57) (N -103J . ,

, . (M*34).
Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted' Absolute Adjusted
'Frequency, Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency

, 0

0.26-0.10
\

O.-

0.51-0.99 2

1:0071.99 4

:.00-2.99 .4

.00-3.99 13

4.00-4.99 -0

5.00-5.99 33

6.00-6.99 6

7.00-7.9-9 4( 0.

8.00-8.99 0

9.00-9.99 0

neon

nedian $

node

lin/max

1* 12

0 0 1 1.0% 0 o

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.0% 1 1.8% 5 4.9% 0
,

.

6.1%, 5 X2222 21.4% ,' 7 .

.g

20-.6%
. 4 1

.-

12.1% 8 14:0%' 14. *13:t% 12 35.3%

1 19.7% ' 15. 26.3% 8 7.8% 4 11...8%

0 2 3.5% 2 1.9% 0 0

50.0% 23 40.4% 18 ?..7.5%' 4 11:8% 1
p..

9.1 2 3.5% 19 - 18.4% 6 17.6%

0 0 . i .13 12.6% 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 2.9%

'0 1 1.8% 1 1.0% 0 0

. $4.11 $3.87 $3.98 $3.37
J

$4.98 $3.75 $4.01 '$2.54

$5.00 $5.00 $5.00 $6.50

$ .60/$6.50 $ .92/$9.99 $ .25/$9.99 $1.00/$8.00

15.42 53 48.2% 65 38.7% 19 35.8%

*These responses not included in the above tabulations.
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. Question 11c. For United States order with bill required.

Copyrishted Journals by 81se of Circulation

0.01-0.25

- 0.26 -0.50.

For Profit
(1113)

.(1000-9999)
(115)

(10000-sax)

Non-Profit
(Nu'60)

-(3000-0000)

(N30)
(10000 -sax)

(71.415

(0-2999)
171

(0-2999)

0 0 . 0 0 1.72

0 0- 0. 0 .Q

- 0

. 0.

0.51-0.99 4.92 7.72 ;0.02 2.82 0. 0,

'.1.00-1.49 0 0 20.02 21.12

2.00-2.99 8.62 0.
s

0. 29.62

3.00-3.99 7.42 53.82 20.02 14.12: _

4.00-4.99 1.22 0 0 2.82

5.00-5.99 74.12 38.52 20.02 9.92 5.02: 6:72

6.00-6.99 3.72 0 0 16.92 26.72 - . 6.72

7.00-7.99 0 0 0 1.4% .16.72. 6.72

8.00-8.99' 0 0 0 0. 1.72 0
J.-

9.00-9.99 0 0 20.0% 1.42 ',..,..._ 0 . , 0
s-.._-.

.mean
)

$4.45 $3.60 $4.08 $3.36

median $4.99 $3.57 $3.00 . $2.56

mode $5.00 $3.00 $ ..92
t,

$6.50

min/max $ .75/$6.00 $ .80/$5.00 $ .92/$9.99 $ .6049.99

15.02 43.32

15.02 16.72

16.52 20.02.
..

1.72 0

no. fr. no.
A
fr. no. fr. no. fr.

0* 25 23.6% 11 45.82 20 80.02' 40 36.02

*The responses not included in the above tabulatioiis..

$4.41 $2.86

$4.93 . $2.49

$6.50 $1.50

$ .25/$8.00 $1.00/$7.00

no. 'fr. no. fr.

35 36.82 18 16.52
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Question lld. For foreign order with bill required.

Foreign Orders With Bill Required

While the percentage of respondents unwilling to state a price is up to
C

37.52, this is still considered surprisingly low considering the difficulties

in collecting frog or dunning overseas customers. Thereis virtually no difference

in reluctanCe between commercial and non-profit journals. For the 253 journals

willing to indicate a price to supply copies with billing to foreign customers,

the mid-point is not reached until the $5-$6 range, and the $4.38 mean and $4.98

are $1 and $2 greater, respectively, thin for foreign orders with accompanying

payment. Again, since the assumed method of shipment is not specified in either

the question or the response it is not possible to determine whether these journals

intend, at that price, any but the lowest level method of communication.

Commercial journals are solidly in the $5-$6 range, with ii'liA-profit journalj

_reaching a cumulative 552 at a top of $4. As with previous responses, pure scientd

journals are the most willing. to specify a price for filling orders on this basis, -'

and these and applied science journals also concentrate in the $5-$6 range.

Humanities journals are again the lowest priced," with over 602 included in a $4

maximum.

Willingness to state a,, desired price hovers consistently around 372 for

nonprofit journals, regardless of the circulatj of the journal, but decreases

sibarply as the circulation of commercial journals creases, with 842 of the largest

circulation for profit journals unwilling to even indicate a price at which billing.--

with shipment would 'be handled for foreign customers.
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Question Ild. For foreign order with bill required.

A COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Total Publisher Response For Profit Publishers Non-profit Publishers

(N..253)

Absolute Adjusted Cumulative

Frequency Frequency Frequency

(1'96)

Abs...

Freq.
Adj. Cum.

Freq. Freq.

(N=I57)

Abs. Adj. Cum.

Freq, Freq. Freq.

0.01-0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.26-0.50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

,
0.51-0.99 5 2.02 2.02 4 4.22. 4.2% 1 .6% .63?

1.00-1.99 29 11.5% 13.42 1 1.02 5.22 28 17.82 18.52

2.00-2.99 33 4.I. 13.0% 26.5% 7 7.32 12.5% 26 16.62 35.02

3.00-3.99 47 18.62 45.12 15 15.62 28.12 32 20.42 55:42

4.00-4.99 6 2.42 47.42 1 1.02 29.22 5 3.22 58.62

5.00-5.99 73 28.92 76.32 63 65.62 94.8% 10 6.42 65.02

6.00 -6: 4.7% 81.02 4 4.2% 99.0% 8 5.12 70.12

,7.00-7.99 30 11.92 92.92 , 0 0 99.0% 30 19.1% 89.2%

'8.00-8f9 14 5.52 98.4% 0 0 99.0% 14 8.92 98.12

9.00-9.99 4 1.62 100.02 1. 1.02 100.02 3, 1.9% 100.02

mean $4.38 $4.46 ,, $4.33

median $4.98 $4.99 $3.48
1

mode $5.00 $5.00 $7.12

min/max $'.75/$9.99 $ .75/$9.99 $ .75/$9.99

0* 152 37.5% -- - 37.3% 95 37.7%

*These responses not included in the above tabulations.
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Question 11d. For foreigm order with bill required

.

Pure

Absolute
Freq.

Sciences0764)

Co ightsd Journals by Sublett
(N '.55) Social Sciences (N-loll Humenities'N*3;)Applied Sciences

Adjusted ,

Treq.

Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted Abs. Adj.

Freq. , Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq.

D.J1'-0.25 0 0.0% ' 0 0.0% 0 0.0: 0.02

0 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 ' 0.0:

0.51-'.99 1 1.67: 0 0.0% 4 4.0% 0.0;

: Th1.99 1 1.6% 3 5.5% 21 20.8% 12.1'

2:12 2:s9,) 12.5% 7 1.2.7% 9 '8.92 9 27.3%

3.00-3.99 13 20.3% 14 25.5% 12 11.9% 8 24.2%

4...1) 4.94 3.1% ' 1 1.8% 3 3.0% 0 '0.0%

5.0-5.99 32 50.0% 25 45.5% 14 13.9% 2 6.1:

1 1.6Z 1 ! lb 8% 7 6.9% 3 9.12

7.00 6 2 3.6: 16 15.8% 6 . 18.22

r..y 1 '') 0.0% 1 1.8% 13 12.9% 0 0.0%

0.0% 1 1.87; 2 2.0% 1 3.02

,2ar 54.39 $4.32 54.52 $4.04

med:3n $4.97 $4.96 54.98 $3.01

mDC.e '5.00 $5.00 15.00 53.00

r!ininax 50.75/S7.12 $1.06/$9.99 S0.75/$9.99 `$1.00159,,J%

no. fr. no. fr. no. Cr. no. fr.

11).3% 54 49.52 66

*Th.se responses not included in the above tabulations.

11?

39.5% 20 37.r. ,
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Question lid. For foreign order with bill required.

Copyrighted Journals by Size of Circulation

For Profit Non- Profit
(N-80)
0-2999

(N12)
3000-9999

(244)

10000-max 0-2999
(N -58)

3000-9999
(N30)
10000-max

0.01 -0.25 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

0.26-0.50 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

0.51-0.99 3.7% 8.3% 0% 1.4% 0% OZ

1.00-1.99 1.2% 0% 0% 15.92 12.1% 33.3%

2.00-2.99 .7.5% OZ 25.0% 23.2% 10.32 13.3%

3.00-3.99 8.8% 58.3% 25,015 17.4% 20.7% 26.7%

4.00-4.99 1.2% 0% 0% 2.9% 5.2% 0%
t

5.00-5.99 72.5% 33.3% 25.0% 8.7% 1.7% 10.0%

6.00-6.99 5.0% 0% 0% 8.7% 3.4% 0%

7.00-7.99 0% 0% 0% 17.4% 27.6% 6.7%

8.00-8.99 0% OZ 0% 1.4% 17.2% 10.0%

9.00-9.99 07. 0% 25.0% 2.9% . 1.7% 0%- .

mean $4.52 $3.78 $5.25 $4.10 $5.08 $3.42

median $4.99 $3.82 $4.00 $3.02 $5.05 $2.98

imode $5.00 $3.50 $2.50 $7.12 $7.12 $3.00

min/max, $.75/56.50 $.90/$5.00 $2.50/$9.99 $.75/$9.99 $1.00/$9.00 $1.00/$8.75

no. fr. no. fr. no. fr. no. fr. no. fr. no. fr.
.

41 37.3%0* 25 23.8% . 11 47.8% 21 84.0% 36 38.3% 18 37.5%

*These responses not included in the above tabulations.
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12. If authorized copies were.supplied by an agent or a clearinghouse, what
would you consider an appropriate payment to you for each copy of an
article of up to ten pages from this journal?

Payment to be Recovered from Clearinghouse or Authorized Agent

More than 50% of the 412 copyrighted journals which responded to this question

4
answered that they expected no paypent to be made to them from the supply of

copies by a clearinghouse or agent. These journals are presumably satisfied to

use such a clearinghouse (if indeed they'like the concept at all--responses in the

publisher questionnaire indicate a strong preference for direct mailing over

the clearinghouse concept) as acOnvenience mechanism, or perhaps as a copying

deterrent, and do not expect to obtain any fyads in this manner. Clearinghouse

charges for these journals would presumably toe those necessary to meet operating

costs (the Astion of whether or not there ,das a willingness to subsidize 4.he

operation of a clearinghouse was not raised). Perhaps, surprisingly, journals

in the for profit sector were even more strongly committed to zero recovery from

the clearinghouse than nonprofit journals, in 58.4% of the cases.

Where compensation through an agent or clearinghouse mechanism was desired,

there was a willingness to receive 50 cents or less in about half the cases,

wgsh commercial journals perhaps surprisingly more' willing to settle for this

ceiling than nonprofit journals. However there were substantial numbers of

',)urnals who wanted much larger payments, with the 75th percentile not reached

untli $2, and with 10% desiring to recover more than $4.

Applied science and humanities journals were more desirous of receiving

payment than either pure-or social science journals. However, pure science
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journals which did wi to make a payment recovery did, in 15% of the cases,

demand $7 or more, a figure not approached by any other subject discipline.

By contrast, however, more than half of the pure and applied science journals

expecting remuneration are willing to settle for 50 cents or less, while social

science and humanities journals tend to have greater expectations in more than

half of the instances, and therefore report medians of $ .99 and $ .78, respectively.

Willingness to forego recompense from an agent or clearinghouse decreases

in the for profit sector as the journal distribution increases, with 70.6% of

the smallest commercial journals willing to forego a return, compared to only

27.6: of those with the largest circulations. However, the majority of these

journals indicate a desire for a payment of 50 cents or less, but a significant

fraction insists on substantially higher returns, with 38% expecting $3 or more,

and 19% desiring $5 or more. Non-profit journals are willing to forego payment

in a fairly consistent approximately 452 of the cases. Where payMent is expected,

smaller journals appear less satisfied with the emerging "target" of 50 cents,

with only 35.92 content with this figure, compared to 45.5% of large circulation

nor.- profit journals. Smaller circulation non-profip journals fall heavily into

:h.: $1 to $2 range, a ceiling which will satisfy over 802 of all but the smallest

non-profit journals, 18.8% of which expect payment of between $2 and $3.
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Wus:.lon 12. If authorized copies were supplied by an agent or a clearinghouse, what
would you consider an appropriate paymentto you for each copy of an
article of up to ten pages from this journal?

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Total. Publisher Response For Profit Publishers Non- profit Publishers
(N..203)

Absolute Adjusted Cumulative
Frequency Frequency Frequency

(N-67)
Abs.
Freq.

Adj. Cum.
Freq. Freq.

(N136)
Abs.
Freq.

Adj. Cum.
Freq. \ Freq.

0.01-0.25 3//.. 18.2% 18.2% 1.5% 1.5% 36 26.5% 26.5%

u.26-0.50 59 29.1% 47.3% 38\ 56.7% 58.2% 21 15.4% 41.9%

0.51-0.99 13 6.4Z 53.7% 3 4.5% 62.7% 10 7.4% 449.3%

1.00-1,99 45 22.2% 75.9% 7 10.4% 73.1% 38 27.9% 77.2%

24 11.82 87.7% 6 9.0% 82.1% 18 13.22 90.4%

3.0U-3.99 5 2.52 90.1% 4 6.0% 88.1% 1 .7% 91.2%

4.00-4.99 4 2.0% 92.1% 2 3.0% 91.0% 2 1.5% 92.6%

5.00-5.99 9 4.4% 96.6% 5 7.5% 98.5% 4 2.9% 95.6%

6.0076.99 0 0 96.6% 0. 0 98.5% 0 0 95.6%

7.00 -7.99 4 2.0% 98.5% 0 0 98.5% 4 2.9% 98.5%

8.00-M.99 0 0 98.5% 0 0 98.5% 0 0 - 98.5%
eE

9.00-4.99 3 100.02 1 1.5% 100.02 2 1.5% 100,0%

mean $1.44 $1.50 $1.41

$ .74 $ .52 $ .98

mod $ .50 $ .50 $1.00

min/rox $ .05/$9.99' $ .25/$9.99 $ .05/$9.99

0* 209 50.7% 94 58.4% 115\s, 45.8%

*rhese r..7sponses not included in the above tabulations.
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If authorized copies were supplied by an agent or a clearinghouse, what
would you consider,sikappropriate

payment to you for each copy of an
article of up to ten pages from this journal?

4opyrighted Jouznals by SubIect

Pure Sciences Applied Sciences Social Sciences Humanities
(N -39) (N -73) (0-61) (0.'30)
Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted
FrequeoFy Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency

0.01-0.25 II 28.2% 7 9.6% 14 23.02 5 16.72

0.26-0.50 11 28.22 32 43.82 8 13.12 8 26.72

0.51-0.99 1 2.62 4 5.5% 5 8.22 3 10.02

1.00-1.99 5 9 12.32 23 37.72 8 26.7 2

2.00-2.99 3 ?'? 72 8 11.02 8 13.12 .5 16.72

3.00-3.99 0 0 4 5.5% 0 0 1 3.32

...00 -4.99 1 2.6% 2 2.72 1 1.62 0 0

5.00-5.99 1 2.62 7 9.62 1 1.62 0 0

6.00-6.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7.00-7.99 4 10.32 0 0 0 0 0 0

8.00-8.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0A

9.00-9.99 2 5.12 0 0 1 1.62 0 0

mean $2.06 $1.45 $1.24 $1.03

median $ .51 S .52 $ .99 $ .78

mode $ .50 $ .50 $1.00 $1.00

min/max $ .05/59.99 $ .10/$5.50 $ .10/59.99 $ .10/$3.00

0* 48 55.2% 50 40.72 90 59.6% 21 41.2%

*These responses no included in the above tabulations.
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Quetion 12. Payment for each copy supplied by an agent or a clearinghouse.

Copyrighted Journals by Size of.Circulation

For Profit
(N -32)

0-2999

0.01-0.25 3.1%

0N26-0.50 43.82

0.51-0.99 6.3%

1.00-1.99 18.7%

2.00-2.99 18.7%

3.00-3.99 6.3%

4.00-4.99 0

5.00-5.99 3.1%

6.00-6.99 0

74-7.99 0

8.00-8.99 0

9.00-9.99 0

(N -14) =

3000-9999

if 0

92.92

0

0

0.

0

7. w

0

0

0

0

mean
. $1.32 $ .81

median 1 .75 $ .50

mode $ .50 $ .50

min/max $ .25/$5.00 $ .30/$5.00

0* no. fr. no. ,fr.

(N -21)

10000 -max

0'

,

Non-profit
(2414*50) 1

3000-9999

26.0%

,

(N -22)

10000-max

22.7%

(N -64)

0-2999

28.12

52.42 .1 7.7% 22.0% 22.7%

4.82 4.72 6.0%, 18.2%
'4

4.8% 31.22 28.02 18.2%

0 18.8% 8.0% 9.1%

9.52 0 2.0%

9.5 %' 1.6% 2.0% t. 0

14.3% 4.72 .0% 0

0 0 0. ''. 0

0 1.62-. 4.0% -' 4.5%

0 0 0. 0

4.82 1.6% 0 4.5%

$2.23 $1.50 $1.24 $1.55
_

$1.61 $1.00 $ .68 $ .73

$ .50 $1.00 $1.00 $ .50

$ .50/$9.99 $ .051$9.99 $..10/$7.50 $ .15/$9.99

no. fr. no. fr. no. fr. no. fr.

77 70.6% 9 3941% 8 2f:62 49 43.4% 49 49.5% 17 43.6%

*These responses not included in the above tabulations.
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Question 13. If you would wish to license directly (or through an agent or clearinghouse)individual user organizations -to make photocopies of articles from yourjournals rather than selling.reprints or authorized copies directly or-through an agent, what would you Consider to be a fair license paymentto you for each copy of,an article of up to'ten pages from this journal?1,

Willingness to License Directly or Through an Agent orClearinghouse
This

what they

than half

question,

stion asked journals willing to license photocopying to indicate_
onsidered a fair license payment for a copy of an article. getter
f the copyrighted

journals in the survey declined to respond to this
hich may indicate either an unwillingness to license or uncertain

about the implications of the question, with a particularly large T54.22)
percentage of non-profit

publishers unwilling to respond. Of those which did
respond, more than half indicated that they expected no payment at all from
licensing arrangements. This response, which was particularly-prevalent from
commercial journals (63.4%) may be taken at face value, or it may also be inter-
preted as some residual reluctance to license at all, since the only opportunity
provided to opponents of licensing was an avoidance of the entirecquestion.

Of the 203 journals which spec fically indicated both a willingness to
license 'and named an expected pa t, slightly more than half expressed.a
willingness to accept 50 cents or less. However, a sizeable minority held out
fOr considerably larger payments, with only 3/4 of the'reapondents

satisfied with
$2, and almost 102 still dissatisfied with $5. Among fOr profit journals the

)

ciasterlmg within the 50 cent limit was much greater (66.1%) than in the non-
profit journals (44.2%).

There was relatively little variance between subject disciplines. based on
willingness to respond and willingness to set a piice figure. Among those journals
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which did specify, pure and applied science. journals were in the majority,'

content with a: recovery of 50 cents or less, although a number of pure and

social science journals hung to the upper reaches of $7 or more. Humanities

journals tended to.cluster more heavily in the $1 and $2 range, withOnly.

39.3% satisified with a 50 cent payment. However, humanities journals also

did not display the extremes at the higher end of the spectrum.

Circulation size contributed mo significant variations, except for the
1

fact that the great majority of small circulation commercial journals (73.37.) 1

indicated a willingness to license without recompense. In general, larger

for-profit'joUrnals are most willing to accept a 50 cent payment than either

smaller commercial or any non-profit journals, but even non-profit journals

increase their tendency to accept such a payment as they increase in

circulation. This may be because Laiger circulation journals have greater

familiarity with licensing arrangements and What can reasonably be expected,

.or simply because, with larger expected volume, they can accept a lower :11'.t

transa ion price*

significant to note that both with respect to question 12 and

13 publishers of more than one journal reported the same price or license

fee per article for all of their journals. In other words, the price

or license fee.per article for multiple journal publisheri'was not greater

for journals with higher subsc'ription prices-than for journals with lower

subscription prices.

0
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Question 1-3:

1.19

If you would wish to license directly (or through an or clearinghouse)
'individual user oxganizations to make photocopies of ar icles from your
journals rather than selling reprints of authorized copies directly or
through an agent, what would you consider to be a fair license payment
to you for each copy of an article of up to ten pages from this journal?

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Total Publisher Response
(N -203)

Absolute Adjusted Cumulative
Frequency Frequency Frequency

For Profit Publishers
(N -56)

Abs. Adj:
Freq. Freq.

Cum.
Freq.

Non-profit Publishers
(N -147)

Abs. Adj. Cum.
Freq. Freq. Freq.

6.01-0.25 31 15.3% 15.3% 2 3.6%' 3.6% 29

0.26 -0.50 71 35.0% 50.2% 35 62.5% 66.1% 36

0.51-0.99 8 3.9% . 54.2% 2 340 69.6% 6

1.00 -1.99 44 21.7% 75.9% 410. 17.9% 87.5% 34

2.00-2.99 24 '11.8% 87.7% 2 3.6% 91.1% 22

3.00-3.99 4 . 2;0% 89.7% 2 3.6% 94.6% 2

4.00-4.99 2 1.0% 96.6%. 1 1.82 96.4% 1

5.00-5.99 9 4.42 95.1% 1 1.82 98.2%' 8

, 6.00-6.99 0 0 95.1% 0 0 98.1% 0

7.00-7.99 4 2.0% 417.0% 0 0 98.2%
/-

4

8.00 -8.99 0 0 97.0% 0 0 98.2% 0

6 3.0% 100.02 1 1.8% 100.02 5

mean $1.53 $1.06

median $ .53 $ .51

made $ .50 $ .50

min/max $ .10/$9.99 $ .10/$9.99

Ok
4

214 51.3% 97 63.4% 117

*These responses not included in the above tabulations.

19.7% 19.7%

,24.5% 44.2%

4.1% 48.3%

23.1% 71.4%

15.0% 86.4%

-1.4% 87.8%

.7% 88.4%

5.4% 93.9%

.0 93.9%

2.7% 96.6%

0 96.6%

3.41 100.0%

41.71

$ .98

$ .50

$ .10/$9.99

44.3%
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Question 13. leyoU would wish to license directly (or through an agent or clearinghouse)
individual. user organisations to make photocopies of articles from your If

journals rather than selling reprints of authorised copies directly or

through an agent, what would you consider to be a fair license payment
to you for each copy of an article of up to ten pages from this journal?

Copyrighted Journals by Subject

Pure Sciences Applied Sciences Social Sciences Humanities

(N -34) , (1 1.1170) (N 71) (N -28).

Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted Absolute Adjusted .Absolute40Adjusted .

Frequency Frequency Frequency'Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency .

0.01 -0.25 9 26.52 6 8.62 8 11.32 8 28.62

0.26-0.50 10 29.42 33 47.12 25 35.22 3 10.72

0.51-0.99 1 2.92 3 ' 4.32 3- 4.22 1 3.62

':

1.00-1.99 6 17.62 8 11.42 20 28.2% 10 35.7%

2.00-2.99 1 2.92 11 15.7% 7 9.9% 5 17.92

3.00-3.99 1 2492 2 2.92 1 1.42 0 0

4.00-4.99 0 0 2 2.9% , 0 0 0 0

5.00-5.99 1 2.92 4 5.72 3 4.2% 1 3.62

6.00-6.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7.00-7.99 4 11.82 0 0 0 ° .0 0 0

8.00-8.99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9.00-9.99 1 2.92 1 1.4% 4 5.6% 0 0

mean $1.87 $1.45 , $1.59 $1.17

median $ .51 $ .52 $ .85 $

mode $ .50 $ .50 $ .50 $1.00

ain/max $ .10/$9.99 $ .10/$9.99 $ .20/$9.99 .$ .10/$5.00

0 * 50 56.82 54 43.5% 90 55.92 20 41.72

*These responses not included is the above tabulations.
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Question 13. Fair license payment for each copy

Copyiightad Journals by Size. of Circulation

For Profit

(N -14)

3000-9999
(N14)
10000--max

! lion- profit

..(N*54)

3000-9999
(N -23)

10000-max

010'281.1.

0-2999F (N70)
0-2999

0.01-0.25 7.1% 0 0
.

.

17.12 16.7 38.8%
0.26-0.50 39.32 92.91 78.6%. 18.62 33.32 21.7%
0.51-0.99 3,62 0 7.12. 4.3% 3.72 4.32
1.00-1.99 35.72 0 0 28.6% 22.2% 8.7
2.00-2.99 7.12 0 0 12.92 14.8% 21.7%
3.1;10,-3,99 7.12 0 0 2.9% 0 0
4.00 -4.99 0 0 7.12 -1.4%. 0 0
5.00-5.99 10 7.1% 0 8.61 3.7% 0.
6.00-6.99 0 0- 0 : . 0 a- 0 0".
7.00-7.99 0' 0 0 1.4% 3,72 i13%

, 8.00 -8.99 0 ... 0- 0 4\ 0 0'. 0
- 9.00-9.99 0 0 7.1% 4.32 1.9: 4;32
mean
. $1.00 $ .81 $1.45 $1.91 $1.49 $1.61

.median $ .78 $ .50 ; :53 $1.00 .53 $ .51
mode $ .50 $ .50 $ .50' $1.00 $ .50 $ .50

.,

min/max $ .10/$3.50 $ .30/$5.00 $ .50/$9.99 $ .10/$9.99 $ .10/$9.99 $ .10/$9.99
. . .no. fr. no. fr. no. fr. no. ft. no. fr. ne. fr.

.,..0* 77 73.3% 9 39',12 11 44.02 44 38.6% 53 49.5% 20 46.52

*These responses not included in the above tabulations.
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Question 14. Do you sell directly or through an agent(s) microform versions of this
journal?

a. Directly Through an agent(s)
b. Current issues Yes No
c. Yearly volumes of.back issues Yes. No

Sale of Microform Versions of the Journal

A total of 28.22 -of all survey journals did not respond to a question which

inquired-into sale of microforms either directly or through an agent, and it

can therefore be assumed that these journals do not produce microform copies,

although it is of course possible that some journals which do produce microforms

simply did not answer the question. Of respondents, sale through.an agent was

preferred to direct sale.by a ratio of more than 4 to 1. In particular, non-profit

journals rely almost entirely on-microform sale through agents, by almost 8 to

1. By contrast, commercial journals make direct distribution in microforms

more than one third of the dames in which Microform is available. Pure science

journals are moat apt.to handle their own microform distribution, while humanities

journals hardly doeo at all. For-profit journals with small circulations appear

more likely to distribute their own microform's:larger commercial journals and

the non-profit sector prefer working through an agent.

Less than half-of responding journals sell current year issues on microform,

whether through an agent or directly. Commercial journals are less likely to do

so than non-profit journals', perhaps because of fair that current distribution

of microforms could cut into full sized subscriptions.- Social science and

humanities journals are more willing to distribute current issues in microform.

129
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All journal groups indicated a.practice of furnishing back issues on microform,by a margin of almost 5 to 1 for responding
journals. There is little differencebetween profit and non-profit journals, or within

subject disciplines. Large
journals, both commercial and

non-profit, indicate the greater trend toward
back year availability on microform. This could be expected, since these journals
also provide the most

attractive potential market.



Question

124

14. Do ydu sell directly or through an
journal?

agent(s) microform versions of this

a. Directly
b. ,Crrent
c. _Yearly

Total

Through an agent(s)
issues

volumes of

Type of Publisher

Yes No
back issues Yes No

Journals by Subject Breakdown
Journal Pure Applied Social
Response For Profit Non-ptofit Sciew Science Science Humanities
(N974) (N308) (N666) < (1216) (N264) (N371). (N123)

Directly

through an

13.9%' 25'. 3% 8.6% 35.2% 12.5% 6.5% 1.6%

agent 57.9% 40.6% 65.9%. 41.2% 57.6% 63.3% 71.5%

b.

No answer

Current
issues

28.2% 34..1% 25.5% 23.6% 29.9% 30.2% 28.4%

YES 31.5% 22.1% 44.6% 25.9% 43.1% 42.3%

NO 43.0% 58.1% 36.0% 49.5% 42:4% 41.0% 39.0%

No answer 19.5% 19.8% 19.4% 24.5% 20.8% 15.9% 18.7%

c. Yearly back
issues

a

YES 68.1% 64.6% 69.7% 73.6% 65.9% 66.8% 66.7%

NO 13.9% 13.6% 14.0% 9.7% 11.4% 17.8% 14.6%-

.NO Answer 18.1% 21.8% 16.3% 16.7% 22.7% 15.4% 18.7%

4

t.
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Question 14. Do you sell directly
or through an agent(s)

microfors versions of thisjournal?

a. Directly
Through an agent (s)b. Current issues Yes Noc. Yearly volumes of back issues Yes
N,

Journals by Size of Circulation

For Profit

3000-9999 10000-max
Non-p ffit

3000-9999 10000-sax

0-2999
0-299(N'.177) (N.147) (11.'49) ¶N -297) (11.'234) (N.0134)

--,Directly

Through

36.22 23.42, 6.1% 4.72 14.12 7.52

Agent 30.52 42.6% 79.62 63.02 66.22 .6%.
No and

b.

No answer

Current

33.32 34.02

fr

14.32 32.32 19.72 20.92

Issues
YES 11.92 23.42 49.0% 39.72 . 44.4% 56.02
NO 66.71 55.32 38.82 37.12 36.32 33.62

c.

No answer

Yearly
volumes of
back issues

21.A2 21.32 12.22 23.2% 19.32 10.42

YES 68.92 63.82 71.42 58.92 78.72 77.72NG 9.02 14.92 6.22 19.52 8:12 11.92
No answer 22.12 21.32 22.42 21.62 13.22 10;42
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Question is. If you sell miciotorm
editions of this journal, do you, authorize -copying without farther payment, of articles from theseesicroform

editions?

A. Current year issues Yes No

b. Back year issues Yes

Authorization of Copying Without Further-Payment from Microform Editions

With regard to current year issues, only 8.6% of jouials responded posi-

tively to this question, a number which drops to 1.6% for commercial journals,

compared eo 11.9% for non-profit journals. No clear patterns concerning the

. .impact of size of circulation emerge. Large commercial journals appear most

willing to permit copying from current microform issues among the for.profit

sector, but that may be partially true because larger journalsAire mote likely

to have microform of current 'Year-issues. The willingness to permit copying

without eharge frog back year issues is somewhat greater, but not substantially

so. The overall positive response is 11122,"Ivith commercial diournsls indicating

a willingness in only 3.2% of the answers, compared to 13.4% for non-profit

journals. No clear patterns emerge among discipline4 Humanities journals

appear the least willing, but since they also show the highest percentage of (7`-'/

non-responses, they may simply be less likely to be available in.microform.

As with the question concerning current issue microform copying, larger circu-

lation journals appear more willing to permit the practice than smaller circulation

4§jouVlals, but, as 'pointed out earlier, that may be in part because larger cir-

culation journals are more likely to be available in microform.

The 32.3% of the journals which did not respond to this question can be
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assumed not to sell microform editions, and can therefore be added to the impact

of those who refuse permission. However, since the nonresponses grew to 35.12

for the question concerning current year, it leaves open to torijecterro whether

in fact 2.82 of the journals supply b4ck but not current years (a- response which

can not really be elicited from the previous question) or whether a varying

number simply chose not to answer the question. In any case, the truly significant

measure is of those willing to permit copying from microform without .further

payment.

13 4

4
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Question 15: If you sell microform editions of this journal, do you authorize copying

without further payment. of articles from theme microform edirions7

Current year issues Yea No

Back year issues Yes No

Total Type of Publisher Journals b/ Subject

Journal Pure Applied Social

Response For Profit Non-profit Science Science Science Namanities

(N974) (N308) (N666) (N216) (N264) (NJ71). (N123)

g. Current
back issues

Ise 8.62 1.62 11.92 10.22 ,9.52 8.4% 4.91

No 56.3% 65.6% 52.02 49.51 58.0% 58.0% 59.3%

No answer 35.1% 32.8% 36.11 40.3% 32.5% 33.67. 35.8

g. Back year
issues

Yea

No

No answer

10.22 3.2% 13.42 11.61 10.6% 9.71 8.12

57.5% 68.5% 52.5% 53.7% 60.2% 58.21 56.1%

32.3% 28.32 34.1% 34.7% 29.2% 32.1% 35.8%
-,

I
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Question 15: It you moll microform editions of this journal, do you authorise ,opy
without Lurch/or payment. of articles from these microform editions'

Current year issue. Yes No
Sack year issues Yes No

Journals by Sine of Circulation

For Profit

3000-9999

(N-47)

10000-fax
(N-49)

Non-profit
3000-9909
(N-2)4)

10000-sax
(N134)

0-2999
(1ts177)

0-2999
(N297)

A. Current
arp issues

Yes .61 0 8.22 8.8% 15.42 12.72

No 63.2% 53.2Z 7532' 47.1% 56.42 55.22

b.

No answer

Back year

36.22 46.82 16.32 44.1% 28.22 32.12

issues

Yes 2.82 0 10.22 9.42 18.42 13.42

No 63.92 68.12 77.62 48.82 54.72 56.7%

Mo answer 33.32 31.9% 12.22 41.82 26.92 29.92
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a.

Copying by Non-Profit Libraries AiterDecember 31, 1977

cNestion 16. Would you be willing to authorizeil(ana to include a printed statement
to this effect in each issue) non-profit libraries open to tOe publid
and specialized researchers to copy articles or to secure copies through
interlibrary loan from this journal, without limitation or payment,
current yearns issues as well as back issues?

YES NO

Willingness to Authorize Non-Profit Libraries to Copy Without Limitation or Payment

Response to this question was Calculated only for thosi journals which had.

indicated .earlier that they were copyrighted. For the 872 journals in the

,--
response sample, an overwhelming ntlority, 71.92, responded negatively, with

only 22.52 agreeing to such.blanket permission,. and 5.62 failing to' answer

kthe question. 4eac A.= was particularly negative from commercial 14raals, only

5.12 of which agreed to such unrestricted free copying from non-profit libraries.

Among subject disciplines, humanities journals were most willing to permit such

copying is 31.4% of the cases, but even here refusals outnumbered permissions

by almost two. to one. Pure science journals were very unwilling to permit

free unrestricted"copying,-with only 10.02 of ti journals agreeing to such a

practice, and 86.52 refusing.

Perhaps surprisingly, smaller circulation commercial journals were more

reluctant to agree to such copying than large circulation journals. In the

for-profit sector% only 4.02 of small circulation journals were willing to agree

to unrestricted free copying, compared to 15.92 in the largest stratum. No

clear pattern by distribution size emerges iong non-profid journals, with refusals

generally outnumbering permissions by 2- to 1.
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Question 16. 'Would you be willing to authorize (awilti inclnde a printed Statementto this effect in each issue) non-.p -libraries open to the public. and specialized
researchers to coif 'iciest or to secure copies throughinterlibrary loan from this without limitation or payment,'current year's issues as well as back issues?

YES . NO

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

YES

NO

No answer

Total
Journal
Response
(N472)

22.5%

71.9%

5.6%

t'
,Type of Publisher

Journals by Subject Breakdown

For Profit
(14296)

5.1%

92.9%

2.0%

Non-profit
(1411.576)

31.42

61.1%

7.5%

Pure

Science
(14=200)

10.0%

86452

3.5%

Applied
Science
0E2319-

22.7%

74.4%

2.9%

Social
.

Science
(14 ..329)

27.1%

64.4%

8.5%

Humanities
-(W105)

.31.4%

61.9%

"6.7%

11.

For Profit

journals by Site of Circulation

Non- profit -0-2999 3000-9999 10000 -max 0-2999 3000-9999 10000.-max(N173) (N,44) (N..44) L (N237) :.(N213) (11125)
YES 4.0% 2.3% 15.9% 35.9% 25.8% '32.0%
NO 93.6% .97,7; 79.5% 60.8% 62.4% 60.0%
No answer 2.4% 0- 4.6% 3.3% 11.8% 8.0%

I

1 3 .



Question 17. If your answer to 20 is N0, would you be willing Wauthorize (and toinclude &printed statement to the effect in each issue)'notv-profit libraries,open to the public and specialized researchers to copy articles from thisjournal or to secure copies through interlibrary loam without, limitationor payment fron earlier.yeats?

YES

WiLlingness to Authorize Non-profit Libraries to Copy or Secure on interlibrary
Loan Without-Limitation or Payment from Earlier Years

Responses to this question, which differed from the previous question in
. _-

that it specified only earlier yeais and excluded current issues, were nevertheless
.

heavily negative. Negative reaction outweighed positive response by more

than 4 to 1 for alljournals responding. For commercial journals the ratio

was More them 17 to,l, for non-profit journals close to 2 1/2 toil. There was-

relatively-little difference' among subject disciplines, although-applied science
.$

and technology journals were most unwiLLingtopernit- such copying. Siztof

journal distribution also had relatively little impact. Larger commercial

journals were to'permit such copying or borrowing without limits-.

tion, while larger non-profit journals were willing in 25.22 of the journal

sample.

A high rate Of non-response (22.52) may have been caused in part by a

typographical error, in which response to this question was incorrectly tied

to question 20 rather than question 16; as intended. Dever, the meaning was

sufficiently clear so that moat-journals-were able td figure out the intention

of the question and respond accordingly.

4.

1.39.
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*esti= 17. If your Ammer to 20 is Not would you be willing to authorise (and. to
include a printed statement to the effect in each issue) non=profit libraries
open to the public and Specialised researchers to copy articles from this
Jannis'. or to secure copies through interlibrary loan without limitation
or payment from earlier years?

10

Total T'pe of Publisher journals by Subject Breakdown

Social
Science Humanities
.0329) (111.05).

.17.02 10.12'. 14.32

72.52- 66.82 57.82 f, . 53.32

10.52 21.12- 26.12-. 32.4%

Journal Pure .Applied
tampons* Tor Profit. Non-profit Science. Science
0472) (11.296) 01.574 . (1-200) (111283)

14.42

N O 63:12-

Re summer 22:52

't

For Profit

5.12

89.22 49.72

5.72 31.02

Journals by Size of Circulation

Non-profit
0-2999
(11-173)

3000-9999
(1144)

10000 -sax 0-2999
(11237)

3000-9999
CS213)

10000-max
(N25).

US 6.42 4.52 4.52 11.42 24.42 115.62

MO 88.42. 95.52 77.3% 55.72 .47.42 42.42

No 5.22 18.22 32.92 28.22 -32.02



Question 18, If your answer to 17 is YES, what would you consider to be.the lapse of
time from publication date of the journal appropriate for-permitting
copying-by non-profit libraries of articles without limitation or payment?

A

Years

Lapse of Time Before Permission for Unlimited Copying by Non-Profit Libraries

to

Response to this question was requested only from those journals which

had expreised a willingness to permit copying from earlier yearsl, the question

sought the journal's definition of "earlier 'years", and 401 journals responded

to.the question.: Of theserbetterthan two thirds at one year the cut-off

factor. Response after that dropped'off rapidly, so that 19 of responding

journals still insisted on a waiting period of five years or more, Commercial,

journals were considerably more willing to set the limit at poly one year,. and

did so in 84.1% of responses, with only 13.3% insisting on a waiting period of

5 years or more. By contrast, non-profit journals willing to permit copying

after one year totaled only 61.2%, and those insisting Odefive year or

longer waiting period iepresented 23.6% of the response. Pure science journals

were mott.unwilling to grant rapid permission, with 61.1% willing to do so after

one year, and 28.9% insisting on a minimum 5 year period. By contrast, applied

science journals, with perhaps a shorter half life, were willing to grant

'

reproduction permission after one year in 76.4% of the responses. Size of .

journal distribution appears to be a significant factor for nonprofit journals

(more unwilling to grant permission to start with). target. non - profit journals

were more unwilling to release their journals for distribution than 'smaller

ones, with only 55.8% ofsuch.journals with circulation above 10,000 copies

-willing to do so after one year, and 23.1% demanding a delay of five years or more.
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asattes le. if your mem to 17 is TES, what mould you consider to be the lapse Of
tiro tree poblicatios late of the journal apkopriate for'peraitting
copying by oe-ycolit libraries of articles vidiout limitation or payment?

Veers.

COPYRIGHTED JOUVRAI.S

Total.

hblislts
Isoposso
(1101)

Tyre of hellebore Journals by Subject Breakdown

for Profit won- profit
(1 -131) (11 -250)

PureApplied Social
Science Science
'(1P'90) (1-110)

Science

(11-157)

HUMIlirlitiall
(11 -44)

1 Per 69.22 04.12 41.22 61.12 76.42 69.42 72.72

2 yaws 2.72 1.32 11.62 , 7.82 2.72 10.82'

3 paws 2.S2 1.32 3..22 1.12 1.82 4.52 - : 0

4 minis .22 0 .42 . 1.12 . 0 0 0-

3 years 13.02 6.02 17.22 25.62 8.22 * 9.62 11.42

940 }eats- 4.52 7.32 2.82 2.22 9.12 3.22 2.32

lb' Vats 2.22 0 -3.62 1.1.2 1.82 2.52 4.52

made 2.74 1.099 3.764 2.856 1.827 3.076 3.773

mediae :257 .399 .349 .188 '.255 .286
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Question 18.- If youi answer to 17 is YES, what would you consider to be:the lapse of

time from publication date of the journal appropriate for permitting

copying by non-profit libraries of articles without limitation of payment?

Years.

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS.

Journals by Size of Circulation

ofit

10000-max M:; 3000-9999 10000-max
(1 -52)

55:8%

For Profit

4- 0-2999 3000-9999

1'47
(N143). (124)

1 year 86.4% 66.72.

2 years 1.0% 0

3 .years 1.9% 0

4 year's 0
,

0 .

5 year's 6.8%,. 4.2%

6-40-years 3.9% .29.22

y 11- years

mean-.

median

0 0

.806 3.125

.079 1.250

.(124) (1-92) (1 105)

91.7% 69.6% 56.2%

lea% 6.52 14.3%

0

0

.3.3%

0

2.9%

.0

4.22 13.02 22.9%

0 2.22 1.9%

0 5.42 1.9%

.333 3.696 I 3.638

.071 .280 .472

143

15.42

3.82

1.92

t113.52
4.

5.8%

3.82

4.212

/ .750
I
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Copying by For-Profit Organizations After Dedember 31, 1977

,Question 19. Wild you be tilling to authorize. (and to include a printed statement to
this effect in each issue) fob-profit organizations (other than organi-

. rations in the business of making and selling photocopies), open to thepublic or spedialized researchers without limitation or payment to copy
articles or to secure copies through interlibrary loan from this journal
current year's issues as well as back issues?

YES -NO

gr,
Willingness to Permit Unlimited Current and Back Year Copying in For-Profit
Organizations

The vast majority of responding copyrighted journals were unwilling to

grant such permission. Only 10.4 wets willing to permit such carte blanche

Copying in for-profit organizations while 81.7% objected. The negative reaction'

was particularly strong among commercialjournals, 93.9% of which opposed such

authorization, and only 3.0% of which approved. Non-profit journals were

somewhat more lenient, but refusals 4111 outnumbered permisdions by more than

5 to 1. While no Subject discipline countenanced such unlimited copying by

for-profit Organizations in elikad out f.'6 cases, pure science journals Objected par-
.

ticularlyj refusing authorization by a margin of more than' 16 to 1. -tire of

journal distribution mattered in responses only-for-commercial journals, where

the larger journals were-more willing than the almost unanimous negation by
10

smaller for-profit journals. Even large journals were unwilling, however, by

more than 7 to-I.

ti
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Question 19. Would you be willing to authorize (and to include a printed statement to
this effect in each issue) for-profit organizations (other than organi-
zations in the business of making and selling photocopies), open to the

public or specialized researchers without limitationur payment to copy
articles or to secure copies through interlibrary loan from this journal
current year's issues as well as back issues?

YES NO

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Total
Journal
Response

4,1:eyp of Publisher Journals by Subject Breakdown

Humanities:.ForTrofit Non-profit
Pure

Science

Applied
Science

Social
Science'

4 ,(N..872) (1 296) (1I 576) (N200) (Ng238) , (N..329) (N105).

YES
,

10.4%, 3.02 14.2% 5.52 10.52 12.52 13.31

NO 81.72 93.9% 75.32 91.0% 81.1% 78.42 75.22
. ,

No Answer 7.92 3.1% 10.5% 3.5% 8.42 9.12 11.4%

Journals by Size of Circulation

For Profit Non-profit -

0-2999
01173).

Yt5 1.7

NO 96.0

No Answer 2.32

3000-9999 10000 -max 0-2999 3000- 9999, 10000-max

(N..44) (141444) (N237) (N213) (14.8125)

2.3% 11.42 15.22 , 12:22 15.2%

93.22 -84.12 76.82 76.12 72.02

4.5% 4.52 8.02 11.82 12.82
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Question 20. If your answer to 19 is NO, would you be willing to authorize (and
.-----

to include a printed statement to this effect in each. issue)-for-profit organizations(other
than-organizations iq the business'of makingand selling photocopies), open to the public and s ialized researchers

ilitegr
to copy articles or to secure copies through inter 4l loan withoutlimitation or payment, from bear. issues of this journal am earlieryears?

YES / NO

Willingness to Permit Copying of Back Issues by For-Profit Organizations

Journals which had expressed opposition to permitting for-profit organizations
to copy current issues without restriction were asked whether they would be
willing to allow copying from earlier years. The negative reaction abated somewhat,
but only slightly. Only 11.9% of 872 responding journals indicated such a

willingness, contrasted to 70.5% which expressed
the intention of denying such

permission even for earlier years, and 17.5% which cad not respond ,

presumably in part because they had already indicated their willingness in

response to question 19, although this 'category may also include
non-respondents

for other reasons. In any case, the 70.5% who specifically and categorically
refuse back issue unlimited copying permission to for-profit organizatilns
represent a resoundingly negative vote. As.with the earlier question, this

unwillingness is
particularlystrong.among commercial journals,: 86.5% of which

were unwilling to grant such permission, while the negative response from the
.

non-profit sector was 62.3%. There was little apparent differentiation by
subject discipline, or by size of ciiCulation.
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Question 20. If your answer to 19 is NO, would you be willing to authorize (andto include a printed statement to this effect in each issue) for--profit organizations (other than organizations in the business Desokingand selling photocopies), open to the public and
specialized researchersto copy articles or to secure copies through interlibrary loan without'limitation or payment, from back issues of this journal from earlieryears?

YES

NO

No Answer

Total
Journal
Response
(N*872)1

11.9%

70:5%

17.5%

For Profit
0-2999
01*173)

YES 8.1%

No: 88.4%

No Answer, 3.52

I

ti

'YES

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

NO

Type of Publisher Journals by Subject Breakdown

For Profit Non-profit
Pure
Science

Applied
Science

Social
Science. Humanities(N*296) (N*576) (11 *200) (N*238) (N329) (N*105)

9.1% 13.4% 18.0% 10.12 11.2% 6.7%

86.5% 62.3% 75.5% 71.42 66.9% 70.5%

4.4% 24.32 6.5% .18.5% 21.9% 22.8%

Journals by Size of Circulation

3000-9999 10000-max
(N.44) (N*44)

20.5%

77.3%

2.2%

9.12

79.5%

11.4%

Non-profit
0-2999
(N*237)

9999 10000-sax
(N* 13). (N*125)

9.3% 17.4% 14.4i

67.92

22.8%

147
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Question 21. If your answer to 20 is U.Swirtiat would you consider to be the lapse of
time from the pUblicatIon date of this journal egpropriar f^r permitting
the copying by for-profit organisations (other than orgar..-ions in the
business of making and selling photocopies) of articles limititionor payment? YEARS.

--/progriate Lapse of Time Before7Coiryine Pekmission for For-Profit Organizations
S

Since question 21 was only supposed to'be answered by those-journals which

answered aff tively tonueition 20, and only 104 journals fell into this-
,

category, -t 373 journals - answered question-21 indicates that a

considerable number of journals wanted to have their wishes recorded in any

case. It is therefore surprising, based on the heavy negative response to

_question 20, thit 73.5% of the 373 respondents to question 21 were willing to

permit copying by for-profit organizitions after a lapse of one year, with only

17.72 of a group which, to a considerableextent had earlier ,said "never", now

linsisting on a waiting period. of 5 years or sore. Even more surprising is the

response of commercial journals, most negative with regard to question 20,

83.02 of which are willing to permit copying after one year in response to

question 21. However; this willingness is consistent with their attitude toward/

ni,nprofit organizations. The n r insisting cp a.wait of 5 ye.:s or more,

by for-profit organizations, is only 13.6%. Pure science. journals are least

willing to permit copying by commercial organizations, as they are for non - profit

organizations, with' 2.22 willing to permit such activity after one year, and

33.4% insistin a delay, of five years or more. Analysis by size of journal

circulation yields deviations, but no identifiable trends.



OhiplitiOn

1.

21. If your answer to 20 is YES, what would you consider to be the lapse of
Clam from the publication date of this journal appropriate for permitting
the copying by for-profit. 'organisations (other than organizations in the
business of naklag and selling photocopies) of articles without limitation
or payment? YEARS.

Total
Publisher
Response

COPYRIITTED JOURNALS

Type of Publisher journals
Pure

For Profit Non-profit' Sciences

j

by Subject
Applied
Sciences

Breakdown
Social
Sciences Humanities

(N373) (N147) (N226) (1190) (N-104) (N144) (N35)

'1 year 73.52 83.02 67.32 62.2% 76.02 75.02 88.62

2 yearq 7.22 2.02 10.62 3.32 2.92 12.52 8.62

3 years 1.32 1.42 1.32 0 0 3.52 0

L years .3% 0 .42 1.1% 0 0 0

5 years 11.32 6.12 14.62 27.82 8.72 4.92 2.92

6-10 years 5.62 7.52 4.42 5.62 10.62 3.52 0

II and above .82 ' 0 1.32 0 1.92 .72' 0

mean. 1.767 1.143 2.173 1.989 2.202 1.660 .343

median .199 .107 .274 .318 .167 .192 .083

"t
4

143.
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Question 21. If your answer to 20 is YES, what would consider to be the lapse of
time from the publication date of journal appropriate for permitting'
the copying hy-fOr-profit orga tions (other than organizations in the
business of making and sell p otocopies) of articles vithout.limitation
or payment? YEARS

COPYRIGHTED JOURNALS

Journals by Size of Circulation

,

For Profit.
3000-9999
(N-23)

10000-:sax
'(N24)

Non- prof it

10006-max
(N46)

0-2999
(N -100)

0-2999
(N-84)

3000-9999
(N95)

1 year 86.0% 65.2% 87.5; 75.0% 61.1% 65.2%

2 years 2.0% 0 4.2% 10.7% '11.6% 8.7%

3 years 2.0% 0 -0 1.2% 2.1% 0

4 years 0 0 0 0 0 2.2%

5 years 6.0% . 4.32 8.3% 7.1% 21.1% 15.2%

6-10 years 4.0%
,
30.4% 0 3.6% 3.2% 8.7%

11 and above 0 0 0 2.4% 1.1% 0

mean .800 3.261 .542 2.405 2.179 1.783

median .081 1.333 .100 .189 .364 .293

7
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Publisher Questionnaire

Definition of Survey Population -

(Also.described in Journal Questionnaire)
1

It

4

The population for this survey was drawn from ,the list of U.S. scholarly

and research journal's 'identified by the Indiana University Graduate Library

School Research Center in, its study on "Economics and Interaction of the

Publisher-Library Relatidnship in the Productionnd Use of Scholirly and

Research Journals", prepared for the National Science Foundation under Grant

GN,-41398*.

This. study, which identified 2459 journals, published by 1634 publishers,

defined scholarly agiresearch journals trough tce exclusion of certain
f:

categories of periodicals believed to be inappropriate because the category

would-nor ordinarily contain communications useful for scholarly purposes or

would have little economic impact. journals were therefore excluded if t.

/ -C._
. *

/11 into any of the following categotigi: 1) newsletters; 2) house organ .;..._.--

general,mass audie 0.P. magazines; 4) popular' culture magazines; 5) periodicalS

pfintended for a juve le audience; 6) "little".magazints; 7) reprints; 8) patents;

9) seCundary periodicals or services; 10) periodicals intended for a local

audience.; 11) trade journalsr; 12) periodicals not'indexed by an indexing or
0

,

abstracting service except in subject areas in which such services'are inadecinate,.

or where .the journal began publication after 1970 and might therefore not

reasonably be expected to be- indexed; 13) proceised,periodicals.; 14) tabloids;

15) free periodicals; 16) government publicatioir; and 17) controlled circulation

periodicals. On the advice of statistical consultant', any journal with a

*_A book describing the methodology and.conClusions of -thii study is available
as "Publishers and-Libraries: A Study of Scholarly and Research.Journals", by
Bernard,NyFry and Herbert S.. White. D.C. Heath-Eff co., Lexington, Mass. 1976.
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'circulation above 100,000 was under Cattily 3), because it was felt

that data from these journals mould hopelessly skew reported informauen and

conclusions.

, The initial list,-compiled in 1974 through reviews of Current Contents

and Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory, was then updated through a

review of Ulrich's 16th Edition 1975-76, since Ulrich4s lieca both Leshations

and new journal starts. Finally, the list was impacted by the responsel of

publishers themselves, sose of which indicated that journals still listed S.ad

actually ceased publication, and some of'which called our attention to journals

not in our Survey for a variety of reasons-, including the fact that they were

new.- These publisher - induced changes to the list of scholarly and research

journals were releively minor: Our Survey is ultimately based on potential

responses from 16124pUblishersophd distribute 2552 scholarly and research

journal .

Rate of Response

The overall rate of response as of May 10, 1977, the

31.9% of the pUblishe s.contat
0M4

'Library of Congress and repor

cut-off date, was

Mtire4ver,.an analysis performed at the

here in -this report indicates,that the

percentage of publishers of copyrkibied'Iburnals responding was cotisidera.Dly

greater than the average. This suggests that at least a portion of the non-response

came from publishers of journals who did ndxfeel affected by the Implications

of-the questionnaire, and further indicates-,that the impact of the trends reported

from Publisher and.journalt-esnei
C 4t1

Alkct greater than the percentage
-y

directly impacted'
-

.7response-iight-proiece.eingecopYsighted"jfiUrnale-,-tar.mare
:\ .

,
1 5 2
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kb,

by changes_ in the Copyright Law, responded La greater percentages.' Some publishers,

in fact,.replied.only to state that, since their material was not copyrighted,

they saw no point in responding to oth AJestions, and these responses were

not counted. Other publishers who do not copyright did answer the queitione

and were included. Of'the.responding publisher groups, for-profit publishers

had the lowest rate of response, as expected, and 'despite

anonymity. This reluctance was also evidenced

only 13.662 of commercial publishers contacted

a.wide range.of,information considered by many

which did licit req4st organtzational financik
.f.

at 26.62, is almo ttwice.that-dt the original

the assurance of

in, the NSF survey; in which

responded, but which included

to be'proprietary. In this survey,

data,' the,rate of response,

NSF survey, and yields what'in

our judgment are significant patterns. Response rates in the;not-for-profit

Recto? were'higher, at 32.92. Since the. not-for-profit *sector represents

R2.22 of-the survey population,-it represents 85:1% of the responding publisher

onghlation. As 1n-ple NSF 'study; noi7for-profitOblishers were divided into

three groupsl, a)-society (if membership isprofessionally involved in subject

areas defined as scholarly or research)l.b) university press (presses owned and

r_71orated by universities); And Oiother not-for-profit (University departments,

Lefearch institutes, and other generally small and scattered scholarly organize

Amine not-for-profit publishers, university presses, at 48.8%, offered
r A. a

the greatest rate of response, -again consistent with the NSF study. University

presses, a. small and cohesive group which maintains close contacts, also

demohstratee a high leVeL-of awareness of sensitivity to issuea which affect

153-
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the entire community.- Societal publishers responded'at a rate of 34.1%, and

the small scattered "other" sector responded at the lowest rate, 30.0%, probably

because small staffs and inadequate records make response to any questionnaire

difficult.

Correlation of Survey Population and Respoase Population

To the extent to which publisher groups replied in percentages above or 4

below the average response rate of all publishers, this affected their impact
,"\----

.on Uestionnaire responses as a whole. For example, uni 4'sity presses, which

presented only 2.6% of the surrey population, are 4.0% of the response popUlation,

because almost half of the surveyed university presses rNonded. Societal

publishers, which -were 45.9% of tcic survey, are almost Lf, 49.32, of the

responses. By contrast, both commercial publishers, e small other-not-for-

profit grouping represent a smaller percentage in the response population than

in the initial survey population. Commercial publishers fell from 17.8% of the

survey to 14.9% of the response, while the "other" small miscellaneous group

dropped from 33.7% to 31.8%.

Although some of these deviations are significant, they do not change

the ranking of frequency. of response from publisher grouPs.u. Societal pOlishers

are hso the largest non-responding group, and make up 44.32 of the queried

publishers who did not respond. As With tesponses, other not- for - profit

publishers also rank second in non-responses, with commercial publishers

third and university presses lowest _in both instances.

54
-
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10440k-

Publisher Response to Survey

Total Queries N1672

Number Percentage

Responding Publishers 531 . 31.8%

Non-Responding
Publishers 1141 68%2%

IC
. Total .in %of Survey No. 2 of.Respons
Survey Population Population Responding % Response Population

For Profit Publishers 297 , 17.8% 70 26.6% 14.9%

'Not-for-profit Publishers 1375 82.2%. 452 32.9% 85.1%

a) Societies .

768

b) University Press - .43

c) Other NFP Pubiishers 564

at,

, , 45.92
.

2.62

33.7%

262

21

169

34.1%

48.8%

30.0%

4011111No. not % of Non-response
Responding Population

For Profit Publishers 218 19.1%

Not-for-profit Publishers 923 80.9%

a) Societies ,-. - 506 44.3%
)

b).University Press 22 1.9%

c) 'Other NFP Publisher 345 1 34.7%

se .j

155.
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P

Number of Journals Per Publisher

The overwhelming majority of publishers who responded, 84.6%,.distributed

only one journal. The five publishers who responded although they do not presently

publish a journal considered scholarly-or research under the definitions-used

were included because they now publish similar material, or plan to publish other

journals, and because their views are therefore significant to an overall impression

of publisher responses. Obviously, these publishers are not reflected.in journal

questionnaire tabulations. 'Over 95% of the responding publishers distribute 5

or fewer journals. While( this scattering of small and isolated publishers is

most prevalent, among the "other not-for-profit" sector, it is also surprisingly

evident even among. commercial publishers.

Of the 966 journals identified in publisher questionnaire response (an

additional 8 were submitted in response to only the journal questionnaire) almdst

half, or 46.5%,,are distributed by ?ubliibers who publish only that one scholarly

journal. Publishers who distribute 5 or fewer journals account for 61:8% of the

journals in the survey. If. publishers of 20 or more journals are considered

as large, this group accounts'for 23.8% of the total. If the number r this

definition'iS lowered to 10,- large publishers represent, 31.7X. It would appear,

therefore, that scholarly publishing is generally scattered among individual,

publishers, with a.group of LIT publishers who would represent perhaps 25%

of the total.

The.452 responding not - for- profit publishers distribute 658 journals, for
ger

average of 1.47. Over. 87% of the pUblishers responding publish only one

156.
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journal, and over 96% publish five or less. Of the 658 journals, 59% are published

by organizations which distribute only that one Alaurnal, pointing to the heavy

concentration of small university departments and research institutes in this

group. Publishers who.distribute 5 or less journals account for an overwhelming

percentage of the total, /5.8%. By contrast publishers of 20 or more journals

account for only 10.2% of thp total, and this percentage rises only to 15.3%

%/hen publishers of 10 or more journals are included.

The 79 for-profit publishers exhibit somewhat differing characteristics.

Although even in this group 69.3% of the publishers dist4ibute only one journal,

the average number of journals pUblished is 3,90. These single journal publishers

account for only 18.1% of the commercial joUrnals distributed and less than

one third e.f the not - for - profit, group. Similarly, commercial publishers who
)

journals ,published

commercial publishers

distribute 5 or less journals acebunt for only 32,2% of the
43

in this field. By contrast with the not-for-profit sector,

of 20 or more ieurnals account for 53.6% of the-total. Clearly, in the

sector, unlike the.not-for-profit sector, publication appeark, from

to be more concentrated in a few large publishers.

/57
4

r

piofit

esponses,
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A
No. of Journals Per Publisher

Total Response N -531 Publishers

Category Label:
No. of journals

No. of
Publishers
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency
(Percent)

Cumulative
Adj. Freq.
(Percent)

* 0 5 .9 .9

1 449 84.6 85.5

2 27 5.1 90.6

3 15 2:8 93.4

-4 6 1.1 94.5

5 -----...._ 5 .9 95.5

6 7 1.3* 96.8

.7 1 .2 97.0

9 1 .2 97.2

10 5 \ 98.1
...

.9

12 1 .2 98.3

14. 1 .2 98.5

,

20 2 .4- 98.9

21. 1 .2 99.1

25 1 .2 99.2

27 2 .4 99.6

28 a .2 59.8

62 .1 : .2 100.0

*Responses were received Irom publishers who here sent the questionnaiices but

.who :Id longer publish a journal considered scholarly or research. These responses

lerWere included because of tention to. again publish such journals.
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No. of Journals per Publisher
Subfile: Not for Profit N.452 Publishers

No. of
Publishers Relative Cumulative

Category Label: Absolute Frequency Adj.
No. of journals Frequency (Percent) (Partr

* 0 4 .9 .9

1 394 87.2 88.1

2 21 4.6 92.7

3 , 11 2.4 95.1

4 5 1.1 96.2

-...

5 2 .4 96.7

6 7 1.5 98.2

7 1 .2 98.5

9 1 .2 98.71'

10 2 .4 99.1

14 1 .2 99.3

20 2 .4 99.8

27 1 .2 100.0

*Responses were received from publishers who were sent the questionnaires but
who no longer publish a journal considered scholarly or research. These responses
were included because of their intention to again publish such journals.
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No. of Journals Per Publisher
SUbfile: For Profit Y79 Publishers

Category Label
No. of Journals

No. of
Publishers
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency
..(Percent)

Cumulative
Adj. Freq.
(Percent)

*0 .1 1.3 1.3

1 55 69.3 70.9

2 6 7.6 78.5

3 4 5.1 83.5

4 1 1.3 84.8

5 3 3.8 88.6

10 3 3.8 92.4

12 1 1.3 93.7

21 1 1.3 94.9

25 1 1.3 96.2

27 1 1.3 97.5

28 1 1.3 98.7

62 1 1.3 100.0

*Responses were received from publishers vho mere sent the questionnaires but
who no longer publish a journal considered scholarly or research. These responses
Mere included because of their intention to again publish such journals.

.
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Universal Numbering System for Journal Articles

Question 2. If a universal system of sub-numbers to be added to the International
Serial Number (ISSN), which would identify the issue and the individual? /
article (and be printed on the first page of the individual articles)
were adopted, to what extent would this in your opinion enable publishers
to supply authorized reprints or photocopies, at leas cost to bUyers?

a. Greatly?

d. Not at all?

b. Substantially? c. Minimally?

Only a small percentage of the publishers who responded to the question felt
that the use of a universal system of sub - numbers would enable publishers to
supply reprints or photocopies at a reduced cost, and this negative reaction was
consistent with only slight variation among various publisher groups. Only 13.2%

. of publishers as a whole felt that such a system would help greatly or at least
substantially. Not-for-profit publishers were more favorably inclined, to the
extent of 13.7%, while

commercial publishersiwere favorably recorded in only
10.2% of the cases. Larger (2 or sore journals) not-for-profit publishers were
the most favorably inclined, at 22.32, but larger for-profit publishers were the
most negative', with only 8.6% favoring the concept either greatly or substantially.
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Question 2. Universal Numbering System for Journal Articles

If a universal system of sub-numbers to be added to the International Serial
number (ISSN), which would identify the issue and the individual article(and be printed on the first page of the individual articles) Were adopted.
to what extent would this in your opinion enable publishers to supply authorizedreprints or photocopies at less cost to buyers?

s

Total *ripe of Publisher Publishers by no. of.journals publishedPublisher
'Response For Profit Non-profit
(N531) (N79) (N -452)

a. Greatly 1.32

b. Substantially 11.9%

c. Minimally 36.3%

1.3% 1.3%

8.9% 12.4%

29.12

137.6%

d. Not at all 42.9% 57.0% 45.5z

e. No answer 7.6% 3.7% 8.2%

416

For profit For profit Non-profit Non-proll
Less than 2 2 and more Less than 2 2 and moz
(N-56) (N -23) (N398) (N54)

0.02 4.3% 1.3% 1.9%

10.7% 4.32 11.3% 20.42

26.8% 34.8% 36.4% 4o.3:

57.1% 56.5% 42.0% 23.67.

5.4% 0.1% 9.02 1.8%

Note: See responses to Question id in the journal questionnaire.
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Quotation 3. ?Leese rank in order of preference the possible ways of authorSting
(licensing) users to .opy Materials troll Journals you publish: (Show
first choice as '1', second se '2', etc).

a. Directly b. Through an agent r. Br delegation

to a Clearinghouse or other general agent d. +Other (explain)

l'Artostsa449r Licensing Arrangements

. All but 6.62 of the 531 publishers responding to the survey were able to

select a first choice from among the three options posited in the quitstionnairs,

with 4.0: electing to write in a different response. and only 2.6Z failing to

indicate a preference. There was a drop-off atter the statement 60 a first

choice, with 26.7: of responding publishers Indicating no second choice among

Ae three alternatives stated, and 36.91 having no third choice.
ti

All publishers, regardless of for-profit ii,CLit. or number of Jo

published, showed an overwhelming preference tc.: :Arect licensing to e alter -

- ,natives of using an agent or a clearinghouse or general agent. This preference

was particularly strong in the for-profit Sector, where 73.42 of the respondents

made direct licensing their first.chaice, and most particularly for small\

Cites than two journals) commercial publishers, who favored this approach 3

out of 4 responses. However, even the least favorably. inclined group, non-profit

publishers of two or more Journals, preferred this approach in 55.6% of the cases.

In all publisher groups the use of a clearinghouse or general agent was preferred

ae a'first choice by remaining responders, by a margin exceeding 2 to 1 for email

publishers and more than.3 to 1 and mor! than 4 to 1 for large non-profit and

commercial publishers, respectively. However, the selection of a second choice

of those preferring to license directly was not as clear, with non-profit
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publishers in this group preferring an agent to a clearinghouse, an dkoemercial

publishers equally divided. Larger publishers, in both the commerLisl and non-profit

sectors, preferred agents td clearinghouses as their second choice to a greater

extent than small publishers.
Clearly. however, all publishers show consistent

preference for direct licensing over any of the other alternatives presented.

It should be noted that responses to this questionnaire were received

before the Association of American Publishers developed and publicized its

program for the implementation, of copyright clearinghouse. Publishers who,

reacted to the concept of a clearinghouse were therefore reacting to what was

still only an undefined concept, and it is probable that the development of

specific proposal will have sharpened reactions,,andperhaps substantially

increased approval.

Response. to Chia question were subject to some ambiguity, since there

was no opportunity for
respondents to indicate that they did not desire to enter

into any licensing agreement at all, either because they did not copyright their
journals or because they any formal licensing arrangementas too
cumbersome. This difficulty is reflected in the theme of ,a large number Of

comments, although even these publishers decided, in most cases, to re..pond

to the question.

X
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: Question 3. Licensing..

.

Please rank in order of preference the possible ways of authorizing (licensing)
users to copy materials from journals you publish,: .(Show.first choice as 'il R.,
second as '2', etc.).
. .

158 4.

,)

a. Directly

b. Through an agent

TOtal Publisher RespOnse.N=531
'.First Second

° 68.7% 8.1%

7.0% 37.5%

c. Clearinghouse or
'other general
agent 27.7%

d. Other 4.0% 1.1%

e. No choice 2.6% 25.6%

Third Fourth U7inked

14.9% .62 7.7%

25.6% .:4%

22.41t- 1.1% 30.9%

.2% ( 58.8% 36.0%

36.7% 39.1%

O
For-Profit.Publishera

Firet Second Third. Fourth Unranked

Directly 73.4% 6:32 10.1% 1.3%

- .

8.9%".

b.

c.

Through an agent

Clearinghouse or
other general

6.3% 30.4% 20.3% 0 43.0%

agent 15.2% 30.4% 17:7% 1.3% 35.4%

d. Other 2.5% 2.5% 0 43.0% 51.92

e. No choice 2.6% 30.4% 51.9% 54.4%

Non-profit'Publishers /4452
First Second Third. Fourth 1 Unranked

a. Directly 67.92: 8.4% 15.7% .4% 7.5%

*"\

b.

c.

Through an agent j

Clearinghodse or
other general

7112 - 38.72 25.5r .42 27.2%

'agent 18.1% 27.2% 23.5% 1.1% 30.1%

a d. Other 4.2% .9% .2; 61.5% . 33.2%

e. No choice 26.77: 24.82 34.12 36.6%

I. 6 5

,



Question 3.
4 4

Please tank in order of preference the possible ways of authorizing (licensing)
Users to copy materials from journals you publish: (Show first choice as '1',
second as '2', etc.).

For Profit, Less than 2 journals N'56Ilk First Second Third Fourth , Unranked

a. Directly 750% . 5.4Z .7.12 0 12.5%

b. Through an agent 7.1% "28.6% 16.1% ' 0. 48.2%

c. Clearinghouse or
other general

.La.

t ,

agent 14.3% 30.4% 16.1% 0 39.3%

d. Other 0 1.8% 0 37.5% 60.72

e. No choice 3.6% 33.8% 60.7%' 62.5%

For Profit, 2 or more journals N2
First Second Third Fourth Unranked

a. Directly 69.6% 8.7% 17.4% 4.3% 0

b. Through an agent 4.3% 34.8% a0.4z .0 26.1%

c. ClearinghoUse or 1
/other general

agent -s 17.4% 30.42 _ 21.7% 4.3% V/ 26.1%is

d.;:i Other. 8.7% 4.3Z 0 56.5% 30:4
4 .

e. No choice 0 .21.82 30.5Z

Nod=profiG,nss than- 2 journals Nid398
.First ,Second Third Fourth sUnranked

.

a. Directly, 69.6% 8.02 14.1% :3% 8.0%

-b.

c.

Through an agent'

Clearinghouse or
other general

6.8% 38.2% 26.4% .3% 28.4%

agent 16.1% 27.1% 23.7% 1.3% 31.77

d. Other 4.5%, .8% 0 60.1% 0

No choice 3.0Z--' 25.9% 35.6% 38.0%
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"Quemtion 3. .

Please.rank is order of preference the possible ways of authoriiing (licensing)
. users to copy matirials from journals you publish: (Show first choice as'1',

'2', etc.).

Non-profit, 2 or more jOurnali N=54 ,

First Second Third Fourth Unranked

a. Directly 55.6r. 11.12 27.82 : 1.9% 3.72

\\,..

?-.-

b.

. c:

Through an agent

Clearinghouse or
other general

9.3% if. 27.82 .1.92 16.52

agent 33.3% 27.82 20.4% 4 0 -18.5%

d. Other 1.8% 1.9% 1.9% 71.2% -22422
-. .

e. No choice 0, 11.42 22.1% . 24.0%
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'Question 4. Please.rank in order of your preference the following possible ways of
selling copies of articles from your journals, adding inthe space provided
any other means you wish to suggest (Show first choice as '1', second '2',
etc.)

a. _Supply directly by publisher b. Supply through an agent

c. Supply through a clearinghouse or periodical bank or other general

agent" 1-.- d. Other (:explain)_

Supplying Authorized topies

All but 8.5% of the 531 responding publishers were 'Wale to select a first,

choice from among the three alternatives suggested. .As with licensing preferences,

direct supply of authorized copies'was by.far the most popular choice,Yalthough

so'e of the commetts raised the cOnCera,that some of these publishers intend

to distribute copies oaly-ih bulk order4(such -as(to aubbors) and not in response

to individual single copy, requests most frequently favored by libraries.
1 ,

allp,-----n, While favored by all publishers, direct supply of authorized copies is
j.

particularly.preferred by commercial.publishers, 70.9% of which expressed this

as their first choice, and even more particularly,smail commercial publishers,

who selected direct supply in 3 out of 4 cases. Larger not-for-profit publishers

are the Orly group for which. direct supply, at 42.6%, does not re-sent a

majority choice, although it is the choice most frequently named. For thcva

publishers the use of a clearinghouse ranked aclose second, at 38.9%. Hcy.nver,

while the use of a clearinghouse or general agent, is the second most frequently

named_preference-for both profit .and non-profit Publishers, it is less pcpar

in the commercial sector, where this alternative was the first choic:.:

15.2% of the cases, than in the non-profit sector, where it is the first choice-.

68
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in 19.92 of the cases. Moreover, when it canes to listi4second choice6,

publishers who largely preferred to deal directly Were quite negative to the

1 - use of a clears house, and preferred the use of agents as aSecond alternative.

It must be pointed out, asith the response to the question concerning

licen
f

0sing, that' this questionnaire predated'the development, o a specific copyright

clearinghouse proposal by the Association of American Publishers. Respondents

were still reacting to an-abstract concept, and it is probable that, confronted

by a specific proposal, responding -publishers would react more definitively,

and perhaps more positively.

This question posed stmila 'difficult:es to the problems raised in the

licensing question, in that it provided.no opportunity for publishers to indicate

either that they had no interest in selling copits from their articles aE all,

or'that they had nipinterest in even supplying any, with or without charge.

zThis concern was addressed in,a number of,the comments, although even these

publishers tended.to respond, to the questionnaire-. A numbers-of publishets,

for example, leave all secondary distriirution to the author. Others, particularly-
.-

chose which do not presently copyright, don't care where copies are. obtained,

as long as they are not involved. ,Still
another'group differentiated betweenf

current and back copies, a distinction which the Wording of the question did

not permit the - respondents to make.- Finally, some publiShers distribute, and

intend todistribUte, only in bulk quantities (such as to authors) and -not in

response'to the individual single copy requests typical of lfbrary requirements.

169
1
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QuestiOn 4: Supplying-Authorized Copies

Please rank in order of yopr preference the following possible ways of S:elling
copies of articles from your journals, 'adding in the space.provided any other--
means you wish to-,suggest (Show first choice as .I1',:second -!2', etc.).

AO,

- Total Publisher Response W531
First\ Second` Third Fdurth- Unranked

a.

b.

Directly

Through an

60.6%

P-'-

8-5% 19.4%,-. .

agent

Clearinghouse
other general

or

11.7% 18.T. 24.3% .4% 25.6%

agent 19.2Z
.

29.4% .1.1.5% .9Z 29.0%

d. Other 1.3% .2% 60,1% 33.5%

e. No choice 3.6% 21.8% 34.6% 37.8%

)
For Profit Publishers N.679 t.

First Second Third : Fourth Unranked

4
a. Directly 70.9% 6.3% 17.7% 0 5.1%-

b. Through an agent 10.1% 36.7% 16.5% 0 36.7%

Clearinghouse or
other general
agent 15.2% 26.6% 20.3% 1.3% 36.7%

d.' Other 2.5% 1.3% 0 49.4% 46.8%

4 e. No choice 11.3% 29.1% 45.52 49.32-

A. Directly

h. Through an agent

\

c. Clearinghouse or
other general
agent

. Other

e. No choice

Non-pr-ofit Publishers N=452
First Second Third. Fourth Unranked

58.8' 8.% 19.7% .9% 11.7%

11.92 38.i% 25.7% .42 --23.77.

/ 4
19.97 ( 29.9% 21.7% .9% 27.7%

'5.3% 1.3% .2% 61.9% . 31.2%

4.1:7 21.7 7 32.7% 15.4'

70
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Please rank in order of your preference the follpwing possible ways of sellingcopies of dtticled from your journals; adding theTe provided any other-means you wish to ,suggest (Show first choiceas , sp and '2', etc.).
\-

For profit, Less than 2 journals N56
, First Second Third Fourth Unranked

a. Directly

b. Through ,an'agen.t

75.02'

7.12 11,-'

c. Clearinghouse or
other general '

agent 16.1%

d. Other 0

e. No choide 1.82

--..;! ;,

For profit; 2 or more journals 11.23

_ .

5.4% 12.5% 0 7.1%

35.7% 16.1% 0 41.1%

,

23.22 17.92., 0 42.92

0 0. , 42.92 57.12
.

' .4
35.7%4 .53.52 57.1%

First Second Third Fourth Unranked

a. Directly 60.92 8.72 ,30.4% 0. . 0

40
b.

c.

Through an agent

Clearinghouse or
other general

17.42 39.1% 17.4% 0 26.1%

agent 13.0% 34.82 26.1% 4.32 21.72

d. Other 8.72 4.32 0 6 X 21.7%

No choice 0 13.12 26.1% 30.52

o
Non-profit, Less than 2 journals

a." Directly

b. Through an agent

c. Clearinghouse or
other general
agent

d. Other

No cholle

First Second Third -Fourth Unranked

'8.32 17.3% .12 12"62

11.8% 37.42 25.12 .52. 25.12

4
f

17.32 29.62 22.9% 1.0% 29.1%

5.5: 1.5% 0 60.3% 32.7%

4.3% 23.2% 34-7% 37.4%

171
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Question 4.4

Please rank in order" of yourpieference the following possible ways of selling-
copies of articles from your journals, adding in the space provided any other
means you wish to suggest (Show first choice as second '2'; etc.).

.

NonproPit, 2 or more journals N54
First Second Third Fourth Unranked

a. Directly 42.6% 13.0% `WA% 1.9% 5..6%

b.

c.

Through an agent

Clearinghouse or
other general

13.0% 44.4% 29.6% 0 13.0%

agent 38.9X, 31.5% 13:0% 0 16.7%

d. Other 3.7% 0 1.9% 74.1% 20.4%

e. No choice 1-8% 11.1% 18.5% 24.0%

172



Question
- If Yqu do not now sell reprints or authorized photocopies on

what speed of service do you anticipate you (not your agent).
to give in supplying reprints or authorized photocopies from
order to dispatch of copies? Nusper of days

Speed of Service in the Sale of Reprints or Photocopies

\ .

-The 322 -publishers who responded indicated 4ated that would be ahIe to

4supply copies in a mean of-12.0Z days, and a median 7.13 days. The mean is

a regular ,-:?.$is,

would be alle
receiptoof an

ksubstantially larger because 13.41 of responding publishers indicated that

such service would take'im excess of 26 days, and 1.91 in excess of two 1716ntlasl.

For these reasons, the median is considered the more significant statistic,

although it does cause a concern that .publishers taking 4 weeks and longer

could effectively negate the usefulness of such a system. In general, mean

responses varied little between commercial and non-profit publishers, and between
.

large and small publishers. With the use of medians, large commercial publishers

are the most receptive, w ith a promised median response of 5.5 days. Larger

non-profit publishers were the second most rapid group, with a median response

of 7 days. Small publishers were slower, and small commercial publishers

slowest of all.

Thu, wording of the question did not allow a distinction betweentnose of

the 209 nont.responding publishers 'who did not respond to che question (46

instructed) because they presently do sell lepriats, and chose who 62.4.;ly

not to answer the question although they were asked to respond. as non-se:

of'reprints.% Moreover, it is notpossible to determine if any publishers

do sell reprints, and were asked to skip tnid question, answered it anyway.

173
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A further caution must also be introduced.- Some publishers ind ted in

.their Comments that, in their willingness to snOpi43, reprints and photOcop es,

were. not talking about individual sing evrders which libraries can be

assumed to generate.' They were diimussing only orders for'miiiimum quantities,

which were not defined, but whijch could be assumed to be at least 5 or 10 copies,

and therefore impractical for libraries. In some cases they even specified a

minimum of 100 copies, or indicated that they supply exclusively to authors,

The'wording of the questionnaire did not permit this distinction to be made.

t

I

1 '7 4
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Question 5. .

If youd° tot now sell
reprints.or.aufhorized photocopies on a regular Lasi,what speed of service do yoa anticipate you (not your agent) would be able cogive in supplying reprints or authorized photocopies from receipt of an ardc:r.to dispatch of copies? Number of days

Total
Pdblfshef
Responses

0-5.days

6-10 days

11-25 days

26-60 days

days

(N.6322).

42.5%

27.32

1618%

11.52

1.92

4

mean 12.068

mode 5.000

median 7.125

a

a

.

Type of Publishpr

For ProfiV Nom-profit
(N..45) (N=279)

Pnblishaes'by no. of journals pub lishea
For Profit For Profit -Non.7-profit Non - profit
Less than 2 2 and more Less.than 2 2 and more
(N=31) (N -12) (N -241) (N=3.8)

1W921 43.7% 29.12

34.92' 26.1% 42.02

23.3% 15.9% 22.5%

4.7% 12.52 "3.22

2.2% 1.82- 3.2%

12.023 12.075 11.935

10.000. 5.000 10.000

9.727 6.982 9.850

Rh

Note: Percentages adjusted for missing

175

50.02 44.4%

16.7% 25:72 29.04

25.0% 15.82 15.62

8.32 12.4:

1.7% 2,6%

12.250 11.929

1.00n ;.000

5:500 6.979 /.UP7)
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Question
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6. Do you have.a teletype installation so that orders far reprints or copies
might be received by teletype? YES NO

.*."-- -
4 '

7. If you do not havea teletype for receipt of orders, would you be willing
to iRstall-i teletype for this purpose? YES NO

Use of-Teletype Equipment

2. .

On12 6.82 of the overall Ublisher respOnses indicate the availability of
.

teletype equipmtut,.undotibtedly because. of the prevalence of smell singlerjouraa1
T.

d

publishers, particularly in the non-profit sector. Only large ebmmercial publiatheits

report the existence of such equipment to Sni-appreciable extent, with 43.5%

indicating tnat such equipment is available for copy ordering in theta organi-..
, -

rations. No other publisher group remlotely approaches this Percentage, stiti,

large non-profit publishers second at a distant

-Publishers were asked tdtridicate,.if they do not have teletype equipment

at present, whether they would be willing -to install it for'this purpose. Since

the 9:2% non- response to this question exceeds the 5.8Z who answered the proevs

question affirmatively (and were therefore-asked:not to respond) and the

- , -

which didsnot answer the previous question at all, the non-response t.6

question includes at least some plitshers who did indicate in the earlier

quettion'that they aid not have teletype-equipment, but whnsimply did not c- ose

to speculate as to whether or not they would obtain it. Moreover, it. is not

possible to determine without considerable analysis whether any publishers vt,..
-

had responded affirmatively to the previous question 4ewered this cne tnlipropeL.,

In any case, responte was resoundinglylegative. Only 3.6% of res-ponuing

publIsheraIndicated a willingness to tnstalI teletype equipment specifically,

176
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or primarily-for the purpose of receiving orders. What positive response true

was:tame from large nonprofit publishers:114.8Z of-whom expre'ssed the willingn,ls6

to install such equipment. By contrast, no latie jOmmercial pub,1ishers who

do not already have teletype equipment indicated -that they were prepared to

install it to receive orders.

S

c.

177
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Question 6.

171

Do you have a teletype installation so :hat ordirs tcr reprints
Might be received by teletype? YES NO

Total Type of Publisher Publisher by no. of-journals published
Publisher For profit For pro it Non-profit Non-prof::
Response For Profit Non- profit Less than 2 2 or more. Less -than 2 2 or mote
(N -531) (N -79) (N452) (N -56) (N..23) (N''398) (:N54)

Yes 5.82 1"7.7Z 3.8% 7.1%. 43.5% 2.5% ii.0".,

No 92.9% 81.0% 94.9r 91.1% 56.5% 96.2% 85.1%

No answer '1.3Z 1.3% 1.3% 1.8: 0 1.3: 1.

1

Yes

4OP
No answer

Question 7.

If you do not h4ve a teletype for receipt-4f orders,
to install.aJteletype for-this purpose? YES

TO,tal

Publisher

Response
(N=531)

Publisher

For Profit tion-protij.
(N=79)'

3.6: 2.5Z

F7. 2',.; 75.92

9.2Z 21.6:

b

you be willin
NC

Pu&lisher by no. of
For profit For pro
Less .than 2 2 or mo

journals publish,c
Lit Non-profit
re Less than 2

(N..452). (N=56) (N -23) (N -398)

3.8'Z 3.6% 0 2.3Z

89.22
9"r)-
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.
1.

Question 8. Do you now or would you be willing to ;:ake telephone orders for
or -authorized photocopies

a. Tpr -the standard charge?

. For an extre'charge?

Acceptance of Telephone.Orders

Of thej)8% of publishers inthe entire lipspone population who expreOed

a willingness to accept telephone orders, more than 3/4 expressed their readiness

to accept orders via telephone for a standard-charge; with commercial publishers

particularly willing, by more than 10 to 1. Non-profit publishersNere far more

coiservative, accepting such an arrangeMent by a margin of 3 to 1, and large

non- profit publishers' were almost:equally divided between tho who would accept

telephone orders at the standard charge, and those who would impose A extre

charge.

This question shares the problem of a nuMber f previous questions in that

roes not permit differentiation between thosewh chose not to answer the.

I .

question beCause of an Uhwillingneds to accept telephone orders under 'any, eircuF-.

stances, and those who s ly chose not-to answer the question. 'Moreover,
4*

appended' comments indlcat that a number of publishers who do not accept telep,..rne
710

orders answered the question, and these comments state some.of the conditions

under which orders might ie7accepted, including both prepayment and established

deposit accounts. otAir publishers will -accept....telephone orders, but only for

bulk quantities; and -still 6thers'wili-oni'y-respOnd to requests from the autb,:r.
.

'C -.:

4
AA..

a ._

Siace these differentiationS could not be...statistically reoorded,- care in t-Le .:,-..:

., .
. ..- -

of the numerical conclusions mullOrtakep.

*,

.I t

'79



a. Standard
Charge

b. Extra
Charge

No and
No answer

a

L
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Question 8.

Do you now or would nod be wilting .to take telephone orders for reprints
or unauthorized photjrcopies

a. For the standard charge?
r.

b. For an extra charge?

Total
Publisher
Response
(N=53i)

Type ofPublisher

For profit Non-profit
(N -79) (N -452)

Publisher by
For profit
Less than 2
(N=56)

52.9% Ag 58.2% , 52.0%

15.1% 5.1% 16.8%

4:

32.0%' 36.7% 31-2%. .

I 4

.

no.of journals published
For profit. Non-profit -Non-profit
2 or more Less than 2 2 or mor,c.,

(N -23) (N -398) (N -54)

58.9% 56.5%

3.6%

37-5%

1 0

53.5% 40.72

8.72 14.3%

34.8%

a.'

1-; are
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. Do you anticipate' that some tform -of electrotc comiUnication otHer than
teletype might be more effective for the electronic receipt of.orders?

YES NO

Anticipation of Electronic Equipment Other than Teletype

Relatively few publishers (about 1/5 of those responding) anipated that

such equipment would be useful. For-profit publishers were the most positive in

their responses, with 39.1% of large commercial publishers foreseeing such a

development. By contrast, small publishers were strikingly more negative.

This may have been because they did not. envisage thefusefulness of such equipment.'

to small operations such as thei. r own, or because they,simply were not sufficiently

familiar with the characteristics of such equipment. no time frame was

s cified in the question, itis probable that most respondents considered the

question in terms of presently developed and commercially available 'electronic
.

co icatioq equipment.

IA

J

-ti

VI

4.1
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Question 9.

Do you anticipate-that some form of electronic communication other than
teletype might be more effective for the electronic receipt of orders?

, ,

No answer

Total
.Publisher

\\Response
(N -531)

15.8%

114l

61.6%

22.6%

Type of Publisher Publisher by no. of 1.5 publishedd

For profit Non-profit
(N -79) (N452)

20.3% 1.5.0%

61.5%,.64ipz

17.7% 23.5%

or pro it
Less than 2
(N -56)

12.5%

62.5%

25.0%

or pro
2 or more
(N.23)

39.1%

60.9%

0

n-pro
Less than 2
(N -398)

13.12

63.3%

23.6%

On-profit
2 or more
(N54r

29.6%

48.1%

22.3%

-5

a-

t.'

a..

r.
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Question 10. What do you believe to be the.most practical Method:of paythent.to you by
your customers for reprints or, authorized copies for journal articles;
that is, the methods 5;8u think you-would accept if you begin providing'
copies directly? (Please check each metod acceptable to you).

a. Check with orders

b. Deposit account

c. Billing each individual order

d. Open account with larger customers

e. Stampybr couponA sold in advance
'

f. Other, specify

4

Evaluation of PgYment Methods

Since multiple choices were possible (and did not require ranking) the

responses exceeded-100%. Check with order was far and away the preferred method

of payment. It is not surprising that over 86% of. all publishers and over 92%.

of commercial publishers found such a method acceptable, since payment is received

before fulfillment of theLorder. Billing individual orders was the second choice

with all publisher groups, with 4% of respondiniNpublishers finding this

method acceptable, and only large'non-profit publishers indiCating any degree

of resistance. ei should be noted that the question did not require indication

of-any minimum billing, and it is possible that at least sour publishers anticipate

a minim" charge, regadiess of size of orders,'which might negate the practi-

cality of individual library requests.

Open accounts with large customers and the use of deposit accounts, which

are similar practices which tend to differ only in. the timing of payment, were

acceptable to about 20% of the publishers, with for-profit publishers, particularly'

111
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large for-profit publishers, finding this approach' acceptable., Small

non-profit publishers favor this approach in only 18.9% and 13.6% of responses,

respectively, presumably because they don't really envisage having large vtese

customers. The use of stamps and coupons did, not draw strong support, particu-

larly not frot small publishers. Only large publishers

of this approach, \with 26.1% of commercial and 20.4% of

finding it acceptable. *

4

Air

184

show any acceptance

non-profit publishers
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A. cnerk with
orders

h. Deposit
account
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Question 10.

What do,yoll believe to be the most practical method of payment to you by
your customers for reprints or authorized copies for journal articles;
that is the methods you think you would accept if you begin providing
copies directly? (Please. check each method acceptable to you).

a. Check with order*

b., Deposit account

c. Billing each individual order

d. Open account wit larger customers

ti'le. Stamps or coupo s sold in advance

f. Other, specify

. Billing each
individual
order

J. Open account
with larger
customers

. Stamps or
coupons sold
in advance

Other

Total Type of Publisher
PublisHer
Response For profit Non-profit
(N -531) (N -79) (N -452)

86.3%

18:1%

- 45.4%

21.7%

7.0%

/to 4.0%

Publisher by no. of journals published.
For profit For prgit Non-profit Non-profit
Less than 2 2 or more Less than 2 2 or more

(N -56) (N -23) (N -398) (N -54)

92.4% 85.2% 91.1%

25.3% 16.8% 17.92

40.5% 46.2% 37.5%

29.1% 20.4% 28:5%

10.1% 6.4% 3.6%

1.3% 4.2% 1.82

_ 1 &5

95.7% 84.9% 87.9%

43.5% 13.6% 40.7%.

'47.8% 48.5%. 29.b%

a
30.4%' 18.9%

26.1%

.4,1%

4.5%- . 20.4%

-3.8% 7.42

8
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.

Question 11., If you do not sell reprints or authorized photocopies of articles from
your journals directly or through an agent, are you seriously considering
doing so? YES

Willin s to Consider Sale rint or Photo o ies Throu h :ent

Of, al 231 publishers who res about

ness to consider sale, either di

three fourths statle an unwilling-

am agent. Commercial publishers,

particularly large commercial publishers, were more willing to consider the

practice, but even in this group a majority of responders were negatively inclined.

For small non-profit publishers, the negative reactions outnumbered the positive

ones by_M5Dre than 5 to 1. ---

Difficulties similar to those encountered with other questions were .caused

. by the wording. "Ushers- were asked ti respond only if they did not presently .

sell reprints,or photocopies, and the failure of 56.5% to respond may indicate
-

that they already sell directly or through an agent, or simply a failure to

answer the question for other reasons.

t.



Yes

Question 11.

If you do not sell reprints or authorised photocopies 0 articles from your
journals' directly or through an agent, are you seriously considering doing
so?

Total
Publisher
Response
(N -531)

I

Type of Publisher Publisher by
For profit

For profit Non-profit Less than '2
-(N79) (N -452) (N -56)

8.72
i

15.2% 7.5% 14.3%

3

i'

20.3% 37.4% 19.6%

64.5% 55.1% -66.1%No answer 56.5%

1

no. of journals published
For profit Non-profit ibn-pro
.21:41:237re Less than 2 2 or mor

(N -398) ,'(2.454)

4.

17.4% 7.0%

21.7% 37.2% 38.92

60.9% 55.8% 50.02

k
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NATIONAL COMMSSION ON NEW TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS
(CONTU)

Tel: (202) 557-0996 Washington, D.C. 20558

Name of Publisher

Address of Publisher

4

. For Profit Publisher

Moo- Profit Publisher

SURVEY ON JOURNAL COPYING
BASIC (PUBLISHER) QUESTIONNAIRE.

.

r*

Person Supplying Information
HAM

TITLE.

Instructions.

TELEPHONE NUMBER .

Please retu this questionnaire when completed and the individUal
journal questionna res using the enclosed government franked wiling -label
addressed to the G actuate Library School Research Center, Indiana University,
Bloominrton% Indiana. 47401. If corrections'in the mans and address of the
publisher are required, please insert then.

Explanatory torments are welcome.

The questions in this basic questionnaire relate to the publisher.
Questions on the supplementary formpertain to individual journals. Fill
out one supplementary form for each journal you publish which has been
selected foirincitsion in this survey and listed1 in List A.

I&9

I

L7
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1. Attach a copy of Liit A, your journal(s) selected for this survey, And

check those for which you are supplying Information in the supplementary

questionaire.

3.

Universal NumberingSiStem for Journal Articles

If a universal system ofaub:numbers to be added:to'the International

Serial Number (Iit) wh4.h.vould identify the issue and the individual

*retell (end be nted an the first page of the individual articles)

were i460ted, to what extent would thislin your opinion anable'puiplishers

to supply authorized reptints or photocopies at less cost td buyers?

a. Greatly?

d. Not t all?

Licensing

Plea. reek ln order.of preference the possible ways of authorizing
(licensing) users to copy materials from journals you publish: (Show first

choice as '1', second '2', etc).

.11111,
b. Substantially ?_ c. Minimally?

a. Directly

b. Though an agent

c. delerxtion to a
',Ieaiinghouie or
other general agent

d. Oche (e*plain)

Rank -----,Qproment (Optional)

Supplying Authorized Copies

4. Please rank in order of your' preference theifollawing possible ways of

selling copies of articles from your journals, adding in the space prodded

any other means you wish to suggest 4Show first choice as 'I', second v2', etc.),

a. Supply directly by pubitAher

h.
fe-Supply through,an agent

c. Supply through a clearinghouse
or periodical bank or other

oral agent

. Other (explain)

4.

1
2

'Rank Comment (Optional)

0
4k
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4r-
5. Ifyou do not now sell reprints or authorised photocopies on regular,

basis, whac speed of sirvice do you anticipate you (not your agent) would
be able to give in supplying reprints or authorized'photocopies from
receipt of an order to dispatch of copies? Number of days

6. - Do you have a teletype installation so that orders /or reprints or copies
might be received by teletype? YES NO

7. If yourdo not have a:teletype:for receipt of orders, would you be willing
to install a teletype for this purpose? YES NO

..

8. Db you now or would. you be willing to take teleOhoes orders for reprints
or authorized photocopies

a. For the standaid charge?

b. For as extra charge?

-9. Do you anticipate that some form of electronic communication otherith*
teletype might be morn affective for the electronic receipt of orders?

YES NO

10. What do you believe to be the most practical method of payment to.you by
your customers for reprints or authorized copies for journal articles;'
that is the,iethods you think you would accept if you began providing'
copies directly? (Please check each method acceptable to you).

a. Check with'orders

b. Deposit account

c. Billing each individual order

d. Open account_with larger customers

e. Stamps or coupons sold in adyance,

Other, specify

11. If you do not sell reprints or autholized photocopies of articles from.your
journals directly or through an agent, are,you

i
seriously-considering doing

so? YES NO

3

3.1

IP
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NATUNAL-Cot4iISSION 44 NEW TECHNOLOGICAL USES Of coryx:cminfisms
(CONTV)

Tel: (202) 557-0996 Washington.I.C. 20550

10,

(Title of Jouriial)

(Name of Publisher)

'SUPPLEMENTARY FORM FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL JOURNAL
LISTED FOR THIS PUBLISHER IN LIST A

(please return this questionnaire using the enclosed government franked.
msilidg label addressed to the Grid brary School Research Cantor,
Indiie_Unieersity, Bloosidgton, Indiana. 474011.

Instructions I

The following information is-sought in reference to each indiiidual
journi0. you publish which is included in List A of this survey. Please fill
out one form for each such journal. Your answer to certain questions after
qUesrion 1 saybe the sans for all of your journals. If this is the case
you say,, if you wish mower these questions for one journal and mark this
questionnaire as "Journal A" and then enter after these questions for sour
other journals "Sams as Journel A".

Journal Description

1 a. What 1s the publication frequency? times per year

b. Circulation as of January, 1977-'

. (1) Total / copies per- issue

(2) Outside U.S. copies per issue

(3) 'Specis11,subscription(s) copisq per issue
(Please report here only subscriptions, efAher in'hard copy or
aicrofors, wt1ich include some authorisation to copy greater
than that fof regular subscriptions) .

c. 'Total circulatton as ofjinuary, 1972: coolies per issue

d. IntSrnational Standard Serial Number (ISSN)
{Enter the ISSN only if the ISSN is,printed in each issue of the
journal itaetf).

r - .

11.

192
1
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2 a. Do you copyright each issue of this journal? YES NO

b. Are individual articles in this journal copyrighted.by the authors or
others?

None ; Few ; Some ; Many

3. Page charges

N.

a. Not employed

b. Required

c. Employed but not mandatory

Present Sales of Reprints or Authorized Photocopies

Do you now sell directly or through an authorized agent reprints or
authorized photocopies of articles from this journal? If you do not
sell copies directly or through an agent skip to question 10 after
answering this question.

a. Directly YES NO

h. Through an authorized agent YES

c. Name of authorized agent(s)

NO

If so, for how many years back do you or your agent sell reprints or
authorized copies for this journal? Back to

year

6. What was the starting date of publication of this journal?
year

7: If reprints` or authorized photocopies are regularly, sold, what is the
price 7ou charge or your authorized agent charges, including postage,
for an article of up to ten pages from this journal?
a. For United States order with accompanying payment $

b. For foreign order with accompanying payment

c. For United States order. with bill required

d. For foreign order with bill required

3. Now many reprints or authorized photocopies of articles did you sell
fro 7- this journal inyour last calendar or fiscal year?

copies of articles.

4. '.:hat speed of service do you (or your agent) give in dispatching reprints
or authorized photocopies from receipt of order to dispatch.of copies?

Average number of days-
.

1.93
2
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10. If you authorized photocopying on the basis of individual permission
.requests, please attach a copy of your fee schedule.

a. Fee schedule attached

b. Fee schedule not attached (no fixed or standard schedule)

If Reprints or Authorized Photocopies Not Now Supplied

11. If you do not supply authorized reprints or photocopies-from this journal
what would you consider a fair price, for an authorized copy or repriRt
of an article of up to ten pages which you would supply from this journal,
including postage?

a. For United States order with accompanying payment

b. For foreign order with accompanying payment

c. For United States order with bill required

d. For foreign order-with bill required

12. If authorized copies were supplied by an agent or a clearinghouse, what
'would you consider an appropriate payment to you for each copy of an
article of up to ten pages from this journal?

13. If you would wish.to license directly (or through an agent or clearinghouse)
Individual user organizations to make photocopies of articles from your
journals rather than selling reprints or authorized copies directly or
through an agent, what would you consider to be a fair license payment
to you-for each copy .of an article of up to ten pages from this journal?

MICROFORMS

14. Do you sell directly or through an agent(s) microform versions of this
journal?

a. Directly Through an agent(s)

b. Current issues Yes No

c. Yearly volumes of back issues Yes No

15. If you sell microform editions of this journal, do you authorize copying
without further payment, of articles from these microform editions?

a. - 'Current year "issues Yes

b. Back year issues Yes No

3

194
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Espying by Non-Profit Libraries After Decemb-er 31, 1977

(The questions in this and the following section are asked in order
to find out from the publishers side, whether there are any signi-
ficant number of journals the publishers of which do not, for one
reason or another, expect at this time to bother with the collection
of copying fees or selling reprints or authorized photocopies, after
the new copyright act comes into effect on January 1, 1978. An
announced policy of permitting certain copying could, of course, be
changed at any time with respect to future issues. Your present
indication is, of course, in no way binding and will not be publicized
in identifying form.)

16 Would you be willing to authorize ( and to includf a printed statement
to this effect in each issue) nonprofit libraries open to the public
and specialized researchers to copy articles or to secure copies through
interlibrary loan from this journal, without limitation or payment,
current year's issues as well as back issues?

YES NO

17. If your answer to 20 is NO, would you be willing to authorize (and to
include a printed statement to the effect in each issue) nonprofit libraries'
open to the public and specialized researchers to copy articles _from this
journal or to secure copies through interlibrary loan without limitation
or payment from earlier years?

YES NO

18. If your answer to 17 is YES, what would you consider to be tne lapse of
time from publication date of the journal appropriate for permitting
copying by nonprofit libraries of articles without limitation or payment?

19.

YEARS.

Copying by For-Profit Organizations After December 31, 1977

Would you be willing to authorize (and to include a printed statement to
this effect in each issue) for-profit organizations (other than organi-
zations in the business of making and selling photocopies), open to the
public or specialized researchers without liue..tation or payment to copy
articles or to secure copies through interlibrary loan from this journal
current year's issues as well as back issues?.

YES NO

1

Including public libraries, school libraries, academic libraries and
special libraries of foundations, government agencies and other not -for-
profit organizations.

4 195
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C21. If your answer to 20 is YES, what would you consider to be the lapse of
time from the publication date of this journal appropriate for permitting,
the copying by for-profit organizations &other than organizations in the busi-
mess of making and _selling photocopies) of articfes without limitation orpayment? t YEARS.

189

20. If your answer to 19 is NO, would you be willing to authorize (and
to include a printed statement to this effect in each issue) for-.
profit organizations (other than organizations in the business of making
and selling photocopies), open to the public and specializid researchers
to copy articles or to secure copies through interlibrary loan without'
limitation or payment, from back issues of this journal from earlier
years?

YES NO

N.

5
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NATION,;. COMMISSION 0,4641EW TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS
ICONTUI

70 12021 07 0056

TO:

Waaron. 0 C 2060

February 15, 1977

Publi;ters of some 2b00 U. S. Scientific,'Technical. Professional
and Scholarly Journals.

SUBJECT: ,Survey of Publishers' Practices and Present Attitudes on
Authorized Journal Article Copying and Licensing

The National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted

Works (CONTU) has asked the Graduate Library School, Indiana University,

Bloomington, Indiana, to develop information not heretofore available on

publishers' practices in providing copies of journal articles, and on publishers'

present attitudes toward alternative ways of supplying or ..tensing copies.

Participation in the Indiana University survey by publishers of journals

will contribute to developing an equitable means for providing access to

copyrighted journal-works with appropriate recognition and/or compensation

to the copyright owners.

Background Information

As you may knoi.e,,this Commission was established by Public :Law 93-473

to study and collect data on the problems of (1) computer use pyrighted

works, and (2) phnrocoving of copyrighted works, and to make ecommendations

on these two subjects not later than December 31, 1977. These r commendations

are to deal with such changes in copyright law or procedures that may be necessary

to assure.... access to copyrighted works, and. to provide recognition

of the rights of copyright owners-.

The Congress has recently passed and the President has signed a new

copyright act Public Law 94-553 - which comes into effect on January 1978.

1 9 ?
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The new law imposes copyright liability for certain copying of periodical

articles. Part of the assignment to the Commission is to make recommendations

to the President and this Congress as to copyright procedures to facilitate

the effective operation of the' photocopying provisions of the new

statute for those desiring to copy or to secure authorized copies when the permission

of-the copyright proprietor is required. The Commission is also authorized to

recommend further changes in the copyright law.

Possibilities for Supplying Copying

In the discussions between copyright proprietors and copyright users

over the last several years, various methods of providing authorization to copy

or for securing authorized copies have emerged. Some of the principal alternatives

which have been discussed are as follows:

A. A voluntary clearinghouse or clearinghouses organized by copyright

proprietors, by users of copyrighted material, or by commercial

firms acting as agents for copyright proprietors. Fees for copying

could be collected in a variety of ways:

I. The collection .cif fees for photocopying- on the basis of a

certain price per page or per article, which might be a uniform

price or vary with the.publication. The level of these,fees

could be left to economic forces, or set by statute, or

left to be determined and/or adjusted by the Copyright Royalty

Tribunal established by Chapter 8 of Public Law 94-553. (This

last alternative would required additional legislation.)

'. The authorization of,certain amounts of photocopying for a

,,xed payment, or a sliding scale of payment.

3. The clearinghouse(s) might issue licenses to institutions to

photocopy for individual publications, or groups of publications,

or the whole repertoire.
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4. Voluntary, or statutory, arrangements could be established

with respect to placing machine (and eye) readable code numbers on

copyrighted materials to tacillitate the clearinghouse operations.

A subcommittee of Committee Z -39 of the American National Standards

Institute is studying a system of numbers identifying individual

journals and articles to be added as supplement to the International

SStandard

Serial Number (ISSN).

tB. 'government operated clearinghouse or clearingteises rather than a

voluntary clearinghouse organized by pioprietors (possible fee

structures as in A).

C. One or more national or regional "periodical banks" established

by users, or by the government, which would pay royalties on

photocopies made, with fees set in one or more of the various

ways listed in A.

D. A compulsory licensing scheme which would supplement either

clearinghouse(s) or periodical bank(s), (possible fee structures

as in A).

E. The supply of reprints or authorized photocopies by the publisher or

his authorized agent(s).

F. Increased hard copy periodical subscription prices with

photocopying privilege.

G. The supply by publishers of microform editions with reproduction.

privileges.

H. Increased book prices with photocopying privileges.

Information Needed from Publishers

At the present time there is no comprehensive collection of data on the

attitudes of publishers of journals on these various alternatives or on their

present practices with respect to authorizing photocopying. The attached

133
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- 4 -

questionnaires are_designed to develop a body of factual information on these

points for the consideration of the Commission and also for the use of proprietors

and users of copyrighted materials. The periodicals being surveyed are of a

sehelarly and research nature, because this seems to be the type of periodical

mmet frequently copied.

The results of this survey when tabulated in anonymous form will also

be made available to King Researili of Bethesda, Maryland which is under contract to

the National Commission for Libraries and Information Science on behalf of the

Conference on Resolution of Copyright Issues (the "Upstairs-Downstairs- group):

(1) to make a further factual study of library photocopying in both not-for-profit

and for-profit organisations, including photocopying for interlibrary loans and,

(2) to develop various possible systems for dealing with authorized photocopying

milk costs estimates (a royalty payment 'mechanism). An advisory committee

an this study consists of three publishers and three representatives of library

organisations. The contract to King Research is scheduled to be completed in

the early summer of 1977, and therefore the results of this CONTU journal survey

are needed by April, 1977 in order to be used by King Research in the second

aspect of the NCLIS contract. .There are two other efforts underway which

have a bearing on a system or systems for authorized photocopying:

(1) A task force of the National Commisaion on Libraries

and Information Science, studying a periodical bank or banks for the

supplying of photocopies analogous to the British Lending Library

Division at Boston Spa, Yorkshire, England. This'iask force is

expected to report to NCLIS in February, 1977.

(2) Studies by publishers and information firms of copyright

proprietor's clearinghouses. A presentation to CONTU by the

Association of American Publishers and the Information Industry,

Association on these proposed clearinghouses are expected by late
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March or 'arty April, 1977.

The journals being surveyed constitute an update of the list of 2,4$6

U.S. journals of a research and scholarly nature screened out by the Crednate

Library School at the University of Indiana for the Now 1975 study prepared

by bernrd M. Pry and Norbert S. White for the National Science Posodatibm on

"gconomics and Interaction of the Publisher-Library Relationship .i. .the Nadel:ties

and Use of Scholarly and Research Journals". The distribution of thIi earlier
list of 2,459 journals by type of publisher and broad disciplines is 'hewn in

Appendix I. Appendix II shows the distribution of these journals in terms of

the nueber of journals published by individual publishers.

1,
The publishers' questionnaire and the journal questionnaire address

considerable number of items, in order to illumiaate preferences sane& the

multiple possibilities. However, the question have been designed so es

to require only the entry of easily available isformetion and the expressions

of opinions on topics of direct curviest interest and importance to publishers.
,-,..

The questionnaire forms have been tested by few journal publishers,

and the time required is modest considering the value of the informative elpplied.

The choices expressed by respondent will be interpreted as tentative

preferences, in light of what is now keener, and not as commitments. The .

opportunity for publishers of research and scholarly journals to express

preferences and to volunteer further suggestions is especially important to

COOTU, in order to take into saount the Varied interests and circametamces of the

diver** journals of the country.

Return of qUestionnaiires to beepondests

You will note in the attached contractors litter that the coetrecter

will return the completed questionnaires to the respondents after the 4ata is

the questionnaires have been tabulated without identification of individual



publisher:
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or journals and tharmo iuch identification will appear

in the contractor' report to the Commission.

Attachments: Appendix I
Appendix II

-202
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APPIMDIX I

DiSTAIhUTI111Y TYPE OF PusLI:-.Arm AND BROAD 1)1:.CLALINES

N .459 Jour:141A

Publisher Population,- -

Type of Publisher Number of

PubIolhern

.7. "S

of
ou,- 5 eublishod

Commercial
645

Society
107) a

University Press 40 127

Other Not-for-Profit 570 614

Total 1634 245q

Retribution by Tips of Publisher and Diecleoline

Dis,Apline
Commercial Society University

Press
Not-for-Profit

TotalNumber S Number X Number t Number
Pure Science 147 31.1 209 44.2 40 8.5 77 16.2 473

Applied Science
and Technology

276 '18.5 356 49.6 9 1.3 6 10.6 717

Humanities 40 13.4 84 28.1 28 9.4 :47 49.1 299
Social Sciences 182 18.8 424 43.6 50 5.2 314 32.4 '970

Total 645 26.2 1073 43.6 127 5.2 614 25.0 2459

203
7

<
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APPENDIX It

NUMBER OF JOURNALS DISTRIBUTED BY LACS PURLISNIX

(84v Data Prom NSF Study Does. Not Watch Study Totals
Exactly because of Later Cimingele am4 Corrections)

Number of Publishers

'M. of Journals Societies Univ. Presses Other N.Y.P. Commercial
'1214

Pub. JnIsi.

Pub. Jule. Pub. Jule. Pub. Jule. Pub. isle.
1 666 666 20 20 565 565 212 212 1463 14632 66 132 4 8 26 52 27 54 123 2463 16 48 3 9 S 24 13 39 40 1204 7 28 4 16 2 8 7 -.28 20 805 6 30 4 20 1 5 2 10 13 656 6 36 1 6 -- .....

2 12 9 547 01 7 2 14
3 21 . 6 428 . Nal

dos... - ..MI 1 8 1 89 2 18 1 9 .... . -- 3 2710 - WOMEN dm .0. - - 2 20 2 2011 1 11 -- -- ....
3 33 4 4412 1 12 . --

7 1 12 2 2413 1 13 -- -- -- -- .... I 1314
...- ... - 2 28 2 28LS -- -- - SWIM* 2 30 2 3017 1 17

-. ..... 1 1722 1 22 -- -- -- -- -- .... 1 2226 _. -- -- -- - 2 28 2 ' 48.25 1 25 -- -- -- -- 1 25 2 5026 -- -- --
1 26 1 2627 --

1 27 -- -- - MO 1 2736
1. 36 -- -- -- Im .11. 1 3664 MN... ...ID M.O. - - 1 64 1 64

777 1101 40 129 602 654 282 670 1701 2554

8
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NATIONAL coramssiatt ot4: NEW TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WONNat
(COMM

eamiNi7-0110e

press. Releale No'. 1

for IMMEDIATE Release
February 23, 1976

swealensk,

COMMISION HOLDS FOURTH MEETING FEBRUARY 11, 12 and 13
ma, SCHEDULES APRIL,, N4Y. AND JUNE MEETINGS ;

I

The National Commission On New Technological Uses of Copyrighte4,Worke

heft aits fourth meeting onFebruary 11, 12 and 13, 1976 in Retkesd,

!

ryland.
!

The emphasis in the fourth meeting wai on one of the two probliisms
. .?

.

assigned to the Commission by the Congress in the enabling statute
i

--,
,

1`-.

(P. L. 93-573) - the "comPuter issue". We statute charges the CommiAsion

to study, compile data on, and make- recomiendations on changes Ini.the

copyright lass,s0d procedure* with respect to the reproduttion and usr of

unction with autoeetic syst4ma

and transferring information",

lication or intervention nf_such
t

copyrighted works of 'authorship "inure
0

capable of storing; processing, retriev

and "the creation of new wntke.by the

automatic systems."

Nine .invited experts were beard on computerisedatorage- aid retrieval

systems_ of a general nature and, in the specialised fields of iedirine, law,

chemistry and economic statistics.

i.

.

The Comeission Cs. required' to male a- preliminary reportpx the

President add. the Congress later them Ottoktr,8, 1976. A f4na1-report.
1,..,

and recommendations are required: by December. 31, 1977.

205
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Presto %lease So. 1

The moist three meetings of the Commission are scheduled for April 1

end 2 (probably in the Nev York City area)..Nay-6 and 7. and June 3 and 4

(probably in,the Wishimgrom, D. C. area). All four of the Commission

neetiess.to date have heee open to the public. Inquiries concerning the

umrk and sihedule of the Commission may be addressed to Arthur J. Levine,

Smeentive Director, National Commission on Sew Technological. Uses of

. Co Witold Works (COUTO), ilashingtoe, D. C. 2055A, Telepheme (202)

537 96.

Attechmeete: Test of Title. II of Public Law 93-573

Members and professional staff of the Commission

r

0

Sao

206
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NATIONAL COMMISSION ON NEW TECNINOVIOICAL MIES OF cormorrnip wyt
umminu

TM: ;12421 1147-4111011

MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION

Selected from the public:

0101smos.0.C.3411),

Stanley_He Fuld --- Chairmen,
Retired Chief Judge, liev-Totk Court.of-40iMals
Special Counsel, Kaye, Scholar, Fierman, Wry* and, Handler

Melville S. Him= -- Vice Chairmen
Professor of Law
UCLA Law School

George D. Cary
Retired Register of Copyrights

Rhcida H. Harpatkin

Executive Director
Consumers Union

Selected from authors and other. copyright users:

John Hersey
President,
Authors' League of America

Dan Lacy
Senior Vice President
McGraw -Hill, Inc.

E. Gabriel Perle
Vice President-Law
Timm, Inc.

Hershel B. Sarbin
President
Ziff-Davis Publishing Company

Selected from copyright users:

William S.'Dix
Librarian Emeritus of Princeton University:
Princeton, New Jersey

Arthur R. Miller
Professor of Law
Harvard Lew School

207
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-2-

iobsrt Wadsworth
Executive Director
American Librari Association

Alice E. Wilco:
Director
MINIUM

LL OFFICIO mans or ERE carasszon

Denial J. Booretin (voting)
Librarian of Congress

Barbara Ringer (nonvoting)
Register of Copyrights

PROFISSIOMAL STAFF OF TOE COMMISSION

Arthur J. Levine_
'twenties Director f
Robert W. Prise
Aseistantlftecutive Director/Econcmdt

Micheal S. Isplinger
SeniOr Attorney

Jeffrey L. Squires
Staff Attorney

I

_fr

(;

4
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a. 00.

NATIONAL COMMISSION ON NEW TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED %WORKS
ICONTU) .11=IWP.

UMTO: Mal INP4111111

ARTHUR J.

;

Arthur J. Levine, Executive Director or the Naticoal,Cammission opt

New Technological Uses of Copyrighted iorks, has had erensive experience

as` a lawyer and lecturer of copyright law. A native of Connecticut,

Mr. Levine was educated at Wesleyan University (19585 and at Columbia

Law School (1962). He joined the Examining Division of the Copyright

Office in 1963 and segeved as Assistant 'Chief of the Division from 1966
to 1971, when he lef-t to enter private practice. In \)lerch 1975 he was\
appointed by the Librailan of Congress as special-consult-lint on planning,

for the new Commisaton and in October was named executive .ctireetor.

Since 1967 Mr. Levine has kestuted on copyright law and book and

magazine publishing at the Practicing Law Institute,and lest year

he wag named ,an adjunct professor of law at Georgetown Um Center.

He presently serves on the board oftrusteee of the Copyright Society 1

of the U.S.A. and 'as chairman of the copyright cimittee of the District

of Columbia Bar "Association. -He hasbeen chairman of the American Bar
ASsociation".s coaseittees on Copyright _Office affairs and on copyright

law revision and a member of the Association's comallt.ee on government

relations to copyright. Mr . Levine is a *either of -the District of

_t- Columbia; the Maryland,, and the Supreme COurt bars. He was a contributing

editor for the'American Society for Information Science's Omnibus

Copyright Revision in 1973.

Mr. Levine resides in Bethesda; MarYlentl-
.

tn.

I
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NATIONAL CONIINIIIIKIN ON NEW TECHNOLOGICAL LEES OF COPYRIGHTED RORICI
R:0011U1

To: MS W
Wilda RPM D.C. -

111, OBERT W FFtA SE

Robert V. ?rase, Assistant Executive Director and Economist of
the .Rational Contagion on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted -Works,
has written widely on economic and public policy issues relating to
publishing, libraries, and copyright. Most recently, he was a con-
sulting economist in private practice.

A native of Chicago, he ryas educated at the University of Wisdonsin
and at Harvard University. From 1938 to 1950, he served in economic and
administrative positions in several Federal and international agencies,
including the Departments of Labor, Agriculture, and Commerce. Prost
1950 to 1972. he was vice president and economist .of the Association

of American Publishers and its predecessor organisation. In 1973.he
was appointed director of the Library ittatigtics Project of the

American Library Association and in November 1975 he was named to:his
present post with the Commissice.

Pb. 7r0As resides in Falls Church, Virginia.
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Public Law 93-573
93rd Congress, S. 3976

December 31, 1974

SS STAT. 11173
To UMW tlair 17 at tar soloed Miter roar to moo,. ilie rapiraltiaa dear far

a sat S.4 ",reign is sound ISeardhlan. In !lantern the Mahal porattiso
for Wiwi and essemortrIthai flt smug rreordinalk, to rimed tae duration at
ampire t pestimetbm is muds come. is ortablivIA a Xatbseasl Caralsrieme am
See Wrilussiodest rpm fit Cispyrighted Wart.. sad for other porpiops,

dam it ~egad the SeNete and Mover of itepreorotatiroo of the
(iv igod Stages of Americo ;to Cosy's-rag asse,,,blett,

TiTLE IINATIONAL COMMISSION ON NEW TECHNO-
LOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS

1111rAWLISKIIINT Alit) POW= Or ('OINIIDIDiON

Soc. In a) Tharp I hereby created in the Library of
a National on New Technological Uses of
Works (henafter Onennimion).

(b) The purpose of the Commilion is to study andcompde data on :
(1) the reproduction and me of copyrighted works of author-ship

(A) in conjunction with automatic apeds of star-
lag. Proallmat,- riltowlaff 'sad treat=tion,isionsatioa, tad

not imbed-
.

(14 by various Isms of Entebbe*
bag reproductios by or at the requent of instructors for nes is
face-to-face Meiling activities; and

(2) the emotion of new worts by the application or noternia-
tion of such antaneatic systems or machine reprodoction.

(e) The Oannitsios shall scab reeommendationsas tem& shanges
ia copyright law or procedures that may be necessary to amuse for
sloth Purposes access to copyrighted work,. and to provide morale.,of the rights of 'copyright owners.

nieneasuir or sec couriumoot
Sac. 202. (a) The Commission shall be comepoted of thirteen voting

members, appointed m follows:
41) Four meenben, to be appointed by the President. selected

-,e from slithers and at copyrigl?t commit;
(2) Four members, to be vposated by the President. orlectedfrom users of copyright etch;
(34 Four, tiongovenimentnimembers to be appointed bv the

President, sainted from the public generally, with at lest ensmember se4cted from among ezperte in eorsomer protectionaffaini;
) The' Librarian of Gingivae.

(t) The Pre/dent shall appointa Chairm41. a a Vice Chairmanwho shall act es Chairman sn-the absence or lily of the Chair-man Or in the event of vacancy in that dire. from among the four
. doesobses selected from the public generally, as provided by claws (3)of sehmition (a). Tie Regerher of Copyrights shell serve ex allelees a nonvoting member of the C.osinsisoion.

(cY Seven voting members of the Commission shell constitute
(mod Any vacancy in the Commission shall not affect its powersad shall be filled in the maim mariner as the original appointmentvest made.

211
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nertrAlt ,,,. I M E , up. ,

srt 2(13. Fat NlentIters of the othri than Akers or
employers of the Federal Government. shall receive compensation at
the rate of Slit) per day while engaged in the actual performance of
Curnmistion duties. phis reimbursement for travel, sehaintence. and
other necessary expenses in connection with such duties.

( b) Any members of the ernmnisainn who ore officers or employees
of the Federal Government *hall serve on the Cominiewinet without
compensation. bait such metnheri %hall be reimbursed for bevel, rib-
sistenee. and other memory experaws in connection with the per.
formstice of their duties.

irrtre

S. 206. (a) To assist in it* studies, the romereeinn may appoint
a staff which shall he an triturate/rtire pert of the of Con-

rilLThe oaf shell he howled by an Fversitiee Dir-ctor, who shall
resnonsible to the Commie /4m for the A ,heleirt reien of the duties

entrustrid to the staff.
(b) The Comminnion may prornte trmiwwary aped intermittent

services to the taint extent as is authrwierd by seetino1100 of title S.
Code. but at rates not to exceed PM pee they.

11:11191011111711 elf THE cowareenow

S. 205. There are hereby maws-Ord to he aprrope;wl ree-h sums
as may he neerenary to terry not the thin two meal
Jane 30, 1176.

Sim 114. (a) Withik one after thr lit aretiog of the roes-
sailassi it abaft nsineit ON* . end the Corivra a relimirory
most an de- *lintel&

(b) Within these years after the eesetwent of t.,:tk Art the Can-
112%, minim AO apiaait to the Pronident and the Conrem a Onel rrpott

an int sandy sad invsatigation which ehall ioelnde tau rerewermeretations
sad sok proposals for legialatinet end administrative art4la 4 may
he iseeessery to carry out its nommendatione.

(c) In addition to the ponlintinary report and fin,1 tappet required
by this section. to Corninaarno may pculeh rinch neenin reports as
it mayelneratiee. including but not to e.w.lhaat's reports,
traasempts of testimony, seminer reports. and ether Cemierizasma
Garbage.

rowans or rut orsoweemon

Sew. 207. (a) The enerunission or, with the authorisstiaa of the
Commissient. any three or PROWa of its phorPitert may, for the purpose
of carrying not the prairie:nits of this title, held Iterrelyip, admintster ,

entire, and nwprimsby-subrenos or othorwrion, the atee.erleuwei rued testi-
mony of witnesses and the preelortion of rireementeryinentrial.

(44 With die emollient of the Convertienon, sp-ty of its ovrnhem iffy
hold any IMO nnir..re, or confer-nem reneti4-oel appropriate
to provide a foram for rlinwiern of Ow e.-1-Uiett with which it is
dueling.

wonow sewer

gtiaI. On the tiztirh cloy after the Avte tjwg eulmiantion of its
lhold loPrartotht Coierniteiro than tee...tenets v.4 ell ooterrod emelny-
moot ivivr it shell expire.

Approved Deesenher 31, 1974.

Reproduced
from t..

best availAhle cop,.
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY
(;,(1(1 / :11n .ti( hool:

tk I t.1 r1 -1 1111tAltV
It1.110M I. I ))N I N 1)1 N A 4 7 4111

:02.ACM CI \T1 t< 'two
L.S1111/04% AND 17.01104/4.TION CILt'l

February 15, 1977

Uear Journal Publisher:

'rtr s) 1 2-337-5111S

The National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright Works(CONTU) has awarded the Graduate Library School a contract to survey U.S.publishers of scientific,
technical, professional and scholarly journalswith respect, to their attitudes

on permitting photocopipmg and variousmethods of dealing with licensing/photocopying or the supply of authorizedphotocopies. The background and purposes of this survey are covered in theattachd memorandum of the Commission.

The Graduate Library School of Indiana University was awarded thiscontract because of"experience gained in the conduct of the study completedin November, 1975 for the National Science Foundition.cm "Economics andInteraction of the Publisher-likrary Relationship in the Production and Useof Scholarly and Research Journals". Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Company,1976, (also available from the N i ional Technical Information Service 7NTIS - Document //PB 249108)-.

In this earlier Survey 2,459 U.S. journals (excluding government publi-cations) of this nature were identified. This earlier universe has now beenbrought up to date, taking into account new journals and journals discontinuedand the present universe includes about 2660 journals. The procedure forthe current survey is as follows:

1. Each of the publishers having one or more journals
in the universe of some 2600 journals and listed in the
attached List A is requested to fill out and return to the
Indiana University Graduate Library School the enclosed
franked, self-addressed postcard concerning participation
in the survey.
2. List A attached contains the titles of your journal(s)
which are included in the survey.
3. The basic questionnaire is to be filled out for each
publisher.
4. The supplementary questionnaire is to be filled out
for each illtirnal in List A.
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By participating in this:survey, you will provide information which
will help the National. Commission to develop recommendations to the Congress
to implement the provisions relating to photocopying in the new copyright
law (Public Law 94-553) or to suggest further legislation. Tabulations
frog this survey will deal only with various aggregates. No data for
individual publishers or individual journals will be made public by the
contractor or the Commission, and the completed survey forms will be returned
to the respondents after the data supplied on the forms have been recorded
in anonymous form. Each journal publisher participating in the survey will
be furnished with a copy of our report to CONTU including the tabulated
results of the survey.

Sincerely,

Bernard M. Fry
Dean ,

Graduate Library School%

Attachments:

1. List A - the list of your journals to be reported on the
supplemental questionnaire.
2. 4ackground memorandum of the National Commission on New
Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works relating to the survey.
3. Return franked postcard addressed to the Indiana University
Graduate Library School.
4. Basic (publisher) questionnaire for the survey.
5. Supplementary questionnaire(s) to be filled out for each journal
in List A.

6.-A government franked mailing label addressed to the In4aha
University Graduate Library School to be affixed to a plain
envelope for the return of the;completed questionnaires.
7. CONTU Press Release No. 2.

(.>
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Graduate Library School

IvIER MTV LIRRAR

IlLOONIINGTON INDIANA 47401

at1tAacs4 CtNTTat, von
LISRAURY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

April 15, 1977
OE,

Dear Journal Publisher:

TEL. NCO 412-31'.7111

'On February 15, 1977, we mailed a questionnaire to you on behalf of the National
Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyright Works (CONTU). This questiothaire,which addressed the publishers of U.S- scholarly and research journals, asked for
information concerning attitudes toward photocopying and various methods for dealing
with licedting of the supply of authorized photocopies. Responses, which wereoriginalliNrequested by March 25, 1977, will help the National Commission to develop
recommendations to the Congress to implement the prqvisions of the new copyright law
public Law 94-553), and to suggest further legislatlon.

It was stressed in the earlier communication, which requested responses foreach
journal in the survey population as well as an overall response from each publisher,
that tabulations would deal only with aggregates. No data for individual publishers
or individual journals will be made public, and the/completed survey forms will be
returned after the data has been recorded in anonymous form.

As of this date, we have not received your response. If you have delayed or hesitatedin responding to this important request for information which is intended to assist thepublishing industry, we urge you to reconsider. YOUR COOPERATION IS IMPORTANT TO THESUCCESS OF THIS SURVEY OF PUBLISHER VIEWS.

if the questionnaires have been mislaid or never received, or if- ou haye any questions,
please do not hesitate to call the Research Center of the Graduate Library School
collect at (812) 337-5388. Thank you., for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

7,d/t7 A
Bernard M. Fry

. Principal Investigator

Dean, Graduate Library School

Herbert S. White

Co-Principal Investigator
Professor and Director of the
Research Center
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Statement by the National Serials Data Program (NSDP), Library of Congress
on the Status of the Assisnment of International Standard Serial Numbers (ISSN)
to Journals to which the Survey Questionnaires were sent.

Although only 36.02 of the 974 journals respondidg to this survey reported

that the ISSN was printed on the journal issues, this percent mkiy be expecteeto

increase rapidly. The Library of Congress will be developing facilities to enable

NSDP routinely to notify publishers of the validated ISSN assigned to their

journals. Specific requests from publishers on the Serial Data Sheet (copy attached)

for the assignment of ISSN are continuing to be handled expeditiously, with

particular attention given to pre-publication requests.

A mailingiby the R.R. Bowker Company in the spring of 1977 reporting to

publishers the ISSN assigned to their publications, which was made in connection,

with the preparation of a new edition of Ulrich's Director', also contained a

letter'from NSDP. The letter urged publishers either to use the ISSN reported

to them by 3awker, or-to request an assignment from NSDP. This appeal has resulted
4

in a fourfold increase in the weekly volume of publisher requests submitted to

NSDP for the assignment of ISSN. Several other developments are likely still

further to increase the number of requests from publishers for the assignment

of JSSN. The new copyright registration forms, being developed by the Copyright

Office for copyright registration under the new copyright act after December 31, 1977,

will contain a place for the insertion of the ISSN. ,Sikilar arrangements are

being discussed with the U.S. Postal Service in connection with filings for second

class mailing privileges. It is also expected that ISSN will be used in various

mechanisms for payment of royalties for copying or for the supplying of authorized

copies of.serial articles.

216
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The NSDP,arecords show the following as of June 23, 1977 with respect to

the assignment of ISSN to the journals which were sent the questionnaire

this survey (respondents and non-respondents alike). It should be noted that

publishertirequesting assignmeht of ISSN on the serial data sheet form are

notified only of fully validated.ISSN.

ISSN Assignments

Validated ISSN 1,405 58%
Unvalidated LC record 62 2%
CONSEk,record with ISSN 326 132
CONSER record 17 1%
OCLC record with ISSN 349 142.
OCLC record 74 31
No on-line record 146 6%

searchable on OCLS -38 1%
Insufficient information (155) 1%
la title list to perform

Lreditable search or to
distinguish among multiple
records

2,418 98%.(because of rounding
the total is not 10(77.)



211 ExhIbi t A
Lbran of ( impress

NSDP
W-uaimivon. DC 20640
National Seri.alv Data Program

Your Jusastal,e f<vist)ied in ot act tor ill.: *.,iroort Sert.47. data Provam a vi

SERIAL l Stn. ET FOR PUBLISHERS

your serial an ISSN (International Standard
Serial Nurnhet) and as 3,.;u1nr.lryt.:g VIer... rs no h.ar t for makffig Wler you have completed theippiscaton harm. send both parts bask to NSUP at the above address

That form MUST be acuompanicd by a sample issue or; the pubLcation, or if this is inconvenient. a photocovy of the COver, talepage. and masthead If the serial has not yet been published, a inoi.k-up of the items above will suffice pfewsded that a sem* issue (or
I*6014>coines) iS sent as soon as it available

111.
. If you have any guts tones. feel free to contact !SDP fur assabunct Your cooperation is putty apprecaatad

Des is a regim.,1 for prepubia.:ation assignment of an ISSN. The first issue of the senal will appear (date)with the folloiving numbering

This is a request for marassent of an ISSN fora serial niece began pal:ex:sues (dap):
with follovnng numberug:

1. TITLE maim Ins cal. pop. or ItOisover If iftere sae We pop]

VAitt ANT FORMS Of THE TITLE as Wm WPM., Inannama. o. °Mar porn of mown ileum Nom amomf mmtuil of mei see on 11111 fimm.

AI.

EARLIER TITLES airftch tIoim soroM

FueLismin

6 SUSSCP11111TiON

11. CITY MID STATI..00 PUSL1SMEA

7 SUWON ry710% ofticE (iei esca. eatawarmai mew

a FillfiouENcY
LANCLIAGEtS1 Of TEXT

10 ADOITIONAI INFORMATION, COMMENTS, OVESTIONS

TO BE PROCESSED. THIS DATA SHEET MUST BE ACCOM-
PANIED BY AN ISSUE OF THE SERIAL OR PHOTOCOPIES AS
SPECIFIED ABOVE. APPLICATIONFOR A NEW ISSN MUST BE
MADE IF THE TITLE OF THE PUBLICATION CHANGES.
11 CONTACT PERSON

Won.) liaNtelverni

ta6ckwas if 6.11enrof from tobscroot.an oedema)

writ lows form coromfarf.41)

If you publish uglier serials, sheik the box below will be sew
.^ tc

67-00 (rev '1/7'))

Foe NM' the OP 1.,T
Comments sad IEMILZUCLOnS

Date received by NSDP

Date publisher notified of assigarneat

Request poupub Imo

ISSN:

Key Mk:
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